mentan.
Vol. LX1\

I

soBHCBirriotf price.
IP PAID Ilf ADVAKCI.

92.00
#1.60.

ran

tiai.
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LOCAL A i FA IK

played

tn The Front Line Trenches
of

battle,

quarter is asked—and

no

none is

always essential to be prepared.
Are you preparing for the emergencies that
are sure to come sooner or later, when the
demand for ready cash is urgent f Start an
It is

given.

Portland. Mb.:
Malcolm S Winslow—Bay State Film
stock for sale

mon

WEATHER

account with the Burrill National Bank.

For Week

Don’t forget your Income Tax Return must be made by
April 1.

|

Calls

12 m
86—

forenoon

afternoon

80—

snow

cloudy

16—

19—

cloudy

—8

29—

Sat

10-

12—

18—

18—

12—

26—

clear

fair

0—

30—

cloudy

snow

m

a

You

to

In

postoffiee—your bank—and
buy interest-bearing Government bonds
to help win the war.
Buy your first
25c Thrift Stamp to-day ; and buy more
as

change might
to grow

suow

cloudy
snow.fair fair,cloudy
suow

snow

Willis

best

in

investment

the

Ellsworth.

Society

hail

The

ODD

RfcLLL-OWS

Boston

—

meet this week

B"

*

Roll-call,

cur-

died

Austin,

cremated.

February 2. The
The
Hepublican

in

“Mr. Austin conducted

Linnchan, who has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Hollis Munson, at
Portsmouth, N. H., two weeks, arrived
home Saturday.
with

a

painful

here

from 1891

compelled

to

to

of

body was
of
Fresno,

grocery store
when he was

was

account

on

republican in

a

politics, and in 1895 was elected
the Fresno city trustees, serving

one

of

term.
His

year

old

a

mother died
and

bis

He

few

years later.
Al. Simpson, in

one

when

father

at

June

he
died

was
a

Miss Helen

married

1870,

they had

and

Ellsworth, Ale.,

born in

was

1842.

Sullivan, Maine,

Simpson

Paul

son,

Austin.
“He

early settlers of
Nebraska, afterward going toVirginia City
was

of the

one

Lake.

He

moved to Fresno in

1891.
a

He is survived
by his wife and
lister, Miss Elvira L. Austin, of Boston

ami

a

granddaughter,

Hinckley

Helen

Austin.

ac-

pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.7
3.00;

two

flag at a special meet- The call was received by the
its hall Wednesday evening of next
but the following four men
Tbe lodge will entertain a limited
to fill the quota:

dedicate its service

Shoe and Harness Repairs
by Parcel Post
•uil

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital
6

Years

Ed. G. Williams,
Local Agent for

Bluehill, Me.
Stage

Mrs.

Saturday from a visit of three
her daughter, Mrs. Arthur
Howard, at Dover. Mrs. Kelley of Bath,

and express

in

her

&

SON

—Established 1807—

fire and automobile insurance
Representing gome of

the

leading companies

of this

and foreign countries

of the

but

well

selected

stock

at

money-saving prices.
of all kind*

Repairing
david

friend

yaln Strest_Ellsworth

Albert N. Cushman
Electrician andContractor
Electric Supplies

and Fixtures

Estey Building

Telephone

Ellsworth
37-11

served

made

WoodWanted
We

in tlie market for
Bireh, Yellow Bireh,

are

White
Rock

Maple,

also

Poplar.

Good

to

Prices, according
quality of stock. Please call
at our office or address

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

of these

men

at

the Hancock house

at

1

be

by

a

this will

followed

announcement

were enlisted voluntraining.

ELLSWORTH

the meeting of the woman’s club
Mrs. E. J. Colima yesterday afternoon, Edward H. Emerson spoke most
At

entertainingly of Corea, Japan, and the
peculiar customs and superstitions of its
people. Mr. Emerson will leave here
to-day on hii return trip to Corea.
MuBical features of the program yesterday
were siuging by
Mrs. E. J. Walsh and
piano music by Misses Charlotte Sawyer
and Rachel Haynes. The club will meet
March 26 with Mrs. George B. Foster.
The annual dollar supper of the Thursclub

was

held at the

March

1.

Miss

Congregational
Annie

Corneaii

Moore

of

Bangor

is

visiting

Mrs. Forrest Moore.

*

with

schools, a
necessity

[special]

Ten

ladies

from

North

Ellsworth

and it

was

decided

to

hold the reunion

Friday evening, April 5,
hall, Mechanics building,
It

at

was

we

Conservation.

Boston.

reunion this season, owing to
the unsettled conditions, but after hearing the reports of ttffc various members of

ices

will be of the

has caused so maqy
other reunions.
short time

same

intervening

and

work necessary to
success, it is hoped that

make the affair a
everyone who plans to attend will purchase their tickets of the committee in advance

the refreshment

in order that

suitable

may make
with the caterers.
mittee

com-

arrangements

Hancock Hall

Report.
Cooke, janitor, submits the following report, received too late for the
city report. It has been approved by the
Fred E.

mayor and board of aldermen;

f 127.40

Total expenditures,

126 90

receipts,
BalaL
an

.60

ce

outstanding bill

of

flO

due

the hall.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Gordon Bett9 of Orrington was here over
Sunday, the guest of George E. Gray.
Miss Priscilla Scott of Corinna is visiting
her grandparents, George E. Davis and

the

the

It is

war.

feared

will be

more

brought home
forcibly later, unless
Iu addition

now,

to

the

across

are

the

willing

ocean.

to

go

from home into

If

our

three

young
thousand

a

eat.
CO.til.Mi.

KVKM'S.

;

pleas-

of

vast amount

explains

strange land, to
give up everything, possibly life itself, to
protect our homes, the least that we can
do is to see that they have something to
miles

usual.

the

people

boys

men

Condit’s orchestra will furnish music
during the reception and for the dancing.
Wessover & Foss will serve refreshments
is sufficient
as in former years, which
guarantee that
variety which
ing remarks at
Owing to the

win

necessity

economize

our

the committee and tbe many requests for
tickets, it was voted to hold the reunion
as

help

which

conservation, and how

card

thought inadvisable to

first

home card
of food

telling how to save, and the need of
saving, there are two cards giving formulas for cooking cornmeal and oatmeal.
The government is not asking any one
to go hungry, but is asking that people
try to save on the .very foods needed for

on

the

Friday evening, March 15, at Methodist

parsonage—Sociable, 10 cents.
Saturday afternoon, March 16, at Society hall—Dancing party; admission 10
cents.

Friday, April 5, at Paul Revere hall,
Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, including war tax, 55 cents, may be obtained
of the following members of the committee:
Erustus F. Redman, president, 82
Brent street, Dorchester; Miss Marion
Bartlett, vice-president, 27 Everett street,
Cambridge; Miss Ella F. Jordan, secretary, 204 Hemmenway street, Boston;
Stetson Foster,
treasurer, 6 Hamilton
place, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Lyman L.
Lord, 704 Commonwealth avenue, Boston;
Mrs. Robert S.
Leighton, 100 Winslow
street, Everett; Mrs. Fred H. Kendrick,
20 Wellington street, Boston; Mrs. Helen
M. Tripp, 512 Main street, Concord Junction; Franklin 1. Jordan, 32 Endicott
street, Newton Highlands; Howard H.
Adams, 44 Whitfield road, West Somerville; Walter L. Smith, 337 Warren street,
Koxbury; Charles F. Jordan, 100 Winslow
street, Everett; Oliver L. Anderson, 8
Chatham street, Ca mbridge.

it'jnf-Ecmuuft.

wife.

Good Seamstress Wanted
Bangor was home
at Once
Sunday and Monday with her mother,
Mrs. George E. Gray.
to
Apply
There was no preaching in the church
ALICE M. HOOPER
Sunday, on account of the illness of the
pastor, Rev. Henry W. Conley.
Ellsworth, Maine
Eben M. Jellison, who has spent the
Miss Ethel Crocker of

over

winter mouths with

W.

Brown has

a

crew

of

men

Flood,

who

was

and

examined

by

Dr. Sanger at Bangor Mouday for draft
service, was foundjjualifted, and referred.
Mr. Flood enlisted in the aviation corps
three months ago, going to Fort Slocum,
N. Y., but did not pass there.

Shrub

FOR

SALE

Miss Caroline Harrington
Ellsworth,

build-

winter.

Marmalade

Home-Made

ton

Leon G.

Married Life.
Few girls who give a fellow a cyire
fully manicured hand expect the sam«
to go Into the dishwasher so soon.—
Kansas City Journal.

to the

Paul Revere

at

to

save

that the

gathered
Adams, Saturday afternoon,

and making arrangements for
gathered at the home of Mrs. Webster ing piers
and shipment of the pulp
Higgins on her birthday [March 6]. As the .booming
season.
Mrs. Higgins is a shut-in, it was much wood from here the coming
Albert E. Foster has resumed his duties
appreciated. Dainty refreshments were
served. Although the afternoon was as station agent here after a three months’
H. G. Farnsworth has been
stormy, all reporta pleasant time. Mrs. vacation.
Higgins had many gifts, and a card supplying for Mr. Foster during the
shower.

to

at the office of

relatives in Washingcounty, has returned home.
Miss Frances Loweree went to Orono
Eugene Smith and Mildred Moore are
for the present with the
home from Ellsworth high scbool for two Saturday to live
family of Dr. Frank Whitcomb,
weeks.
M. Salisbury went to Bangor
Spof DeWitt has returned to his work at j Herbert
enter the E. M.
Mattawarakeag, after spending a week Monday evening to
General hospital for a surgical operation.
with his family here.
Gertrude

talk and general conference, when
plana for the campaign will be mapped

vestry

an

in

camp authorities.
Many
were drafted for the national

army, while others
teers sent there for

smoke

day

to

force

Friday by

NORTH

and

H.

Howard

There is

expeditionary

France, according

Hounds of Portland, chairman
third liberty loan
campaign, will be in Ellsworth March IB
to meet the county aud town chairmen
for the liberty loan driv& Dinner will

out.

CLOTHING
Small

American

to

The committee in charge of the 1918 Ells-

volunteered

A.

o'clock,

Set For

board,

Camp Devens To France.
20,000 soldiers who have been
training at Camp Devens are now tC part

for the State for the

be

local

From

The Ellsworth city schools report the
following sales of war savings stamps:
High school, |225; West side school, |172;
School street school, |407.84; Pine street
school, f107.50. Total to end of last term,
9912.34. The largest sale in a single school
is credited to the School street intermedi-

Harry

Been

March 11

Boston, Mass.,

men.

At least

ate, f267.75.

c. c. BURRILL

Has

The Dale.

of

with

who bad charge of tbe office
absence, returned home Monday.

repair

Percival L. Wescott and Joseph White
Ellsworth, chauffeurs, Earle C. Gordon
of Ellsworth and Harry Allen of Bar Harbor, repair men.

Ella G. Nash of the Western Union

returned
weeks

Mark your address carefully.
liest of Stock and Workmanship.

charges paid one way.
Prompt Delivery.

number of guests.

Friday*, April 5,

the

chauffeurs

Food

United States is at this time trying
place in each home, through the

The

hold

“He

14,

ELLSWORTH REUNION.

full

a

special printing:

week.

Ellsworth

worth reunion

a

1911,

He

resident

a

ARMY DRAFT.
cident last Wednesday, falling on the ice
and breaking tbe large bone of ber right
Call Issued for 'I hirteen More Men
arm just above the wrist.
From Hancock County.
Ellsworth girls wishing to join tbe
The call bas been issued for thirteen
and housekeeping club will meet
cooking
and
paper
with Mrs. G. N. Worden, Oak street, Sat- more men from Hancock county in the
army draft. The list of men to be called
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
if: urday
'I 0 sheets
the local board bas not yet been made
District Deputy George Harmon of Bar by
“
“
“
“
“
10(0
2.7 10 Harbor will pay an official visit of inspec- up, nor the date of departure fixed, but
instructions are for them to leave
tion to Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., to- present
here between March 29 and April 2.
Main printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a morrow
evening. Supper will be served
Four more men will leave here Monday
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four at 6.30.
for San Antonio, Tex., to fill a call for two
pounds add Sc> pound for postage.
Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will formally
and
automobile

ing at

Insurance

Oak-

tp* r,

Price, including

TARLEV

W.

O.

held in

were

to Oakland

move

of bis health.

and Malt

Mrs. D. E.

Mrs. Cora Welch met

Mainp

Fire

native

a

Janurary 31. at

on

Funeral services

Va.

and wife.

lied Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchptinted with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the m irket; none better.

Lewis

Cal., of which city he was
twenty years, says of him:

an

Mrs. Glenn Lawrence of Rockland and
Mrs. Bryant Moore of Washington, D. C.,
are with their parents, Justice A. W. King

quality

Bank

County Savings

the time of his

at

his

age.
Oakland

vited.

m“nt

Hancock
Ellsworth,

in California.

dancing party will be given at Soball Saturday afternoon from 4 to 6,
by the Junior Red Cross. All are invited.
There will be a sociable at the Methodist
parsonage'Frulay evening, with program,
games and refreshments. Everyoue in-

Balter Paper Printed At
The American Office

account wi h us.

Kdmond Lewis Austin Died Recently

ar-

A

MONDAY—“The Mystery Bbip.”

department

Forward.

Phone IA

ciety

SATURDAY— Frances Nelson in the “Almighty Dollar.”

an

men are

Mr. Thomas’ wife died

Edmond
juvenile dancing party
Thursday afternoon from Ellsworth,

Joy.

open

course

NATIVK OK ELLSWORTH.

Nokoinis Rebekah lodge will hold its
annual roll-call next Tuesday evening.
Supper will be served at 6.30.

Maria Dreamier in 5-act play “Tillie Wakes Up.”

special

a

Step

asking

“how they can save more money this
is not a difficult question to answer.
Start an account
with the Hancock County Savings Bank—and deposit a certain amount
to your credit each week or month.
You are invited to step in and

Ellsworth.

Greene left Saturday for
extended visit at her former home

FRIDAY—Prank Sheridan in the 5-act play, “The Perils of Divorce.’'

he took

land, Cal., in the seventy-sixth year of

Roanoke,

T UK8DAY

of the

season.

will

Many young
year.” This

the

a

Thursday club

Take A

of

his home in

about ten
years ago. He leaves tw'o sisters, Miss
Arvilla Thomas and Mrs. Lewis Joy ©f

few

Mrs. S. W.

WBDNfSDAY-Violi Dana in the 5-act play “Aladdin's Other Lamp.”

in

death.

rent events.

BUILDING

formerly

1 at

he secured a clerical ponavy department at Washington, where be had remained more than
forty-five years, one of the oldest employ-

James E. Lynch have gone

with Mrs. Austin H.

BIJOU THEATRE

wardens.

Thomas,

Soon afterwards

Knowlton and infant son
rived home last evening, from Bangor.

3 to 5.

war-

Bryant & Stratton school in Boston.

in the

Mrs. C. C.

at

q/^Ellsworth1Maine

After finishing his studies in

here,

the schools

AT POSTOFFICH

a

us.

Union TSust Company

the seventy-sixth
3'ear of his age. Mr. Thomas was a native
of Eden, but his boyhood was spent in

Miss Mildred Rowe is spending
days at Bar Harbor.

be

Morton

Ellsworth, died March
Washington, D. C., in

this week.

There will

chief game

as

appointed deputy

Marcus

hour before mail closes.

Mr. and Mrs.

reappointed

have been

POSTOFPICB.

to Bar Harbor for the

Bank with

zeal

Hancock county, and L. E. Crosby
of Amherst and Simon Bunker of Sullivan

ees

any Bunker

are accommodating and helpful—with
working for the interests of our patrons.

We
in

Foxcroft, the

of

den for

has been

Miss Annie M. Connick is in

or

Parsons

.16

sition

Ask your Postmaster

E.

.36
.06
.01
.07
.72

Going West—10.30 a ra; 6.80 p in.
Goino East—6.10 a m; 3.36 p m.

world.

Bank aims at all times to be conserare progressive and
vative—yet
thoroughly
to
date
in
our
methods.
up
our

we

a

missioner, was in
day, accompanied by former Chief Qame
Warden Frank
Perkins. Commissioner
Parsons bad been making a tour of Washington and Hancock counties, looking
over the field to get first- hand
knowledge
to aid him in his administration of game
affairs.
J. H. Macomber of Ellsworth

Registered mall should be at postoffice half

The

to

fish and game comEllsworth last Thurs-

From West— 6.41 a m; 4.14 p in.
From East—11.10 a m; 6.22 p m.

an

While

He continued
removed

was

newly-appointed State

Daye.

MAILS CLOAK

him.

and

funeral will be held at the home on East
Maple street to-morrow at 2 o’clock.

effect, Jan. 20, 1918.

Week

benefit

worse

hospital, where be died Monday. He
leaves a wife, of this place, and two sons,
Albert and Frank, both of Everett. The

tAAILS RRCKIVBD.

Save and invest.

can.

you

a long time, and last fall went to
Everett to vi*it his son Albert, hoping the

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Go to your

often

ill for

com-

snow

AT ELLSWORTH

as

The body of Charles A. Smith of Everett,
Mass., formerly of Ellsworth, was brought
here this morning.
Mr. Smith had been

ifldnlght Tuesday,

at

&fitarrtiBrnunta.

a

each member gave fl to the secretary, and told in rhyme how it was earned,
causing much fun and laughter. In all,
$46.31 was collected.
All report a tine

ELLSWORTH.

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sun
Mon
Tues

War

Kurilng

No. 11.

i

tables,

March 13. 1918.
From observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
in
Riven
inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.]
Weather
PrecipTemperature
conditions
Ration
4

The

IN

EHTUBED AS IBCIOND CLASS MATTER
AT THE ELLSWORTH POHTOPPIOE.

husbands and

Bijou theatre
The Hurrili National bank
Hancock Co Savings Bunk
Union Trust Co
4 A Haynes—Groceries
special
C: W4FL Mason and Ed ward L Warreninsurance statement
Bangor Daily News
In bankruptcy—Harold P Carter
Seed Potatoes for sale
Alice Hooper—Seamstress wanted
Probate notice—Joseph P Dunne et als
**
—Elizabeth A Jellison et al
80('thwbst Harbor:
J F Whitmore—Guernsey bull for sale

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

>

march, while the members, with
friends, matched to their
places at the tables, led by Rev. and Mrs.
R. 6. Mathews.
The supper was in keeping with the times. Before leaving the

>

NEW ADVKKTl^EHKNT.S THIS WEEK

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

)

Main*

FOR SALE

at ALLEY’S
1
1
1

second-hand display-front refrigerator.
Detroit automatic computing scale.

Champion complete accountant
register attach menu

with cash

Furniture, tools, violins, etc., bought and
sold; also sold

Repairing

end

saw

151 Main St.,

on

commission.

filing and tool sharping.

Ellsworth,

Mo,

a6b;rtisrmftns

3mon(j

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Quarter
17,1918.

Lesson 11—First

THE

March

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

The opening verses of oar lesson
chapter find Jesns teaching in the synagogue among his own people who could
oot understand how he, whom they
had known from childhood, could teach
as he did. and do such mighty works.
They knew his brothers and sisters,
Mary’s other children of whom he was
the firstborn (Ps. 69:8; Lu. 2:7). and
supposed that he was like them of ordinary hnmnn parentage, not knowing
or not believing the manner of his
birth (Matt. 1:20, 21). Their unbelief,
at which he marveled, hindered him
from doing any mighty works among
them except healing a few sick folk

(4-6); but he went round about among
the villages teaching. If some will not
hear others will and there will always

<frran$urr

Thin celamo is d»rol«(l to the Orange. especially to.the grange* of Hancock couniy

The column it open to nil granger^ forth*
discussion of topic* of general intereat. and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
abort and oonctee. Ail communication* tnn*t
be algned. bat name* will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of Ike writer.

Proof that Some Women
do Avoid Operations
Mrs. Etta Dorion, of

Lesson Text, Mark 6:7-13, 30—Memory Verses, Matt. 28:18-20—Golden
Text. Matt. 10:8—Commentary Prepared by Rev. D. M. Steams.

ttu

Ogdensburjj, Wis^

|

says:

“I suffered from female troubles which cnused piercing rains
1 finally lost all my
like a knife through my back ard side.
an operation
a
strength so 1 had to go to bed. The doctorv. hat I had read
about
of
I
to
It
thought
but I would not listen
tried it. The firtt
Lvdia K Pink ham's Vegetable Compound a id
Pn'. rely cured me.
bottle brought great relief and si* bottles h:
All women who have female trouble of any kind should t.y
Lydia E. Piakham’s Vegetable Compound.”

NARRAM1HHIC,

Boyd Avoided

an

23, Narramiaeic grange meet in regular session. The damage by fire to the

Oper ation.

Canton. Ohio.—“I suffered from a female trouble which
caused me much suffering, and two doctors divided that
1 would have to go through an operation before I could

Tueeday

*everal

2,

389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.

readings and recitations, and a paper on
on Union river.”
Question
for Dext meeting, “Shouldn’t men as Weil

practice economy?”

HA&RORSIDK

478, SOUTH BROOKSVILLK.

7, six candidates were instructed
At the
in the drat and aecond degrees.
next meeting the candidates will be instructed in the third and fourth degrees,
and refreshments will be served.
March

PINKHAM'S^

be an open door somewhere for those
whom be sends forth in his name. We
saw In a former lesson that he called
MBMoaiAL aasoLcnows.
unto him twelve that they might be
Whereat. Our Divine Master, in His Infiwith him. and that he might send them
haa called from this life to the
wisdom,
nite
forth (3-14, 15); and now we See him
life eternal oar beloved brother, Allen Q.
Smith, therefore be It
seodlng them forth, by two and two, to
fioolref, That Harborslde grange feela
teach and heal In his name (7-13).
LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.
keenly the loss of onr esteemed past master.
They were not to go to the Gentiles of
Samaritans, but only to Israel; and
“When the Master calls, be it twilight.
Or noontide's golden glow.
proclaim the kingdom of heaven as at
Or whether in life's fair morning,
hand, healing the sick, cleansing the
to send it. Now have just read request for
45 turf it Column.
Jftatuil
Who heareth must rise and go."
lepers, raising the dead, casting out derye bread, so will try to send it this time.
1 usually make a loaf of Ibis every Saturmons, and doing all freely (Matt. 10:5That onr deepest sympathy be
Rfctrrd,
EDITED HT »4*CHT MADttl”.
day.
WEST GOULDS BOKO.
The kingdom must begin with
exteuHed to all those to whom his death has
7).
Haven’t we had a hard winter in a good
We have been very comfortMiss Vida Cleaves o f Pros peel Harbor brought such great sorrow.
Israel, and wUl begin there when it
many ways!
lit Motto: kiHelpful and Hopeful.”
RemolreH. That we place upon onr records
able here, and the bpring must come soon, baa been a guest of Mrs. Clara Hill a few
shall be set up at his return. Because
this tribute to his memory, that as a token of
although we ere having a snow storm now.
Israel rejected him and his kingdom,
days.
M. F.
A.
oor love and respect, onr charter be draped
The psrpoMa of this column are succlnc. y
the gospel is. In this age of his rejecMrs. Viania Smith is visitiog her sister, for a period of thirty days, also a copy of
stated In the title and mouo—it la for the mutual
and
a postponed
tion,
kingdom, to be
Here’s a warm welcome to another new Mrs. Eugene Sargent, in South Goulds* these resolutions be sent to his family and to
benefit, and aims to Ue helpful and hopeful
purchased among the nations to take Being for the common good, H la for the com helper, w ith thanks for the recipes.
boro.
the press for publication.
out of them a people for his name, the
mon uae—a public strvani, a purveyor of In
Ashe and wife of West Sullivan
Eugene
Kye
Bread-Two
meal,
cups
rye
IV*
church which is his body and bride;
formation and suggestion, a medium for the to
LAMOINR 284.
were week-end guests of Mr. end Mrs.
and then shall Israel be saved, and terchange of Idea*. lathis capacity It solicit* cups whole wheal or graham, Vfc teaspoonAbout fifty were present at the meeting
P. Ashe.
Harry
soar
ful
1
milk)
soda,
(for
salt,
teaspoon
then all nations (Acts 15:13-18).
communications, and its success depends largely
of the grange on Mar. 5. The third and
Miss Blanche M. Kingsley, who has enof baking powder (for sweet
Inasmuch as human hearts are al- on the support given It In this respect Com- or 2 teaspoons
fourth degrees were given to a class of
munications must be signed, but the name of milk), % cap molasses, 2 cups milk, sour joyed a vacation of two weeks, returned to
ways the same, enmity against God
three, and a harvest topper waa served.
writer will not be printed except t»y permission
or sweet.
Stir thoroughly; bake in bread Corea Monday to reopen her school.
(Rom. 8:7, 8), we may still expect Communications will be subject to approval or
The grange served a Hoover dinner for
tin one hour.
Mrs. Irving Sinclair and two children,
much of the same treatment which the
the town meeting on March 4, clearing
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
of Columbia Falls, are guests of Bupt. K.
twelve were told they would receive will be rejected without good reason. Address
Uraham Bread—As above, but subabout $20.
L. Sinclair and wife.
(Matt. 10:16-25), and we must he con- all communications to
stitute four cups graham flour for rye and
The Amkkicam.
tent to be as sheep In the midst of
School will re-open on Monday next,
GOOD will 376, AMHKRsrr.
wheat flour.
Ellsworth, Me.
with Mias Villa M. Orcutt of East Sulliwolves, for his sake killed all the day
Saturday evening, Mar. 9, there waa a
One;
Gingerbread.
Best- Ever
van as teacher.
long. We are not to fear the actual
Two applications for
good attendance.
TUB OLD BCHOOLIOl'SB.
capful molasses, one teaspoon each of salt,
death of the body, knowing that for the In a
who has been emgreen shady nook by the roadside.
membership were received. All enjoyed a
floor
and
cassia.
Slut
in
this
all
the
ginger
j Capt. George Allen,
believer to die Is gain, and absent from
a
On the brow of
returned home last pleasant evening. The grange is preparsheltering hill,
Pour over one cupful boiling j ployed iu Boston,
possible.
the body means present with the Lord,
A primitive old-fashioned schoolhouae
week and joined Mrs. Allen, who is with ing for an entertainment to be given soon.
water in Which is dissolved one teaspoon
Was staading so peaceful, so still.
(Matt. 10:26-30; Phil. 151, 23; 2 Cor.
her mother, Mrs. Louise Wood.
soda, add two tablespoons melted shorten5:8). Our standing orders are to pro- For years it stood iu the shadow
CAJfTINK, 250.
ing, and beat all well together. It will j Capt. and Mrs. George Allen entertained
claim repentance and remission of sins
Of a forest of evergreen trees.
The
Csstine grange met Feb. 23 with rtftyseem thin, but should be all right when ! a few friends at tea Saturday night.
among all the people in his name, and
Where the birds build their nests in the
baked in a slow oven.—Aunt Susan-by- guests were Mrs. Abby H. Taft, MU* two present. It was the third night of
tell them of a Judgment to come and
branches.
Eliza Whitten, Mr. and Mrs. James A. the literary contest,and much interest was
the-Sea.
And mingle their songs with the breexe.
of him who has been appointed the
Hill and Miss Vida Cleaves of Prospect shown.
tried by Aunt
has been
“Best-ever”
of
Christ
all.
risen
Judge
from the dead
If j thoughts oft revert to that school housr,
Harbor.
The grange has received a letter from
and found good.
Madge,
(Lu. 24:46-18; Acts 17:30, 31).
And
schoolmates
of
the
He
long, long ago.
Mrs.
Alpheus Kingsley entertained a one of its brothers, now with the Ameriin
letter
When
we
on
the
hillside
in
was
mentioned
and
us
summer.
The
them,
taught
played
following
through them, that
few friends Saturday evening, Mr. Kings- can forces in France, in which he says;
And in winter built forts iu the snow.
whatever treatment
of S. J. Y. last week:
they received
Delicious refreshments ! Just a few line* to let you know that I
ley’s birthday.
would be counted as if done to himself,
No matter how dreary the weather.
One cup granulated
Brown Bread
were served.
Those present were Mr. snd arrived safe, and never felt better in my
and also that as they went In his name
We were happy, we knew not a care.
life. It certainly was a wonderful trip,
meal, 1 cup graham flour, 1 cup white Mr*. F. P.
Noyes, Mrs Allen Kingsley, • nd 1 would not have missed it for
they must have no anxious care about While we mingled our voices together
anyflour. Put all in the sieve with a teaMrs. Mary E. Kingsley and Miss Blanche thing. It took us a little over two weeks
In lessons, in song, and lo prayer.
food or raiment or recompense (va.
spoon of salt and a large teaspoon of I
to get here, and for the first week the
Kingsley.
Matt.
8-10;
10:9, 10, 40-42). On the Several hours were devotea to study.
soda. After sifting, add *4 cup molasses,
weather was wonderful, with the moon
Mar. 11.
L.
! out
last night before he was crucified he
But as soon as our day’s work was done,
There was plenty of
every night.
1% caps quire hot water. Put into a boilroom
on the ship for all of ua.
I cannot
asked them, "When I sent you without Both teacher and scholars were ready
ing kettle and a hot pan and steam three j
BLUEHILL.
tell you the name of the ship, as we are
of
in
season
fun.
their
To
engage
and
purse,
scrip, and shoes, lacked ye
hours.
allowed
to.
not
Lieut. R. V. N. Bliss has completed a
anything?" and they said, “Nothing.” We were eager to prove the old adage
The last five days the ocean was like an
special course ol training at Harvard Uni- angry lion snd we certainly did roll. We
Lute 22:35. It stands ever true for all
That “all work makes Jack a dull boy,”
WEST SULLIVAN.
versily, and has been detailed for duty at did not mind that a bit; I was not seahis faithful followers, that If we make And thus, when our lessons were ended.
sick, and there were very few who were.
B. B. Havey has returned home from Fort Hancock, Ua.
We welcomed each pastime with joy.
the coming of his kingdom our chief
Nearly every day there was something
Tunk Pond.
The Army and Navy club presented a
concern, he will see to the supply of
Oft, in fancy, I enter that schoolroom.
going on to pass the time awapr.
We were not in danger coining over, as
all our needs (Matt 6:33; Phil. 4:19).
seven-reel
and
Norton
feature
L. E. Bailey
Havey spent
And gaze on those beaches so scarred.
play at the Century
we did not see a “nub," ana if we bad, it
As to anything we may be called
theatre Friday evening, followed by a
Where the mischievous boys witb their jack- the week-end at Tunk Pond.
upon
would have gone bad with it as
m'e
knives
to bear for his sake, we must count
Net proceeds, had a
Mrs. Sparling ot Gouldsboro has been dance at the town hall.
big bunch of torpedo boats with us,
Our initials tad whittled and carved.
that a privilege, and be comforted by
about |20.
1 cannot write how many.
We certainty
visiting her staler, Mrs. Louise Hooper.
were given a great reception by the people
the assurance that such affliction or I can see the old desk where the teacher
The Blue bill company of Boy Scouts
Charles Bnnton, who is employed at
here.
trial is working for us a far more exKept his bible and ruler secure,
elected
officers
last
week
as
follows:
Capt.,
There ia a lot I would like to tell you.
Green Lake, came home Saturday.
ceeding and eternal weight of glory, And the classes engaged in their spelling
but we are not allowed to write it.
1st lieut., Harold ParThe
Maynard
Osgood;
met
with
Mrs.
O.
J.
The
Ked
Cross
the
floor
HyToe
the
line
a
crack
in
by
and that the sufferings of this present
day may come wh»n we will ue able to
ker; 2nd lieut., Mervin Bowden; 1st tell
som Tuesday tor an all-day session.
our
experiences.
time, are not worthy to be compared There are few of those schoolmates remainserg., Augustus Treworgy. Lester Curt is,
Norman.
K. P. Gernah has moved bis family to
with the glory which shall be revealed
ing.
Harold Osgood aud Sidney Kane were aphas
Some roam other places and seas;
In us.
No*tii Jay, where he
(Phil. 1:29; 2 Cor. 4:17. 18;
employment.
pointed corporals.
HIGHLAND, »4, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Rom. 8:18). As Herod and his com- Some silently sleep in the churchyard.
Mrs. Wm. Clarke and daughter Edna
A series of Red Cross teas started last
In the shade of the evergreen trees.
MEMORIAL KSBOLUTIONB.
panions beard of the wonders wrought
are at Tunk Pond, guests ot Mrs. Sherman
week, by four members of the society,
R’herea*, God in Hu infinite wMqm
through Jesus Christ, some said that A new house is now in erection;
Libby.
each one giving an afternoon tea aud in- nas seen tit to ceil from our grange to
Its
he was Elijah, but Herod's guilty confuture, no one can foretell.
The junior class of the high school will viting four new members.
These new the great grange above our beloved sister,
science remembered the birthday party, But our hears fondly cliug to the old one.
present the play, “Uncle Hube,” at K. of members in town give a tea and invite Fannie Hutchins, therefore be it
The
scboolbouse we all loved so well.
and how to please a wicked woman he
iirsolxxd, That in the death of Sister
P. hall, March 21.
four others. This plan, if carried out suchad caused John to be beheaded, and
Hutchins, Highland grange has lo%t a
Dear M. L. Friends:
will give the Red Cross society
and loved member, one show
a large crowd witnessed
cessfully,
worthy
evening
Friday
he said: “It la John risen from the
The poem kindly furnished by a new ] an
presence we shall miss from oar grange
interesting game of basket ball at K. of a steady income of |4 a week.
dead" (vs. 14-16). If the terrors of a
home.
friend of the column will awtkeii many ] P.
hall, between the Sullivan high girls
The Village improvement society offers
the
Krsofred, That we extend to
guilty conscience are so awful here In
memories of the older readers. A brother
and the E. M. C. S. girls of Bucksport. prises of $2, fl and 60 cents for the three bereaved family oar heartfelt sympathy,
this world, who can Imagine what the
of Mrs. A. H. R., who sent the poem, used The score was 9-0 in favor of E. M. C. 8.
and that a copy of these resolutions be sent
or
best bird-houses made by any boy
girl to the
torment of the lost must be even befamily, a copy spread on oar
to write us some good things for the colMusic by not over sixteen years of age living within
A dance followed the game.
tween death and resurrection, and then
for
records, a copy aent to the press
He passed away a year ago or more.
umn.
of
Ellsworth.
orchestra
must
bird-houses
the town limits. These
Higgins’
In the lake of Are (Luke 16:23, 24;
publication and our charter and altar be
We shall be pleased to hear again from
for
days.
about
which
or
draped
thirty
be finished by April 20, at
Rev. 14:6-11). Does tt not seem that
March 11.
Ujtb Amik.
Mrs. R.
time they will be placed on exhibition in
If we really believed God concerning
KA0T BLUKHILL, 252.
in the village, and
some public place
the happiness of the redeemed and tne
The chocolate ginger bread made by the
NORTH BROOKS VTLLE.
Mar.
9,
fifty-one were present. The
a
committee
to
will be awarded by
sufferings of the lost we would have “rule” you sent, “H,” is voted fine.
Harold Dow and wife were guests of prises
final degrees were conferred on one
be chosen later.
more of the seal of Paul, or a D. L.
Nora Young at Bomb Surry laat week.
were
candidate. Refreshments
served,
a
Mar. 11.
Methuen, Mass.
Moody, or a William Sunday In reachThe annual meeting of North Brooksafter which the lecturer presented a short
ing after sinners to deliver them from Dear M. B. Friends:
NORTH BROO&UN.
vi lie
ladiea’ aid society was held Febprogram.
I have just been reading The Ellsworth
the wrath to come? It would be a great
and read what oue of the ruary 13 at Dorcae hall, Mrs. Uoodell preOrendie Mmod of Bluehill, formerly a
thing for every teacher and preacher, American,
sisters in your column wrote about not
SEDGWICK, 244.
The
were
ofBoere
fotlowing
teacher here, ia visiting Hr. and Mrs. H.
and for every true believer, to do every being able to find a bread recipe that did siding.
*
elected: Preeident,
March 8 there were thirty-six present.
Lida Oreen;
vice- D. Dow.
evening as the disciples and apostles not take flour. As 1 have one 1 use a good
No program was given, bat much business
Annie Orindle; secretary and
Helen Hale went to Bangor Monday to
did after the burial of John the Bap- deal and am very fond of it myself, 1 president,!
thought I would send it, and hope it will treasurer, Angie Cousins; committee on enter upon a course of nursing at the was transacted. A “Liberty Chorus’' was
tist's body—tell Jesus all things that be of
some
to
one.
help
talked of, and Bister Heulah Allen was
sewing, Annie Orindle, Nora Saunders Eastern Maine
had been done and said through the
general hospital.
and Lida Oreen; knitting, Angie Oooaina,
chosen secretary to get members sod call
I wrote this some time ago and neglected
Donald
in
Little
from
day (vs. 29, 80). If It was our custom
Cola,
the
jumping
Anna Orindle and Hannah Perkina; enIf singing will help win the
a meeting.
to rehearse to him all we have said
his leg. lie is doing
broke
Tuesday,
piaaaa
Mother Cray’* Sweet Powder lor Children.
tertainment, Hazen Qoodell and Hattie
war, Sedgwick grange surely wants to do
now.
and done, we might perhaps learn to
well
For Feverishness, Bad Stomach. Teething Hopkina.
her bit.
leave unsaid and undone many things, Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
John Allen went to Boston Thursday
March U.
are s pleasant remedy tor Worms.
C.
Used by
and to say and te do others which we Mothers
to resume his duties as engineer of one of
for 30 years. They never fail. At all
are neglecting. Be does not need that
druggists, 26c.
Sample FREE. Address,
the big boats of the E. 8. 8. corporation.
8HK WAS IN BED TWO MONTHS
•WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mothib Obay Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
we should tell him, for he sees and
March 11.
Xskophox.
Mrs. Sidney Hawes entertained the
Women
•offering backache, rheumatic
hears and knows all, but tt would be a
ladies’ circle Thursday.
pains, sore muscles, stiff Joints or any tvmpALMOST A YOING MAN AOXlN
great benefit to us to talk It all over
tom of kidney tronble should read this letter
Avard Nichols, who has been 111 of
When s man awakes in tbe morning with
with him, and he would love to have us
8- C. Small,Clayton, N. M.: **1 had
back so suit he can hardly stoop over, with from Mrs.
pleurisy and heart trouble several weeks, sbootiDR
do so.
twinges in sides and groias, dark been under the doctor's care all summer and
is now seriously ill.
and
under eyes
pouches
when his
puffed
two
bed
t
n
months, but kept getting wcratFar Infants and Children
movements seem slowed
end he lacks vim
io January I got so bad 1 told them something
Mrs. M. B. Blodgett, who has spent the and energy—instead of up
Worth While Quotations.
saying, “I'm getting
In Unn Per Am*!IAVmm
winter with Mrs. Mary Wasson, left last old,” he should be on guard against kidney had to be done or I couldn't live. We noticed
“There are only two kinds of people
trouble. E. R. Whitehurst, R Y. D. 1, Nor- an advertisement for
Foley Kidney Pills and
week to visit Mrs. O. L. Tapley.
Mrs. folk, Va, writes: “I had been suffering for
In the world—the people who live In
sent for some.
They have done me more
more than a year, but eince taking Foley kidis
ill
now
of
rheumatism.
Blodgett quite
the shadow and gloom and those who
nil
thna
other
Fills
1
feel
almost
good
a
man
young
medicine."—Moore’s Drug
ney
again.”
March 11.
—Moore’s Drug Store.
ToiaaoN
live on the sunny side of the street*
Store.

COMPOUND]
An

OperationjTf

COUNTY NEWS

™

with ice tod,

day on the
breaking it op m

»a* poeaible for the boat
to n*k(
landing here Tueiday night, lot the
H.-*t time for thirty-eight day*. The
met.
chant* bare been hauling their
freight
from Weat Sullivan, and all
*bipme01,

that it

were

made that wij,
it

•<>

the

reeumptioh ol

appreciated.

Mar. 8.

T.

the

“Lumbering

Should'Try II11

men

her

as women

Submitting To

°y

";OT

hall, town-meeting day, and reelued
fill for the benefit of tbeauxiltary.

December the grange put tbe little money
on hand into a liberty bond, but a email
amount was voted to the Torrent Fire Co.,
in appreciation (not payment) of tbe valued help so freely given Feb. 19.

resignation of Florence M.
Rapp as *«dy assistant steward was accepted. Grace M. PblUipe was elected.
The lecturer presented a program of

N. E-, Canton, Ohio.

Before

Tbe Sorrento auxiliary ol the Red (w
under the management of Mr*,
Clark, Mr*. Abbie Sinclair and Mr*. (,
Duu bar, aerved a fine dinner at tbo

mw», etc., worked ait
the harbor, catting and

Mar.

■

LYDIA E.
VEGETABLE

^
th"'
^

abeenoe.

grange ball was directed to be reported to
the insurance company. An estimate of
La-t
tbe damage has not yet been made.

N ICO LIN,

^'■ilVmother.

Sick Woman

SORRENTO.
A ton »*i born to Mr. and Mr* tw.
W. Perry February 38.
Mr. and Mr*. Frank L.
Trundy
Bangor a few day* thi* week. Ml*.
h,
Andrew* **ai*tcd in tbe poetofflce
in

boat-service

who had been helped by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, advised me to try it before submittingto an operation. It relieved me from
my troubles so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is afflicted with
female troubles to give Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much /
Mrs Marik Born, 1421 6th St., /
for them

Every

224, OBUKU.

Feb.

lyised

How Mrs.

municationi will be subject to approval by
the editor, bat none will be reacted.without
good reason.

COUNTY VKWfrP

EOEN.
Miss Mildred Leland If
Harbor.

working ia Bar

Had Cron member! meet each weak
H. W. Jettison.

The

with Mra.

Higfred Hansen of Walthim u
guest ot B. V. Urant and wife.
Mra. Keyes ot Bar Harbor wu u*
guest ot Mra. W. H. Young laal week.
Mlaa
laat

M. M. Leland

week,

tbe

waa in Hull’a
Om
guest ot Mra. Ernest Wa-

com b.

Mra. Flora Allen and family, who hart
in Bar Harbor tour months, have

been

moved borne.

Enid Conaina ot Bar Harbor, who bat
been with ber grandmother, Mr*. J. K.
Garland, tbe peat three weekt, baa r.
turned heme to reaurne ber atodiea at
bigb acbool.
Mar. 11.
V.
Wind and Treea.
The existence of tall plants and tr«a
depend* largely on the wind force. A
tree with square trunk anil branch*
would offer »o much realstance to the
wind that It would be continually baring Its branches snapped.
The Tendency of Things.
The wise politicians are those who
have learned from experience the rest
tendency of things, who can climb tha
rocks where others have been wrecked,
or from foresight can be cool when
peril Is upon them.—Froude.
Hives, ecsema, Itch or aalt rbrum seta yoo
Can’t bear tbe touch of your clothing.
Doan's Ottmrnt la flue tor akin itching. Ail
drnaglaU sell It. rOc n boa—Artrl.

craay.

—

Kill That
Cold and

<

—

Save Health

CASCARA

QUININE
*0M

Tbc old (tfflily remedy—to tablet
form -ale, rare, ntiy to take. No
opiates —no unpleaannt after effects
3
Curea-'olde in 24 hour*—Orip
d«y». Ki-voey backifitfaih. Oct the
bos
with
g~-uune
KpI Top and Mr.
Hill’* picture on it
24 TabUt* for 28c.
At Any Drug Store

BUNKER HILL
COFFEE
removed, just delicious cofwp of the

|

lines!

faL

quality.

BOSTON^

BEST COFFEE

Children Like
To Take It

_

CASTORIA

—

Thousand* of children have worm* an*1
their parent* don't know what the trouble i»-

dymptomsof

wonuaare:

Deranged stomach,

swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offeoei**
breath, hard and full belly with occasional
griping* and pains about the naval, pale lace
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching
eyelid*, itching of the no#*, itching of the
rectum, short dry cough, grinding of the
teeth, little red points sticking out on tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.
Always keep Dr. True's Elixir on baDd for
such cases. It is promptly effective and the
nice thing about it ia that children like to
take it.
Mr a. H. W. Roberts of 50J Asylum street,
Flint, Michigan, wrote to o*; ♦‘Have used
the Elixir ana a* far a* I know my little g»rl
is cured of worms." She wrote iu again later
•eying, "Baby is fine and I think it was your
medicine that helped her."
Dr. True'e Elixir, the Pamlly Laxative and
Worm Expeller, has been on the market more
than 60 yeara and more and more people *re
using it all the time to expel worms, or to
lone op the stomach
and restore natuiaJ
action of the bowels.
Children like to t**e
it. Write os.
Or. J. r. True * Oo
Anbara, Maine.
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BRAND rn.i*,
ymnimyn *> Be*. S»fc«. Al"»»

S(H.DIY DRUGGISTS [VIRYWJiltt

have bwn spending tbe winter with their
daughter, Mrs. Elmore E. Pickett.

TUmertUOTitn*.

w*rd ns amongst the neutrals. Many
tiroes and more and more we have
bad occasion to observe tUat the neutrals show more sympathy for Belgium than for any other belligerent.”
Old Men and Boys Taken.
The news dispatches indicate that
Two Minutes and tertainers on the community basis. Then
for
the deportation and forced labor of
,.(h** ••yoniel
„
from Ellsworth came petite Miss Louise
Get Belief.
Belgians still continue, fn u dispatch
Stuffed-Up llwmci Will
That Inhuman
DonneLL, show piano
playing was
ftein Havre (New York Evening Post,
and won hearty applause. The
_,nl to I St rsHel from ostarrh, cold delightful
tions Be
Because of
Sfoptemtwr 13, 1917) It Is-stated: “Tho
ugh In the committee deserves
or from »n irritating c
‘I/e
he**
Bc*
Net
congratulations.
inthc time breathe Hyomei
fjvomoi
removal of the civilian t population of
'snrtrsi
two
minute*
in
h
end
Effect
on
receipts,
|30.
Neutrals.
out
your
’“/liul lean
Belgium continues, according to ad■i
you to br*»lhe (reel/.
In the death of Lortmso X. Bragdon, a
*
In one d»y. It will
vices received here. The town of Rouwel will en » cold
hawk- good citizen has
snuffles.
ol
disgusting
S’,, you
passed out, a man faithlers. Immediately behind the battle
brea h In * week
offensive
T.Voil
ful
all
In
life’s dealing*. Stricken with
1
soothing,
GERARD SUMS UP SITUATION line In Flanders, has been evacuated,
l.omel i» m»ke chiefly from *tbgt
come*
aulWptlo, inltttld Au.tuberculosis several months ago, it was
hiding. gerra-kllllng
I***1*
..Modlriilnll fnrf>*tA
Aui*
for**U of Inland
completely. Ostend I* being emptied,
euGAlyptu**
and con- evident what the outcome would be; but
wber* catarrh. aathmn
—ua
gradually, and two thousand persons
to
exist.
known
never
were
the end came unexpectedly to his family,
-nflon
j “Germans Will 8top at Nothing, arm already have been sent from Courtral;”"
to breathe.
*urt
*UHtou>'-i 18 P‘(,*8*n* into
the hard rubber To the wife, who has been solicitous for
the Only Thing They Respect la
I In
.incur a few drop*
another dispatch from
Havre
aimoat
la
relief
and
directed
his comfort, doing all that could be done,
use aa
Force”
Huns’ Capacity for
Post, Septemh >r 24, jl917>
(Washington
In- comes the solace that she was able to do>
locludlnf
outfit,
Hyomei
It
b*
^complete
stated that “the German military
hot for her loved one to the last.
Cruelty Told by Whitlock.
K^iar and one bottle of Hyomei. coeU
Besides the
at Alexauthorities at Bruges, Belgium, are
iirtl# at drujrxUte everywhere and
are two daughters, Mrs. Della Bunown *n Inwife,
H
*lre*«ly
r«u
Ph.**bJKr‘. ran an extra bottle of Hyomei ker
forcibly all the boys and
Aroused by the indignation shown conscripting
and Mrs. Hi sel Hubert son, of Weal
get
baler von
men of that city between the ages ot
*t druxirtst**
Bui.ivan. Mrs. Bunker has been with her by the whole world over the ruthless ;
fourteen and sixty to work In munition
parents during the winter, sharing in the
deportations of the people in Bel- factories and shipyards. The rich, and
care of her father.
The family has the
and France, socialist deputies I poor, shopkeepers and workmen, all
sympathy of all. Tbe funeral was bcliiat gium
are being taken, only the school teachtbe home Hunday,
March 3,
Pastors in the reichstag protested against
ers. doctors, and priests escaping.**
Lowell and Koch officiating.
the
the
AmHarris
Buncontinuance
practice.
of
KKA.NKI JN.
German Officer Rebuked Men.
ker came from Camp Devens to attend the
bassador
evidence
shows
Gerard’s
the
The following “Order of the Day”
Fnink F. Oott of the n*v*l reserve re- fuueral of Mr. Bragdon.
On bis return
shows how the town of Huy escaped
extent of the horror.
turned to Bar Harbor Monday.
his wife accompanied him to Bango*.
the fate of so many Belgium and
In the Norddeutsche Allgemcine
March 10.
and wife are visiting
B.
BlaiadeH
BFrank
French towns. Drunken German solof December 2, 1916, the folSettling
in
Mra.
Paul
Crabtree,
t^elr daughter,
lowing protests ,agalnst the deporta- diers were frightened and began to
MOUNT DESERT.
Mass.
Waltham,
shoot men and burn houses.
The
tion of Belgians to work In German,*
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
commanding officer condemned this beThe ladle* of tbe church societies will
appeared, made, rcspecttrely, by SoOur sister, Lillian Hamor,
R7isr«as,
cause It was not done by his order and
tarnish their u»u*l dinners on town has finished her allotted task in the con- cialist Deputy Hbbsp and Deputy Dlttflict of life, and has been summoned
because two German soldiers were
mnnn. members of the relchstag:
meeting day, March 18.
hence, by the messenger who rometb
wounded. It Is evident that massacres
"Thousands of workmen In the ocfrom aooner or later to us all, therefore be it
returned
E.
W.
Bragdon
jjrs,
and arson were permitted only when
That Mount Desert chapter, cupied territory have been compelled
and Mrs. L» E. Spring/te*o/ced,
Tuesday,
Newport
commanded by the officers.
O. E. 8., mourns the loss of a loyal and
to forced labor; we earnestly ask the
Houlton
Wednesday.
from
devoted
member, and extends sincer** goveghment to restore to these workwist night a shooting affray took
was
Bancalled to
sympathy to her family in their affliction.
Hrrvey B. Brsgdon
place. There Is no evidence that the
men their liberty, especially in Beltbe
That
emblems
Re*olcedn
customary
hither the reinhabitants of the towns had any arms
gor Saturday to accompany
of mourning be displayed in our chapter
gium. In truth, we (the Germans) find
nisinsof John Willard Clark, who died in room for the period of thirty days, a copy no
In their houses, nor Is there evidence
In neutral countries; even
sympathy
of these resolutions !>e entered in our
a boepilal there.
that the people took part In the shootthe pope hns made a protest against
a
and
sent
to
the
records,
copy
press for
Tbe Red Cross auxiliary will bold an
ing; on the contrary, It seems that the
this procedure, and several neutral
publication.
soldiers were under the influence of
all-d«y session at tbe Baptist vestry Fridates have done the same. Common
will be
alcohol, and began to shoot In a senseday, March 16. A basket dinner
sense Itself demands that we abandon
less fear of a hostile attack.
served.
this procedure which moreover Is In
“The behavior of the soldiers during
Mrs. Alfred Hanson is here with her
opposition to the Hague convention ta
the night, with very few exceptions,
which we have agreed."
mother, Mrs. Oott, while Capt. Oott is in
makes a scandalous Impression.
“In opposition to the secretary of
Virginia, whitner he was called by the
"It Is highly deplorable when officers
serious illness of his son Ralph.
state, I must recall that when formera
mentomw pn-r%n»tion forre«4w to gr%y or fufrd bur for mno»ly the Belgian workmen who had tied or noncommissioned officers set houses
Mrs. kollett Qerrish of Klttery Point
f 000*
in* dandruff and m » bur dreartrjr
I.i not a dye
on fire without permission or order of
to Holland returned to Belgium, Govwsa over front Ellsworth Thursday, callG^OCTo i* «*rd bottle at all d<*W». ready to uaa
the commanding, or, as the case may
«bes you fattt. PHILO HAY CO. Neifark. N. J.
ernor General von Blsslng promised
ing on friends. Mr. and Mrs. Oerrish
that these Belgian workmen would unbe, the senior officer, or when by their
attitude they encourage the rank and
der no circumstances be deported to
Germany. This reassuring promise file to burn nnd plunder.
“The miserable behavior of the men
has not been kept.”
caused a noncommissioned officer and
Ambassador Gernrd’s Interesting tesa private to be seriously wounded by
timony appears In his recent book:
German bullets.
Ambassador Gerard’s Evidence.
me president (during my visit to
"MAJOR VON BASSEWITZ.”
Amerlen In 1010) Impressed upon me
Report of Minister Whitlock.
his great Interest in the Belgians de“One Interesting result of the deporported to Germany. The action of Gertations remains to be noted, a result
many In thus carrying a great part of
that once more places In relief the
the male population of Belgium Into
German capacity for blundering, alvirtual slavery had roused great Indigmost as great as the German capacity
nation In America.
As the revered
for cruelty.
Until the deportations
Cardinal Farley said to me n few days
were begun there was no Intense habefore my departure. ‘You have to go
tred oh the part of the lower classes,
hack to the times of the Medes and
1. e., the workingmen and the peasants.
the Persians to And a like example' of
The old Germans of the Landsturm
a whole people carried Into bondage.’
had been quartered In Flemish homes;
“Mr. Grew had made representations
they and the Inmates spoke nearly the
about this to the chancellor and. on my
same language; they got along fairly
return, I Immediately took up the
well; they helped the women with the
question.
work, the poor and the humble having
"I wns Informed that It was a milinone of those hatreds of patriotism
that are among the privileges of the
tary measure, that Ludendorf had
feared that the British would break
It Is conceivable that
upper classes.
through and overrun Belgium and that the Flemish population might have
the military did not propose to have a
existed under German rule; It was
hostile population at their hacks who
Teutonic in Its origin and anti-French
might cut the rail lines of communialways. But now the Germans have
cation, telephones and telegraphs, and
changed all that.
that for this reason the deportation
“They have dealt a mortal blow to
had been decided on. I was, however,
any prospect they may ever have had
told I would be given permission to
of being tolerated by the population
visit these Belgians. The passes, nevof Flanders; In tearing away from
made
such
visitwhich
alone
ertheless,
nearly every humble home In the land
a
not
delivered
until
were
ing possible
a husband and a father or a son and
few days before I left Germany.
brother they have lighted a fire of
Belgians Forced to Make Munitions.
hatred that will never go out; they
were
of
these
who
"Several
Belgians
have brought home to every heart In
Berlin
to
work
In
get
managed
put to
the Ipnd, In a way that will Impress
I away and come to see me. They gnve Its horror indelibly on the memory of
of
how
they
! me a harrowing account
three generations, a realization of
had been seized In Belgium and made
what German methods mean, not, as
munlto work In Germany at making
with the early atrocities, In the heat
I tions to be used probably against their of passion and the first lust of war,
own friends.
but by one of those deeds that make
“I said to the chancellor, There are
one despair of the future of the hucoal.
Belgians employed In making shells man race, a deed coldly planned, studi"Don’t worry about
the
contrary to all roles of war and
ously matured, and deliberately and
Heater
The Perfection
Hague conventions.' He said, ‘I do systematically executed, a deed so
not believe It.' I said, ‘My automobile
cruel that German soldiers are said
me warm wherever I am. I can
Is at the door. I can take you. In four
to have wept In *ts execution, and se
minutes, to where .10 Belgians are
monstrous that even German officers
that I’m
carry it to any room, so
working on the manufacture of shells.’ are now said to be ashamed.
But be did not find time to go.
“WHITLOCK.”
“Americans must understand that
Mr. Hoover's Conclusions.
the Germans will slop at nothing to
Mr. Hoover’s mature conclusions on
the
coal at
win this war, and that the only thing
the German practices in Belgium,
they respect Is force.”—James W. Ge- which he wrote for the pamphlet IsOil Heater is a
rard. My Four Tears In Germany, 1917, sued by the committee on public information, reinforce the detailed evipp. 3951-52.
than ever.
A similar point of view Is expressed
dence already presented:
in an article entitled “Vae Vlctls”
September, 1917.
of kerosene
warm,
from the Hungarian newspaper NewsA
I have been often called upon for a
zawa of Budapest (quoted In K. G. Osstatement of my observation of Gerhours.
heat for
slannllsson, Militarism at Work in Belman rule in
Belgium and northern
France.
gium and Germany, 1917, pp. 53-54.)
Mixed Hungarian Opinion.
I have neither the desire nor the
The new No. 500 Perfection
"Mechanical skill, and especially
adequate pen to picture the scenes
Wick comes trimmed and
qualified mechanical skill, Is for the which hnve heated my blood through
moment a more Important factor than
the two and a half years that I hnve
all
for use.
burned
usual, and as It must be obtained spent in work for the relief of these
where It can be obtained. Belgium has
10.000.000 people.
Makes
easy.
had to suffer In accordance with the
The sight of the destroyed homes
old saying which always holds good:
and cities, the widowed and fatherVae vlctls (woe to the vanquished).
less, the destitute, the physical misery
Kerosene for best
Use
In Poland mechanical skill and the
of a people but pnrtially nourished at
results.
arms which exist there are mobilized
best, the deportation of men by tens
under the glorious and fortunate banof thousands to slavery in German
ners of Poland;' In Belgium under 'the
mines and factories, the execution of
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
banner of necessity.”'
men and women for paltry effusions
The question remains: for
of their loyalty to their country, the
Principal Offloea
what kind of work will the Germans
New York
sacking of every resource through
Albany
Buffalo
r
use the Belgians’
financial robbery, the battening of
every kind of
work lu Germany Is war work, whetharmies on the slender produce of the
er It Is called agricultural or Induscountry, the denudation of the country
of cattle, horses, and textiles: all these
trial work. As the deported Belgians
have not given their consent, their use
things we had to witness, dumb to
Is contrary to International law, and
help other than by protest and sympathe policy of the Germans In Belgium
thy, during this long and terrible time,
and Poland la equally to be deplored.
and still these are not the events of
near
battle heat, but the effects of a grindInstead of aiming at bringing ns
er peace. It serves to embitter our oping heel of a race demanding the masI SUMOAftO uUClt M.Y |
toponents and to arouse more hatred
tership of the world.

BANISH

The lied Cross entertainment Friday
evening was one of unuaual excellence.
The varied program included talent from
different faction* of the town, revealing
the reaonreefulness of the citizens as en-

CATARRH.

SOCIALISTS SAW
GERMANY’S ERROR
Urged

ItlbtttOrlUHttS

For Little Folks
Milder Ills

Deporta-

—when the food disagrees, the play
has been too strenuous, or the dreaded
colds are taking hold—the housewife
of experience has a tried remedy at
hand. It has proved her helper for
many years, and she knows its value.

Stopped

iohilef*

Peruna Tablets Are A
Quick Aid
1

They regulate the

\

—

overcome

the cold,

build the

strength.

remove

Peruna Is A Reliable Family Remedy

u\EWtS

oo r \r rv

disturbed digesthe overloaded stomach,
the catarrhal conditions and re-

tion, free

It has proved that in innumerable
households from Maine to California, and in foreign countries. It
is the chief reliance in the American home for all catarrhal trouble
and wherever a tonic is needed, in convalescence and as a preventive.
In tablet form it is ever -ready-totake, a real life insurance. If you
haven’t used it in this form, get a box

today.

THE PERUNA COMPANY
Columbus, Ohio

er

<

Cray Hair

MfiffkOk

“GOOD-BYE, DEAR”
the

Oil

keeps

always comfortable."

present prices
greater

With
Perfection

saving

gallon

gives

eight

cheering

Heater

off,

ready

rc-wieking

So-CO-ny

cr» Tap

Especially Grown for Us—
Perfection in Canned Asparagus
Can hardly be distinguished from
“fresh from the garden.”
SUPER BA Asparagus is not the little tips,
ends—but the rich, delicious, fully matured tasty

stocks—
-ALL THAT’S GOOD
you do not know asparagus at its
best until you’ve tried SUPERBA.
Asparagus is only one of the Famous SUPERBA
Canned Goods, Teas and Coffees that your
A
dealer carries.
—

Really friend

fWyii

MILUKEN-TOMUNSON CO.. Portland. Me.
Distributors.

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS
EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American

will

give

and

Thrift Card

a

Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
subscription to The American, $1.50. If you
already have your Thrift Card, a Thrift
Write name and address of
subscriber plainly ; also your own name and address, and send, with money, to

Stamp

will be sent.

THE
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Ellsworth, Maine

NEWS

COUNTY

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Tripp

Mrs. Alonzo

is

visiting

in Sul-

THE SAME IN ELLS
WORTH FALLS

livan.
Earl Havey arrived
Thursday.
Elwood Havey and

home

son

from Boston

Charles

have

Redstone, N. H.

gone to

Mr. and Mrs. Zemro Hall

are

ter.

Angelia

Moon and Mrs. Theodate

Peters returned home

Tuesday

from

Lynn,

Mass.

James Thomson has moved here
North Jay, occupying J. B. Havey’s

Mrs.
from

house.
William

It is just the

home from

Addison, where they have spent the winMrs.

Ellsworth Falls Residents Speak
Out for the Welfare of the
Public.

Hooper, who is employed in
visiting his mother, Mrs. Susan

Bangor, is
Hooper.
George Sumner,

here in
out

in

many
have

same

Ellsworth;
the

same

in

our

Ellsworth Palls as
friends there speak

glad,

earnest way as so
men and women

grateful Ellsworth

spoken

in these columns

for years

past.
John Lake, stone mason, State 8t., Ellsworth

Falls,

Me.,

years ago, my back
and at times I could
was

all bent

over.

less strain

“About four
says:
lame and painful

was

hardly get about, and

My

work

causes

more

my back, and I think it
bad a lot to do with bringing on the
who has been visiting I trouble. 1 had fainting and dizzy spells,
in fact, I was in pretty bad
1 tried
his aunt, Mrs. Pearl Tripp, has returned I different kinds of
medicines, but Doan’s
to St. Cloud, Minn.
Kidney Pills did me more good than all
the others combined.
This
medicine
Mrs. Agnes Butler has returned home cured me.
from Sorrento, where she has been caring
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidtor Mrs. Ruth Perry.
that
Mr.
ney Pills—the same
Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adel are home
had. Foster-Miiburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo,
from New York and Portsmouth, N. H.,
NY.
where

they

Walter

Webb,

have been

Orr, Barney

visiting.
Watson,

Edward

Havey and Alex Petrie
North Jay last week, to work.
H.

Mar. 11.
WEST TREMONT.
Miss Heleu
Mrs.

from Oak

Point,

where she baa spent two
Alvin, whose son

weeks with her brother

Harry

has been

seriously ill, but is

now

improving.

Sunday for Newport,
L, to join the schooner Northern Light,
aunt, Capt. John Robbins, as first mate. W ilder

Ingalls is visiting her
Lapaus, at Southwest

ABhbury

on

shape!

Charles

went to

or

Harbor.

Charlotte Reed of McKinley is
a tew days with her aunt, Mrs.
Alvin Walls.
Mrs.

spending

Willard Rich left

R.

B. Robbins, who has been in the Sailors
Snug Harbor all winter, will go steward.

Toe funeral of Mrs.

Melissa Gordins,

who died at the home of her

son

Calvin at

McKinley Mar. 5, was held here at the
Miss Blanche Rich, who is employed at church
Thursday. She left a large family
Mrs. P.
W. Richardson’s at McKinley, of
children, graudchildren and greatspent the week-end with her parents, W. grandchildren, besides brothers and sisF. Rich and wife.
Mrs.

Delia Joyce arrived home last week

ters.

March 11.
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A lone robin

six
•inscnuMoc Priec—fi.00 a year; $1.01 lor
month*; SO mom for three months; ft »ala
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and id cent?
Al; arrespectively. Single copies 5 rents.
the rate of •- pet
rearfi*et* are reckoned a
rear.

Rates—inre»»n»t‘l« and will
application

*-«e

!< known on

Busl non? com mu nlratlor a should be i» .dressed
o. aad all checks and money order* moot pay
aole to thk Haxcock County Publishing
CO., Eilsaorth. Maine.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, IMS.
in a
letter
printed elsewhere in this issue, announces that be will not be a candidate for re-election to the legislature.
His decision will be learned with reFulton

J.

of the

Redman,

gret by his friends and conslituen

s.

was seen

the game

in

Ellsworth Sun-

day afternoon, in the height of the blixOccasionally resnowstorm.
ports of “flocks of robins” have been heard
during the past few weeks, but these generaliy turn out to be pine grosbeaks, trequently mistaken for robins by the uninilisted. There was no mistaking the lone
He rebird seen on Sunday, however.
ported angleworms “scarce and high;”
|2 a quart, the winter fishermen are payzard-like

ing.
A strong: case in behalf of more State
road work on the Bangor- Ella worth road
and the roads of Ml. Desert island was
made out
Harbor

by

town

Hon. L. B.

presented

morial to be

Deaay

at

meeting: last week
to the

the

in

a

Bar
me-

Buie high-

way commission. The resolution presented by Mr. Deaay and unanimously adopted
cites that the four

Trotzky, having played

two out of three games

by the girls from Castine normal.

W. H. Tirus, Editor and Manager.

uta

claim the

turn been beaten

**NCOCK COUNTY PCHLI9B1M

AdTcrtlftir g

girls’ basket-hall
oonotjrseems to rest
with Castine normal. The fast teams at
Franklin and Sullivan were defeated last
week
by Bucksport seminary team,
Franklin by a score of 15-6 and Sullivan
by a score of 9-0, but Bucksport has in
The right to
championship

island have

a

MR. SIMPKINS PAYS
HIS INCOME TAX

towns on

Mount

valuation of about

Desert

$10,000,000

By ROBERT McBLAIR
Mr. Simpkins gazed at the portrait
wall till hl» eyes filled with
tears.
It was a portrait of his father.
Colonel Simpkins, who had four times
j been promoted for valor (It..tug the
Civil War and had died bravely on the
field of action. Mr. Simpkins' throat
| ached now for two reasons: First, lx1
\ reverenced and adored the memory of
; bis father: secondly, his age and his
eyes and his game leg wouldn't let hint
(jo to war himself. And as he observed
| the martial bearing and uncompromising gaze of Colonel Slntpklrs he saw.
In Imagination, the khakl-clad lads of
the new generation marching forth and
crossing three thousand miles of sea to
fight, maybe die, for liberty.
;

on

the

Jfar Salt.

TOWN MEETINGS.
Officers Fleeted For The
Hancock C ounty Towns.

Year

WINTKR

HARBOR.

Fabfori, Henry Lane Eno.
Henry A Lawford, Charles 9 Green, EuWhittaker,
gene R
Leland, Eben K
George Austin; overseer of the poor,
Bloomfield Higgins; assessor, Calvert U
Hamor; treasurer and collector, Cbarlea F
Paine; road commissioner for three years,
John Butterfield; chief of fire department.
Roy L Hamor. Total appropriations,
*151,980.12, a decrease of *43,172.28 from

Mr. Simpkins peered sround to make
snre that neither Bess nor John (who
were at
the teasing ages of sixteen
and seventeen) were where they could
see
him, then he straightened and
threw his right arm tip for a salute.
But his gouty shoulder twinged, and he
groaned. He couldn't even salute.

last year.
TBRMONT.

ordered-^6!!!?1'
S2T£

any part
\iriLL sell Common
▼ f
Film.
Mtwotv H Wi.tnujw,
Me.
llsn.l.

publlahed

tnie£«L

aeeonaa*00"'

_

Haw

Wooii

mill

Ituf

Thrift

Stamps.

----

j
j

l!!?31'
and,!?aoDoiV?
ESfr1
Pf+

POrportjoa

IIhave entities. wood saw* and saw
frames in stock at reasonable prices.
f?
THORnuKK M a chink Compant. Portland.
Mt.

jJ

iKZSXJ

eka*^

connty.it,, fS?1Ih*d

100 sharr* Hay State
Hioel. lift) a share.
Wo Stevens Avenue.

I’o

BAB HAHBOB.

G

J

thereuM^*?

(1

BLUER ILL.

Ernesto

on'!l:ls*M

year'<^0otll,

UKRNSEY HUl.L-Two year* old April
T 17. ISIS; well marked and of good *»*e.
Apply, Jab. K. WHtTMtm*. Houttaweat Harbor. Maine.

H C
Moderator, F I? Snow; clerk
Saunders; selectmen, assessors, A T
Stevens, H H McIntyre, F8 Hinckley;
treasurer, 1 E Stanley; collector, W E
Stover; street commissioner, 3 to be ajv
(>ointed.
Totsl appropriations: *18,298.00

Moderator, H l) Wakefield; clerk, Wr H
Jalien
Emery,
Sherman; selectmen,

I*»“'*

—

SEED

Moderator, HQ Bmallidge; clerk, H K
Joy; selectmen, assessors, F E Weston,
HJ Bickford. F Q Norris; treasurer and
collector, H E Joy; street commissioner,
E C Hammond.

j

legal Sot tits
To alt P*'•<>■>» tntereatod 10
either
lalea hereinafter named'
""tilts.
At a probot* coart h»ld at
tor the
of
county
Hancock
day of March, tn the
•h,
one thousand utnr h.ndrrd
anil
'I'HE fo«lo»t«« mat,.,, hartn.
1 -cried for the action
So.
tt.dlct.ted, II I, hereby
" 'r<xi
t'terror be
to
Tk,,
nolle* thereof
be riven
*lven to
.**
rated, by mala* • copy
thrte w
aneceMivH
Kllawottb American, a nrwapap
at KHaworth, In raid
appear at a prebate coart to be held .7
north, on the aecond day ot a orb *11*'
*■ *■
l»t*. alien ot the clock in the
be heart) thereon If they
*“
Jonenh P. Donne, late of Son lb
brookim.
in1 »*itf
.aid count?
county, oeceaaed.
A certain
* "
to be the laat win
nient...
u’Rnntr with muT
for prolate thereof and for tl.e
**
of thr eiecnior without *Wint
wentrd by Walter &. Harvey,
t(le
*' *De
«*^uter
therein named.
Hfll*n K. Hodgkin,. )«t* ol Sailing
coantr.
a
omuii
pariHirllnii to ho tht In! will ud
ol »»ld «fC0Mtd, Uipitor With
prob.t, Ihtrrof unci lor the |,»,|.|
the ...oitrl. without Kivto* hood,
h? K.lhertoe M.
ibT ,MC*tnt
titer* to nemed.
M»ry J. Prehie. lete of Solll.,,, (ll ...
countv. decayed
a

POTATOES
I taav* » Irw hn»h*'«
of those early seed potatoes fo- sale:
T»» y give mf
t .#i 6« and 9i
three siren
to the
a yield last iruon of over 990 bushels
itiar>nre.
without
acre,
pou«H or
barnyard
any spraying fur root. Qua’itv nnsurparsed.
E. W. WooeTBB, BUswonh, Me. (B. P. D. 4 )

In

jjcmalt Ijrlp fflantrb.

u.i.?'"
",l*

VITO MR* and
pflrl. *>nt*.l for b»M
hotel* lu Maioe. Waitresses. sham
▼ ▼
berntildt. kitehrn, diib, laundry, pastry
all-around cooks, (lirl« for housework. Apply
at once and always to Matnk Hotrl Aumcv,
90 Main street, Bangor, Me., for reliable hotel

AlhertoS,

poaitloaa.

certain

instrument

2*

tevTUHiiL

portin« to be the Ism H \\ and
•aid
logeinrr with petition for
ba»© tner»-©f and lor the appointment
esecutrtx « tthnut givine bond;
Kai heriue M. Atherton, the executrix
Wn
named.
Ualen Maddocka. late of Ellswurth. in
county, deceas-d. A certain instrument
porting to be the lan will anl
of aatd (Ircnwd, together witb
probate thereof ami for the
the executrix without giving boo l.
by Cora Eulalia
thi ecrnx
thereto named.
w

fldp

manLk
tbn«I

H K.VMKN.
( hanro for A'tranmnrnt-krrr.
f U. 8. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Portland train* seamen for officer** bertha
In new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
bridge. Two years’ »ea experience required.
Native or naturalised citixer«» only. CoarM
six week*. Military exemption.
Apply to
Khakk A. Wilsor at school. Municipal H dg.
Portland, between l.&> and S p. tn.
Saturdays
810 a. m. to 12 noon.

2?
petifio^
appointmeat^
atnZLZ
MaSdocka,
KSSS

“Huron!" said Mr. Simpkins, and
I Moderator, L W Rumill; clerk, Lowell A
into Qerman bands to the limit, now
with his other hand fiercely twirled hla
and $50,000 of the bouds issued and used
Bunker; select men, assessors, L W
Elrira T. Morris. late of Brookeeiii* «.
lays down his band by resigning as for State highway construction. When j white mustachlos.
\ Hum ill, Clifton M kioh, J A Sawyer;
•aid county, deceased. A certain uMlrn^J!
lip turned and
llmp#A Into the II- treasurer and collector, B B Heed.
foreign minister of the Russian bolshe- these bonds have been paid these towns I
purport!nit to be the last will and b**ua»!,
j
of wild dereaa«d, together with pftttioTw
viki. The Russians would very much will have contributed, in principal and in- ;! hrary and fiat down creikily before the
Total appropriations, f 10,t4&.
ffcl.mtft).
probate t hereof and for the appointment7,
the executor without giving bond ir*<**•*!
like a new deal without the cards terest, nearly double that amount. The mahogany desk on which were lying
PKNOB8COT.
11T A NTKI>— Old false teeth, doesn’t matter by Julian II. Hooper, the executor
blanks
for
his
income
statethe
tax
stacked against them.
“Jim'* towns pay about $10,000 per year of
if
I
to
broken
*2
gift per set.
ft
pay
Moderator, N L Heath; clerk, li P
ment, blanks which he had rather |
Frank Hooper, late of Oaatlne. in
parcel post ac.d receive oheca by rehighway mill tax, nearly three-fifths of
W
8 Send by
Ur indie;
selectmen, assessors,
V. TKBb.44.3N. Wolfe St., Balti- county, deceased.
turn mail.
Petition that ^ertrJ!
grumpily got from the Internal Reve- j
w bich goes into the State
fund,
highway
more. Md.
A VV Perkins,
IT
Hooper or «mm other auitable p,-r»>0
Bridges,
Ijeach;
It is highly desirable that those who
Harvey
that
lunchnue
officer
after
only
day
administrator of the aetate of fed
ami contribute about $11,000 yearly to the
pointed
are spreading sedition and interfering
ceased, without giving bond, pf, -ectea kV
j treasurer, Melvin A Ward well; collector,
eon on his way home from the club.
State treasury in automobile registration
Gertrude Hooper, daughter of «*id
dectm*[
with the successful prosecution of the
Mr. Simpkins' 'income for 1917 had Burton L Ward well; street commissioner,
and license fees, yet in spite of all this,'
» ">■ 10 J12
John til!patrli k. Ute of I,»mnitie, in M<4
amounted to just about $15,000, and he j N L Grindle.
war by such assertions as “ibis is a capcounty, deceased. Beoond and final aceoa«.
not one of the towns on the island has a
i
foroldor
brokefiNieta of Charles P.
Total appropriation*: $10,851.66.
H«x*gk(n«, ad min Is. rater. D'w
8*2
italists war,” a “war by the wealthy rod of State highway. The resolution also had been rather snappy on the subSend Parcel Ptwt or write for particular*, tor settlement.
HORRKNTO.
own
their
for
Blitheo
H.
aggrandizement,” calls attention to the fact that while more ject of taxes ever since he had discovlate of Edrn. in tad
Higeln*.
Domestic Supply Ca., Dipt 44. Bioghamtoa. N. Y.
has
c* noty. deceased
Second account of a bios
Moderator, Prank LTrundy; clerk. Cl)
During than POO,000 has been received by or ap- ered that the more income a man
etc., be answered by facts.
W. WaiUcv. executor, filed for •euiemrat.
the greater the percentage of it he Sargent; aelectmen, assessors,
Edwin
this week and next, the four minute portioned to this State from the United
A. Lowell, liu of Peaobveo’ in
Etiphalet
pays in taxes. He could think of sev- Clark, Fred Goodwin, Austin 8tover;
•aid county, deceased.
Final a cocot of
men of the country are giving to the States tfovernment under the Federal act
Homer Lowell, executor, fi ed for
martreasurer, Cara den D Sargent; collector, C
R-UirmcM,
aid in the building of high- eral men who, like himself, were
people the facts with which 'o meet authorizing
C.
K'xllck,
late
of
Bar
Mary
ried and had two children, and yet, H Workman.
Harbor (fa*,
NOTICE TO PUBLIC.
ways, no part of this fund has been used
in said county. dec«»«*d. &,«
L.ien),
rnerty
such u c’-iotic talk
other
Among
Total appropriations: $4,721.02.
although their incomes were nearly
We, the undrr*iffned physicist**. agree upon n»d final account of A Htrou 1 R mIicx. tns.
or apportioned to be used at any point on
the following minimum fee bill to take effect tor, filed hr settlement.
things they ar- showing, by startling the eastern coast of Maiue, notwithstand- half of his, they would pay only a
ireCEftPOBT.
March
I. 191#:
George 8. HardLon. late of Frsnklla, it
comparisons, how much more of a tax ing the obvious fact that so far as good small fraction of the amount he paid, j
•aid county, deceased
Moderator, W C Conary; clerk, Harry CtlU 1 mile or learn from office.
Petition filed b«h.
9 1 50
He gloomily drew the blank nearer j
than a simple pro rata the well-to-do ! road*- are needed for
it
*'
geue 8 Orcuft. *dmiuiatra.or. that so offer
military purposes,
H Carby; selectmen, assessors, Fred W*
2 miles from office..
200
he Issued lo distribute among the heire-s*.
and wealthy people of the country is in the roast towns t hat such roads are and begun tilling in the information i
a
run lawi of Mid lircesitd the am nut re mat
Smith; Albert B Dunham, Sherman W
ala#
that it asked for.
•*
**
are required to pay.
of most importance, and no part has been
4
2.78 in ta- hand* of said administrator, oa uw
Davis; treasurer, Albert F Page; collecsettlement of hia second account.
As Mr. Simpkins' Income was 115,000
*•
*
soo!
used or apportioned to the highway from
treasurer to act. Total appropria*•
«
••
he had to figure out the amounts pay- tor,
e
8.80 <
Mary B Gott, late of Swan's In'and. lx*» :
Bangor to Ellsworth, although the govtions: $27,849.60.
^■u .tv. a.-ceased
M
"
**
Petition filed by Bra *.
The government moved Thursday |
on each of the successive sninlfer
able
7
8.T5
the
ernment
Gott, administratrix. for license to »e'l cerengineer recommended
..
*TRENTON.
s
classes of Incomes In order to arrive
to deal a death blow to German intertain real estate of said deceased, sitosud it
building and completion of that road next
..
.*
•
•*
••id
Swan's
Uland
9
4 SO
and more fully described
lie !
at the total due from himself,
Moderator, TJ Hopkins; clerk, Frank
ests in American commerce and in- j after the trunk, line to
44
Bangor.
10 **
8.00 in said petition.
passed over the first class who must Dunbar; selectmen, assessors, J W
*»
44
austry. At the administration’s re- ;
Agues F. Oanlco, late of F.llawcnh, it aid
6.SO
It
Petition (l ed by Alice H.
Kemick, K W Haynes, H C Alley; treascount), deceased
pay taxes, that Is. single men making
*•
ta
*00 Scott. administratrix, for license to m? e*rquest, the Senate appropriation com- {
(Torrfspon&rnct
over 1.000.
His calculation for mar- urer, Frank Dan bar; collector, T J HopIbJ «-a*u ie-*l estate of said deceased si cited lo
mittee voted into the pending billion i
Way callie.—...
ried men then showed up as follows:
•aid Ellsworth, and more folly describes la
kins; street commissioner, Harry B Ober. Call* from 9 00 P. M. to 6.00 A. M
Kztft
dollar
bill an
New York, March 7, 1918.
said petition.
urgent deficiency
Total appropriations: $4,231.76.
First, they pay 2 per cent (under
Consultations..........
Extra
William II Davit, la a of Eden, in »aid coac*
amendment designed to eliminate To the Editor of The Amerxcart:
the 191(5 law) on all Income over
minimum.
00
cases.
IS.
Maternity
BBOOSUX.
Pet-1it ou fl'ed by Loere B.
tr, deceased
H 8. Babcoci, M. D., Caaline.
Deasy and Bert Young, executors of the
completely German ownership of j I wish to state that I shall not be a can- ! $4,000, deducting $200 for each of their
Moderator, E H Bridges; clerk, Georgs F
l»«t will and testament of said deceased, that
Fbawkljs FAKium. M. Dw. W. Brooksvllle
American property.
The amend- i did ate tor re-election as representative to children under eighteen years. In Xlr.
the emoant of the interItance tax on stidM(jolt; aelectmen, assessors, Eugene &am j
Halm W Fo«t«u, M. D., Buckaport.
tate be determined by th* judge of probaca.
ment gives the custodian of enemy the legislature. I take this opportunity,
Simpkins' case this wns $212, which he H M Pease, Luke Carter; treasurer, Frans j
Rrrri E. Haubkthy. M 0.,Bedg«ick.
Mary C. Rodiok, >ate of BirK»rhor. Isuxl
down
In
the
column.
to
to
all
put
"payable"
express my appreciation
property authority to sell
property j however,
collect or, Mark L Dodge.
FaaoS. Has* otic. .9. !>., Brookiln.
W^Cole;
county, deceased. Petition filed by A stroad
He saw next that, under the 1917
Hodick. executor ef the la*« arill and t'-.rsunder his jurisdiction, running lar ail the citizens ot Ellsworth and the class
Orta LtTTtinitu>, M. D
BlnebUl.
Total appropriations: *6,923.00
m«ut of said deceased. that the amour.*. of
law. married men pay an additional 2
U E. pAENixti, MI), Oaatlne.
into the hundreds of millions of dot-, towns for honoring me with office, and
the inheritance tax on amid est*;e be dsterBrrONIKCWOJi.
I mean not only thooe who
mioed by tbs judge of probate.
per cent, on all over $2.000—with the
H. E Bmow. ML D Buckaport.
lars in value.
The proceeds of the by “all,"
same
allowance for children.
Blit ben 8. Higgins, late of Eden, in raid
Moderator, P T Clark; clerk, Elmer W
This
Miivim a WAtawnt, hi. D., Penobscot j
voted for me, but the many of the opposto
are
be
invested in Liberty
sale
deceased.
Petition filed by AJ’Ttoa
Lake
added $252 to his “payable" column.
county,
Alley; selectmen, assessors, B
ing party who, after election, gave me
W. Wallace, executor of the last will sad
bonds.
The disposition of
these their moral
He then observed that for every Cal ley, M D Kuel B Judkins, Fred E
testament of said deceased, praying tbs* the
In
support and good will.
Gotten.
2-cgnl
penal sum of the bond gtveu by sstd Albion
tk*l;
bonds after the war will be left to
treasurer, Mrs Grace E
$2,500 Jump In his Income over $5,000 1 Joyce;
fact, I value the good will of my fellow
W. Wallace as said executor may be reduce!
action of Congress when peace is pro- citizens more than political office.
he had to pay a Surtax, the percentage collector,
to <>ue thousand dollars or such sum u to
Hankrupl'a FHilWio tor DiachHrg*.
Percy Clarke.
this honorable court seems proper, at provided
with
each
This
larger
In the matter of
claimed.
growing
Jump.
Total appropriations: $23,294.50.
Will you not kindly publish this letter,
by revised statutes, coupler 77, sec non S.
HaUOLD P
UTW,
was $250 more added to his burden.
[> In Bankruptcy.
in order that any of my friends, who
James 8. Dooglsss. late of B'- oksvil's. tx
DK1LR ISLE.
Bankrupt,
•aiu
And
on
of
all
thla
came
an
“Excounty, deceased Petition filed by Oscar
To the Hoo. Clirence Hole, Ju^ge of the Distop
otherwise rt train from entering
Dean Wa:z of the college f law of | might
Moderator, E A Greene; clerk, A H
trict court of the Unite.* Hts.ies (or the L T»p)<-y of brouksrilie, executor of the la*
cess
Profits"
tax
of
8
cent,
on
all
per
the primary, may know that I am not to
will ami testament of said deceased, prsyisg
8
of
Maine.
P
District
assessors,
tbe University of Maine has
Greenlaw; selectmen,
been j
that the Fideity and De^Aosit Company ol
“occupation” Income over $0,000, makbe a candidate.
P. 1,'ARTER. of
F.IUworlb. <a Maryland may be
Knowlton, first; G E Snowman, second;
discharged as surety Iroa
summarily dismissed because of bis
the county of Hancock, and State of all
ing $720 more.
Yours very truly,
liability for
U
P
A
subsequent brescoasof
T H Thompson, third; treasurer,
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, the bond given any the
The total, then, he must pay was foursaid 0*c»r L Tspkf
by
alleged pro Germanism. The action
Fulton J. Redman.
(hat
on
ihr
Tib
of
«>t
W
day
D
January
as
Torrey.
collector,
executor, and that he be allowed *.o
Spofford;
at
a
hundred
and
dollars.
he
was
was taken
teen
past,
thirty-four
duly adjudged bankrupt under tote a new bond in an amount and with sawmeeting of a com9S5.00
Total appropriations: fll,
the acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy;
ties deemed appropriate by this bonorabis
“Whew!" exclaimed Mr. Simpkins
mittee of the trustees Saturday. A
SURRY.
that he b as duly aurremiert*! all bis pro »**rfv
court, as provided r>y revised statute*
hip*
OOCTLD8BOBO
“There's young Henry Wiland rights of property, and has fully comangrily.
tar 77. sections » and 4.
statement was issued by tbe trustees
of
is
Miss Persia Campbell
Cherryfleld
Moderator, Eruest Rice; clerk, Irving plied with ali the requirement* of said acts
kins. who married .lake Johnson's girl,
Augusta Barnard, late of Backspcrt. In »sfd
andof the orders of court louchiug hit bankto the effect that it was considered visiting her grandparents, Mr. and MrB.
First account of Charlotte
county, deceased
he makes $2,000 and he doesn’t pay a MacDonald; selectmen, assessors, CarroU
Barnard and Julia W. Barnard, exseaiort,
that the interests of the State and of Luther Goodwin.
therefore he prays that he may be decreed B.!%led
I guess this Is his war J Dunn, Richard Bendix, Charles L Tracy;
cent of taxes.
for seUlemeut.
the
court
to
nave
a
full
from
all
by
discharge
tbe institution would be best served |
Miss Florence Herrick of Brooklin is
treasurer aud collector, W L Tracy.
as well ns mine!”
debts provable against
his es ate under
Rlbridge B. Greeley, late of Eden mssll
said bankruptcy act*, except such debts a* are souuty. deceased. First and final aceuntof
Total appropriations: (0.729.43.
by the removal of Dean Walz, because visiting her sister, Mrs. Ralph Carter.
Thinking of young Henry Wilkins,
law
from
such
discharge.
excepted by
Henry E Greeley, administrator, filed by
of what they considered to be an
HARBOR.
Miss Joy Nevens went to her home in
SOUTHWEST
he remembered that Mrs. Wilkins went
Dated thisCib day of March, a d 1918.
Emma J Greeley, adnuaiatratrix of tbs estate of aald Henry E. Greeley, late ol said
Harold P. Cartsr,
offensive attitude and spirit of pro- I West Falmouth Friday, for a week’s visit. every afternoon to make bandages for
Moderator, B H Mayo; clerk. Art bar L
Eden, deceased.
Bankrupt.
the Red Cross and that Henry, who Somes; select nueo, asse-sors, George T
Germanism on his part. It is Btated
Mrs. E. S. Gahan met with a bad fall
Frank W. Ginn, late of Bncksport. in said
Order of Notice Thereon.
first account of Theocounty, deceased.
that months ago the dean was given, Wednesday, breaking her leg just below * was a lawyer, was aiding the Local Fuller, B 8 Dolliver, Byron P Carter;
dore H. Smith, administrator, filed for settle*
District
op Maine, Nobthkkn Division, ss;
Draft Board with Its questionnaires.
a warning by the trustees
that it the hip. She has the sympathy of ail.
treasurer, Arthur LSoroes; collector, W
meat.
On this fkhday of March, a. d 191$, ou
“Well,” he admitted to himself, R Keene.
8. Whitcomb Cousins, late of Hurry, in aaid
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
would be better to confine his atten
Mrs. Eugene Conary, who is ill, is imFleet and final aucount of
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had county, deceased
“that makes a difference."
Total
|18,000.
appropriations,
don to the duties of his official posi- proving.
the name on the 19th day of April, a. Robert L. Wuhan:, administrator, filed for
upon
He thought next of Judge Willoughd. 1918, before said court at Bangor, in said settlement.
SEDGWICK
Mrs. Jennie Guptiil is visiting Mrs. E.
tion instead of proclaiming his viewe
district, northern division, at 10 o’clock
Hannah A. Bracy. late of Mount Desert, is
by, whose Income was about $3,000.
Moderator, T A Smith; clerk, R E in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be •aid county, deceased.
First and fiasl acconcerning Germany and the war. 8. Gahan.
“He only pays $20.” commented Mr.
selectmen, assessors, £ P Clapp, published lathe Ellsworth American, a news- count of Aivah L. Reed, executor, filed for
Dority;
this
it
is
Little
Mina
in said district, northern divis- settlement.
Notwithstanding
warning,
Conary of Ellsworth is Simpkins, not quite so angrily this F H
printed
paper
W
F
A Clement; treasurer,
Harding,
ion, and that all known creditors, and other
T. Witham. now eompm. late of Sorry
time: and then a thought struck him
charged that he has continued to ex- visiting Mrs. Elsie Jordan.
pet sons in interest, may appear at the said inMary
H Smith; collector, £ L Ferguson.
aaid oounty, deceased. First aoi final s<*
time and place, and show cause, if any they
and he sat up rigidly In his chair.
Miss Lena A. Sperry left Saturday for a
tol Germany and German methods.
count of Robert L. Witham, guardian, filrd
Total appropriations: f7,000.
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should for settlement.
Judge Willoughby’s son had been
not be granted.
U is to be assumed that tbe trustees, visit in bar Harbor.
*
BROOKSVIDLK.
Vallie L. GrlnditK a person of uosoacd
And it is further ordered by the court, that
drowned on the Tuscania when It was
Alston Milliken of Gardiner is
With all the facts before them, did
Moderator, O L Tapley; clerk. Geo H the deputy clerk shall send by mail Ux all mind of Bucksport. in said county. Third
making submarined with the loss of two hunaccount
of Theodors H. Hmitb, gusrdiaa,
known
move
creditors
of
and
here soon.
said petition
■ot act unjustly, and they are to be preparations to
copies
Tapley; selectmen, assessors, F G Perkins, this order addressed
A ted I or aetl lemon
dred soldiers.
to them at their plasoa of
Edwin J Smith, J M
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs
Veague; treasurer, residence as Minted.
commended for tbe prompt and emChester
A. Hodgkins, late of 9ar Harbac.
“Judge Willoughby gave bis son to
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale, in raid county, assessed. Petition filed, by
Ray C Gray; collector, L F Herrick.
Ralph Carter Saturday.
phatic exhibition of Americanism.
of the said court, and the seal thereof, Edear J. Mitchell, administrator, for lic«a«s
America," muttered Sir. Simpkins.
judge
Total appropriations:
at Baofor, in the northern division of said
to sell certaju real estate of said decesssA
Adolph Kane has enrolled in the merHe leaned forward suddenly and put
district, on the 9th day of March a.d. 1919.
sft-xated in Htockuan .springs, Waldo county.
MOUNT DESERT.
chant marine, and went to Boston SaturWilliam M. Warkrn, Deputy Clerk.
Lis face in his hands.
In Bar Harbor, ua Hancock, and in Lamoiac,
We throw up our hats lor the busy
Moderator, Jerome H Knowles; clerk,
all in Hancock county, and more fully dv
day.
a long
For
time
Mr.
(L.BO
sat
Simpkins
of
women
Hancock
and patriotic
scribed to said petition.
Williams Holmes; selectmen, assessors,
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Leon
after a week at home, rs^
There was
very still In that position.
Attest:—Wuxi am M. Warmbm. Deputy Clerk.
Blanche B. Robinson, late of the city, soon*
and overseers of poor, Edward A Hodgcounty, but we throw up our hands turned Lord,
to Beverly, Mass., Thursday.
ty and state of New York, deceased. P*11;
no sound In the library except the
Frank G Spurling, Northeast Harbor, To all persona interested in either of the es- tlon filed by Bay d Bart
before the avalanche of knitted artidon,
I tt. administrator of
Rev. E. 8. Gahan and wife
ticking of the tall clock and an occa- Paul S
the estate of aaid deceased, thst the amosnt
tates hereinafter named.
appreciate
Bordeaux, Sound; treasurer and
cles and surgical dressings they have
of the InhsnUtfice tax on said estate be deAt s prooste court held at Ellsworth, In and
sional trill of laughter from the chilthe work of the boys in catting the wood
collector, Merritt T Ober.
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth termined by kb* judge or predate.
poured down upon us. In every com- in their yard.
dren skylarking upstairs. The square
about
Total
day of March, in tba year of ohr Lord
Martha A. Leland, late of Kdeo (no* Bxr
appropriations:
on the carpet gradually withmunity of the county these loyal
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen,
of
March 11.
light
Harbor), in said county, deceased. Iftrst sb«
L.
|15,000 less than last year.
and bjr adjournment from the tilth day of final account of John 8- Thotuas, adminis*
women are busy with knitting and
Itself
and
the
window,
through
March a d. »9l*
HANCOCK.
trator, filed for settlement.
Capt. D. G. Means of Burry, who is drew
first twilight and then darkness settled
sewing. A shipment is made, and our
having been pre
Witness BERTRAND B
CLARK. Judge d
Moderator, Fred E Millikan; clerk, nnHE followingthemattera
spending the winter with his daughter in In about the quiet, white haired, someaction thereupon herein
X
seated for
seeds
us
a
said Court
bn is
list
of
the
at
Ellsworth,
correspondent
Oscar L Crabtree; selectmen,
assessors, af.er indicated, it is h< reby ordered: That
Lynn, Mass., celebrated his eighty-sixth times irascible old man.
of March, in the year of our Lora
d*y
notice thereof be given to a!I persons inter
astonishing number of articles made. birthday anniversary, by going to the
one thousand nine hundred and eighteesAugustus I Foss, William H Ball, Irving eated.
Mr. Simpkins wus thinking thing*
by oeusing a copy of this order to be
Cuba E. Mullas. Acting Register.
The American has over 100 corre- auto show in Boston. He took great inW Peas.tee; treasurer, Alfred B Crabtree;
published three weeks successively in the
A. truw copy.
|
which be would never afterward speak
El La worth American, a newspaper
L Stewart
in
the
collector,
George
pnbliahed
Attest;'-Clasa
B. Mou.an, Acting Reg**14^
i
'
county.
tcrett
in
the
various
Multiply
of
spondents
maseeing
types
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they «ay
of. he was thinking things that were
Total appropriations: |5,&43.00.
these lists by about that number, chines, and says be would not mind own- too sacred ever to he
appear at a probate court to be held at Elis f
put Into words.
the second day of April, a. d. ,
r worth on
then repeat for the second, third, ! ing and driving one himself.
Euautaiu Sta rsunti.
But some inkling of his thought* may
1918. at ten of the clock ia the forenoon. I
HANCOCK.
and be beard thereon If they aee cause.
fourth, up to the twenty-first shipbe found in his rejoinder to Mrs.
A.
late
of
Elisabeth
JeHiaon*
D.
in
Arno
Foes
of
Ellsworth,
Friends of Mrs.
Fverett, said connty, deteaseo. A certain instrument ■lUUCHUIIIITTK BO.XtMXO * INv CO.
ment, as one community reports this
Simpkins when that placid lady came
Clothing.
Mass., formerly of this place, are sorry to purporting io be the last will and eatament
wn«. nut
asked
and
in
turned
on
the
gome
and
and
idea
llghrs,
Week,
yon may gain
No telling how far this woman’s
of said deceased, together with petition foe
him whether he was ready for dinner. bear that abe is ill of scarlet fever.
ASSETS DEC. U. 1817.
of the Hood against which we strag- dress matter will
probate thereof and for the appointment of
Some women
go.
the executrix without givlug bond, presented; R>»i note.
14.818*
"Judge Willoughby'* only »on was
8
gled. For a time we tried to keep now wish to be clothed with the bal- worth
by Bertha Joy Thompson, the executrix Stock a and bonds.
S 757.801 «
Required for Health atari Ikauiy.
as much as fourteen
hundred
therein named.
Cash la office and bank.
s«,ta b
our heads above water, and printed lot.—Florida Times-Union.
It ii surprising that It is necessary to repeat
and
779.118 »
thirty-four dollars, wasn't he?"
George E. Pi&eld, late of Ellsworth, in said Agents’ balance*.
the lists as sent, but it was no use.
8.878 «
Bill* receivable^
sgaiu and again that the health and beauty of county, deceased. A certain instrument pur
Mr. Simpkins demanded of her.
io he the leat will and teataroeetof
and
48,888*
Interest
retain.
porting
the
blood
The needles flew taster and the shipthat
shall
akin
he pure.
require
As his wife, who was not unused to the
Catarrh Cannot K« Cured,
said deceased, together with petition far pro174.048 71
All other assets.
If the arteries of the skin receipt impure bate thereof and for the appointment of
ments trod npon each other’s heels. with local applications, as they cannot reach
the
his superficial irritations, vatched him
the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a local
nlood. pi plea and blotch** appear, and the executrix without giving bond, presoated by
Qtoms a»seta.
*5311,MIS*»
We oonld not in fairness print one disease,
mild
In
Mr.
astonlsument.
88*314
Simpkins
greatly influenced by constitutional
individual sutlers from humors. Powders Haiah C. Grows, ths executrix there, a named. Deduct item* not admitted.
conditions, and in order to care it you must
out to the hall and took his and other external
BERTRAND
K.
Without printing all; we cannot print take
Witness,
limped
of
CLARK, Judge
applications are some25* *
an
internal remedy. Hall’s Catarrh
•
,(05,
Admitted
assets.
said Court, at
Ellsworth. this twelfth
old felt hat ind sliver-headed cane times used for these affections, but will never
ail without doing so to the exclnsion Medicine is taken internally and acts through
day of March, in the year of our Lord one
LIABILITIES DEC. XI. 1*17.
the bloed on the mucous surfaces of the syshat
the
out
from
rack.
himself
while
the
nine
the
desired
effect
thousand
have
causes
aud
Letting
of
hundred
in
matter
the
We
eighteen.
at all other
paper.
tem.
Hall's Catarrh Mediciok was prescribed
Net unpaid ioaaee, inclod tog ex*
Claus E. Mullah, Acting Register.
into the foggy evening, he ta,i|>ed his impure blood remain.
!
are proud to record the activities ot by one of the beat physicians in tbjs country
penae.
»«s
A true copy.
for years. It is composed c? some of the best
The indications are very clear that Hood's
down to the corner, and mailed his
444.AJ7 48
way
Attest:—Claes E. Mcllxh, Acting Register ! Untamed premiume.
the women of Hancock county in this tonics known, combined with some of the
it
*.1,01 «
the most successful medicine
All other liabilities,
Income tax statement and check with Sarsaparilla
best blood purifiers- The perfect combina*
4W.000
Uaah
want
to
know
what
we
the
capital,
for
blood,
removing pimples |
purifying
tion of the ingredients in Hall's Catarrh Med*
food work;
bis own hands.
871.1.4
Bor
over
all
liabilities.
plot
icine
is
what
and
and
such
blotches,
health
wonderful
and
to
bat
produces
results
giving
in
beauty
When
the mailorder house finds a
general terms,
Cbey are doing,
“Now, God he thanked." said Mr.
in catarrhal conditions. Bend for testimoskin.
It
tone
to all the organs snd
the
gives
Total
and
sor
liabilities
plus.
mm cannot print the itemised lists of nials. free.
Simpkins ns the lid clanked shut over builds up the whole system. Insist on having town whose local merchants do not adF. J. cHENS'* * GO., Props., Toledo, Ohio.
Agents:
bis missive. “I can do this much for Hood's Sarsaparilla when you ask for it. vertise, it fattens it* catalogue mailing
dbipmeals. The women are too much
fold by Druggists. 76c.
C.W.AF. L. MASON. Ellsworth, MaineHall's Family Pills for constipation.
lift.
ay country, anyhow.”
Don't taks anything else.—Advt.
I EDWAED L. WABBEM, Book.port. 8Ul»«and

are

liable

for

between

$40,000

|
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j

FALSE TEETHWe
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inauguration.
BEGINS WORK OP
oLD BOARD
NEW YEAR
»LAO AN 1M-

oxFUBUNO OF SSBVICB
OF
pbbshivk FBATUBE
AT

people of

the

by
year In the Inauguration
shown

g|lsworth

last

,00k ball,

prompted

olthe city government, staged

in

Hsn-

aimilar exercises this

signiflcaot
impressive
or dediotture added in the unfurlng
bearing
service
eigbtyflag
ication ota
the eighty-five
(VC stars, representing
Ellsworth young men who have already
One
entered the service ol their country.
one
•old "tar in the center represents
Ellsworth boy, Frank E. Whitmore, who
the supreme price ol
t,a« already paid
fear, with

and

a

patriotism.

The stage was arranged with a large
ol the city
table tor the regular meeting
front of the stage
government. Above the
service flag. Cut flower*
was the large
adorned the table about which the alderMusic was furnished by
men assembled.
orchestra.
THE

MKBTISQ.

Tbe meeting *'«» opened by City Clerk
Htle Tbe board organized by the cleoF. Wesootl as president. It
jion of Horace
of the
was voted to accept the returns
various ward clerk* a* evidence of elecwas called as follows:
tion. The roll
Ward 1 Horace P. Wescott
2 Frank R. Moore
3 Leon H. Brown
1 Eugene H. Moore
5 William Bntall.

It

voted that the full board be ap-

was

pointed

a

committee to escort

the

mayo-

eiect to the chair.

greeted with aphall, escorted by
city official*. The
tbe
mayor aud aldermen took their places at
Mayor Hagcrtby

he entered
aldermen and

plause

as

tbe table

on

was

the

stage, and the
and other officers

the

bead* of

took the
front scats in the hail. Prayer was offired
by Kev. K. H. Moyle of the Methodist
eburcb.
Tbe oath of office wsa then administered
to tbe mayor and aldermen by City Clerk

departments

board proceeded to the eleccity clerk, and five ballot* were
cast for T. E. Hale, who was sworn in by
tbe mayor. Incidentally, it is worthy of
Hale.

The

tion of

a

remark that this is Mr. Hale's twentythird term as ally clerk.
MAYOR’** MKSSAOK.
Tbe message of Mayor Hagerthy waa
then read I y tbe city clerk as follows:
QenUeme*» of the Board of Aldermen:
If in these at nnoous times, experience
io public affairs is beneficial, Ellsworth
ia to be congratulated. The members of
your honors ole board 1 find have recorded, in their favor, terms rauging from
three to seven years. I join heartily with
your numberless friend* in wishing you
success in carrying out the responsibilities
delegated to yon.
One short year ago we all met upon
this same *tage and went through the
usual routine of organizing for the then
Little we knew or anensuing year.
ticipated at that time what was ahead
of us, National, State or local. We planned
as in
ordinary times for the necessary
expenditures. We figured that general
buftinett* was normal or even better, that
we could assume
responsibilities which
would not cause suffering or deprivation;
that the times and methods of doing
busiiHs* were changing, and that the
purchase of a motor truck of approved
make to take the place of and do the hard
worn
of horses, which were gradually
growing less in number, would not be
a lax ary.
We assumed, in connection
with the school board, that the public
school year, extended from thirty weeks
*» in farmer
years to thirty-six weeks,
would not be construed as unnecessary,

Tbe board tben

OP

%
*
*

*

»

*

*

proceeded

to

*

Moore,

•

»

»

*

Orland

poned

*

On

town

meeting has been post18, owing to the storm
prevailed Sunday, making the

Abbie Buck

school at

closed

her

term of

Bucksport

March 8, and will
spend her vacation with her sister, Mrs.
Warren Kennedy, at Dorchester, Mass.

Richard Leslie Bowden and Miss Nellie
Druram nd, both of Orland, were

Irene

parsonage, at
noon.

“in camp." They are among the
best valued young people of the village.
Later they will make their home at the

T

with

Falls, having secured the house of Mrs.
I A. F. Soper.
March 11.

}

ter.

Colburn.]

Francis

JORDAN

Turner, Horace A
Wescott, Percival L
Whitcomb, Morton W
White, Joseph

4, to Mr and
daughter.
MARSHALL -At Bar Harbor, Feb 28, to
Mr and Mrs Alton Marshall, a daughter.
PERRY—At Sorrento, Feb 28, to Mr and

York, George
Young, Owen

SNOW-At Bucksport, March 2, to Mr
and Mrs Bertrand Snow, a daughter.

Jordan,

Mrs Ernest W

a

Perry,

er

Whitmore:
gold star is for a young man who
has given bis all for his country and for
MARRIED.
the cause of justic and humanity. Driven
by his high sense of honor, he enlisted in ADAMS
At Bucksport,
HARfUMAN
Feb 28, by Rev David M Angell, Miss
September, 1914, as soon as it was possible
Mildred
K
Adan»s
to
Nelson
L Harrifor him to get to France, in the Foreign
man, both ot Bucksport.
Legion, and for three years fought in all
DRUMMOND-BOWDEN—At Bucksport,
the big battles of the war. Three times j
j March 7, by Rev Henry W Webb, Miss
wounded, he each time returned to the
Nellie 1 Drummond to Richard L Bowfront upon his discharge from the hosden, both of Orlaiul.
pital. At the battle of the Somme, on the
18th day of last April, he fell to rise no
I>1 Kl>.
more.
To-day he lies dead upon the field
BRAGDON—At Franklin, March 1, Lorof honor, but his name and rememenzo Z Brandon, aged 54 years, 1 month,
brance live still, inscribed indelibly upon
i 23 days.
the hearts and minds of all of us.
May DAVIS—At
Eucksport, March 11, Mrs
his life and brave deeds be at ouce an eiCharles Davis, aged 70 years.
ample and an inspiration to all our brave GERRISH-At Winter Harbor, March 3,
young men.”
Augustus Gerrieh of Eastport.
After the singing of “America,” Henry PARKER—At Livermore Falls, March 7,
Mrs Ruth Parker, daughter of Mr and
M. Hall spoke from the standpoint of a
E.

Following
to-day:

to the mayor upon his inauguration
tenth term, and to the board of aldermen,
returned in a body for the third time, he

|
!

vice

retail prices in Ellsworth

Dairy batter, ft.
Fresh eggs, doz.
Fowl, B.
Chickens, ft.
Hay, loose, ton. $10

flag.
After picturing the Teutonic crimes
i
against humanity aud the peace of the
world, and the menace to democracy, he
said:

only son was represented by
of the stars upon the flag. Parental

father whose

contest

one

that 600

country. Many have marched through the
streets of our city and been giveu a hearty
aud
farewell, thanks to Mayor Hagertby,
an early and
a whole-hearted desire for

courageous tribute of the fathers to all
the brave sous who have gone to the front
gripped the hearts of all who heard them.

safe return.

duced, and paid

Rev.

expressed

preseut
already eigbty-flve

war

for

humanity,

have gone out from
of
Ellsworth, and it is the sincere desire
will be
every person here that net a chair
made vacant at a single fireside, not a
father’s heart be saddened nor a mother s
a soul has
eyes be wet with tears because
taken flight on foreign soil, but that all
return safe and well amid tbe
will

_

plaudits of

|

a

proud people.

tribute to these patriotic boys,
who have counted no sacrifice too great
for their country, this service flag is
“As

a

unfurled by the citizens of Ellsworth.”
THE

HONOR ROLL.

Mr. Patten then read the names of the
Ellsworth men represented by the stars
upon the flag. They are given alphabetically, with no mention of rank, for
as those who prepared the list state, “the

B.

Mathews

was

then

intro-

an

in words what

was

SARGENT-At

Sargentville,

March

jit 12

08

ft.

...

Bangor.ar

|

!

CAKl)

;

GREAT POND.
Panline Mclninch, who has been in
Milford with her aunt, is at home.
Ezra Williams and wife are called to
youngest girl,
Mrs. Ruth Parker, of Livermore Falls,
Mrs. Williams had
who died Tbureday.
Mr.
been with her nearly all winter.
Parker will feel the loss of his fair young
wife. All extend sympathy to the family.
She leaves one sister, Mrs. Erftsbrook, of
mourn

the Joas

Bangor.
March 8.

of

OK

j

A
1

CAKl) OK THANKS.
TE desire publicly to express onr sincere
appieoiatioo of many acts of kindness
an 1 expressions of sy
pathy in the illness
and death of our.father and bro her.
Mas. Chari.K' 8. Grows.
William r. Fifibld.
Henry Fifield.

W

cfrbmignhCTus

Veal, ft.
Lamb, ft.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, ft.
i Lard, ft.
1

;

j

|

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers

35 45

Portland.lv

35

55

t9 20

..

Bangor .lv
Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzies.
Phillips Lake..
Green Lake
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy

10
14

..

....

10
80

19685
40 £80
75£90

...

..

25 338

Sullivan.
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor.. ar

25350
30 £38
25640
40

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily. Sundays included. 1 Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLA88,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.

45 650
85
34

•

Portland, Maine,

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

iltiu ret tantieme

PLUMBING,

Special

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANIN6

called for and delivered

Goods

attention to

parrel post work

H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

Ellsworth, Me

State Street,

Professional

—

CbtDb.

PRICES

ALICE

Twenty Years' Experience.

VI

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grad St, Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

15

t5

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
Portsmouth Iv
Boston via
lv
Dover

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
*1200
Floor, bbl.
4 20
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorts. $2 60£$2 70
$2 80 a$8 60
.Mixed feed and middlings.
3 00
Oats, bag, 2i bu.

HONEST WORK; HONEST

their

E.

...

fl2

1

PEW STAPLES.

ft.

......

!

40<fi'75

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Cane sugar syrup, qt...

steak

THANKS.

lIrE wish to express our-sincere thanks
to the
friends and neighbors who
\\
kind an
were so
thoughtful during the
illness and death of our husband and father.
Mas. Carrie Braudon.
Mrs. Harris Bunker.
Mrs. Clyde Bobkrtson.
Frank Hn,}Marchll2, 1918.

06
02
10

Portland.ar
Boston via
Portsmouth ar
Boston via-

FRUIT.
..

7, 1

STINSON -At Stonington,
1,
C Stinson, aged 81 years, 6 months, 2
days.
THOMAS—At Washington, DC, March 1,
Marcus Morton Thomas, formerly of
Ellsworth, aged 75 years, 4 months, 1
day.

in the hearts

“Do any of you here
feel that we have come to honor these
young men who are represented by the
stars upon that
flag? Nay; they have
honored us. It is the service they are
rendering that sheds indelible lustre on
this community.”
The meeting closed with the singing of
tb$ “Star Spangled Banner.” It was one
of the most impressive meetings yet htld
in FUawortb, Hnd aroused in all a new
sense of the duties resting upon each in
this hour of national peril.

this place in 1860-66 more than
500 young men to sacrifice ambition and
success and life, if necessary, to preserve
the nation of our forefathers.
this

30

Squash, ft.
Turnips, ft.
Pumpkins, each.

Mrs Ezra Williams of Great Pond.

of all when he said:

went from

“In

K.

eloquent tribute to the
boys who have entered the service. He

“Ellsworth has never been remiss at tbe
call of tbe country for defense of right
in the dark hour of war. There

be taken after meals
—to put power into the blood, give
strength, increase red corpuscles and
restore tone, and do it quickly.
If there is biliousness,
constipation, bad taste in the mouth, despondency or “the blues,” the liver is torTake Hood’s Pills—they rouse
Pjd.
the liver and relieve all liver ills, and
are
perfectly compatible with Hood’s

.jfll

26

Beets,

Capl Jasper N Sargent, aged 90 years, 2 Coffee, ft.
Tea, ft.
pride and affection were reflected in the
months, 1 day.
1
have gone either
boys of Hancock county
speech, as in that of E. E. Brady, another SMITH—At Everett, Mass, March 11, Molasses, gal...
Charles A Smith of Elisaorth, aged 05
to the frout or to the traiuiug camps to “father,” who was called upon and reMEATS AND PROVISIONS.
years, 4 months, 20 days.
di themselves as good soldiers of their sponded from the audience, and this
Beef, roasts ft
March
Jacob

Peptiron—to

46

45
06

55

...

60

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, ft.

4

-------

110 30
Fy.
10 39
Waukeag, S Fy.
Hancock...
10 39
Franklin Road..
10 47
11 03
Wash’gt’n June
Ellsworth..
11 10
Ellsworth Falls'.
fll 15
Nicolin..
28
Green Lake-i.1. 11 37
Phillips Lake..;. fll 44
McKenzies
Holden
11 51
Brewer June.■.
12 10

VEGETABLES.

Lemons, dor
Oranges, dor.
Bananas.

Railroad

TO

Mt Desert

>

a

led up to the second feature of the evenlag’s exercises, the dedication of the ser-

MARKETS.

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

—

FLAO.

are

Central

20, 1918.

BANGORT.
I
!
| A M
Bar Harbor.-lv. .; 945 f4 25

Sorrento
Sullivan

“This

Superintendent of Schools Patten then
assumed the position of master of ceremonies, aud after hearty congratulations

In Effect
Jan.

BAR HARBOR

Eli LS WO RT H

VEAZIE—At Bluehill, March 9, to Mr and
Mrs Ray J Veazie, a son.

tribute to Frank

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

tongue.

a son.

[Flora May.]

Referring lust to the gold star, Mr. Pat-

following

At Aurora, March

Mrs Olin

us.

Educating the Filipinos.
Under the rule of the United States
more than 3,000,000 natives
of the
Philippines have had some instruction
In the English language and more of
them speak and write it than any oth-

[Gladys Hollander.]

HEATH-At Bucksport, Feb 27, to Mr
and Mrs Ora C Heath, a sou.
[Waiter

T

discontinue all

we

J. A. HAYNES, Ellsworth

CARTER-At Surry, March 9, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph Carter, a daughter.
DOUGLASS-At Sedgwick, Feb 16, to Mr
aud Mrs Jay Douglass, a son.
EATON —At Bluehill, March 9, to Mr and
Mrs Ulysses M Eaton, a son.
FRANKLIN—At Bar Harbor, March 2, to
Mr and Mrs Morris Franklin, a daugh-

St rout,

Saturday, March 1G,

V.
BORN.

William E

Maynard E
Thompson, William

by Rev. Henry W. Webb, at the
Bucksport, Thursday afterThey are spending their honey-

moon

G

expense.

bookkeeping and most all
Here’s the plan in brief :

charge accounts. Our store will be closed all the
following week, while repairs are being made and
our goods marked down to
Cask-and-Carry figures.
Then, on Saturday, March 23, we open up as a
strictly Cash-and-Carry store, running no charge
accounts, taking no orders by telephone, and making only one delivery a day—in the early morning,
to
deliver
goods ordered the day before.
This new store-economy plan is going to make a
big saving in our expenses—and every cent of this
saving is going to be turned over to our patrons in
LOWER Prices on our goods. The plan is working
elsewhere with tremendous success; you’ll find
it a joy for YOUR pocketbook!
“Try it out”—

impassable.

Mis9

Harvard A

ten read the

delivery

until Mar.

which
roads

to make

and “cut out” all

tions

ORLANI).

married

Thorsen,

Bangor Saturday
seventy ye rs. His
brought to Franklin this

Mr®, Julia A. Ginn has returned from
Abington, Mass., and is at the home of
Mrs. Laura Narbis.

Thorsen, Arthur U
♦

were

Phillips,

•

at

morning for burial. Mr. Clark was martwice, his last wife dying about three*
He leaves two brothers and
years ago.
two sisters—S. S. Clark, Mrs. Winifred
Hardison, J. T. Clark and Mrs. Julia
Butler, all of this place.
March 11.
Echo.

«Stewart, Archie
•

hospital

ought

every householder in Ellsworth and vicinity sing for
joy! A dream1? Certainly NOT! It’s the result
of our decision to follow U. S. Government instruc-

at the age of

Parker, Fred F

Spencer,

“Groceries at LOWER Prices!”

ried

Smith, Frank M
Sargent, Shirley
Sadler, Chaney W
Shea, John
Small, Bernard A
Smith, Fred M
Smith, Justus Ames
Smith, Harry C
Shute, Martyn Hall

»

propriations.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla—to be taken
before meals—thoroughly to purify
the blood and expel poisons, and

Telephone, 149-3

died at the

Arthur H

Spillane, Maurice
Spillane, Harold

1

The

Willard E. Clark, a life*lone resident
this place till within the last two years,

remains

“Cash and Carry"
after March 16

System

Wednesday

an

These children are eager to help In the
Red Cross work.

Rollins, Harry El wood
*

held at the

The afghan which the school children
have knit under the directions of Mrs. 8.
8. Clark, is on exhibition at the postofflee.

Forrest L

Quinn, Maynard

was

Williams

attendance of twenty-three.
ladies quilted four quilts.
with

Pi ok bam, Thaddeus P
Pratt, Willia L

%

principles

94 Franklin St., Ellsworth

Red Cross meeting

The

Will Shift to

vicinity.

home of Mrs. K. H.

Karl

Parcher,
*

A recess was then t^ken to next Monday
reevening at 7:30, for the election of the
maining officers and the making of ap-

at all. The

Googins,

in this

seen

Moore, Harold E
Maddocks, Carlton W
Mowry, Robert Leslie
McCartney, Frank Woodbury
Nason, Rusee 11 H
O'Kief, Arthur

Healer of weights aud measures:
Pearl 8 Hutchings.5
Inspector of meat aud milk:
.5
Fred G. Smith

Trying weather, exposure to
storms, the grip, hard colds,
pneumonia, fevers, diphtheria and
other blood-poisoning, prostrating
diseases leave the whole system subnormal—below par—weak and slow
—blood depleted and thin, with that
tired feeling, poor appetite, backache, rheumatic pains, delicate diges-

NURSE

Galen Orcutt is at work at Lamoine for

Maynard Hodgkins. Mrs. Orcutt is visiting her sister, Mrs. Hodgkins.
Karl and George Clark shot three wildcats Friday and Saturday.
One of them
was the largest cat which has ever been

Jordan, Hoy
Kins;, Robert P
Lovell, George
Lunt, Milford Henry
Macomber, Ronald W
Maddocks, Bryan
Mason, Philip D
Moore, Bryant

»

ON GROCERIES!

last week.

Holmes, Kalph Maynard
Hooper, Harold L
Jordan, Colie
Jordan, Earle C
Jordan, William F

»

Alexander.5

for

Mrs. Frank Goodwin and two children
of Hancock visited her parents at Egypt

morning,

*

Member of board of health for three years
in place of Dr. N. C. King:

OK

house.

Haynes, Charles A
Hatch, Liman W

«

overseer of poor:
Everetts. Means.5

UNFURLING

Horace Petteugilt of Bar Harbor baa
bis family into the McViear

moved

of

*

Chairman

visit at Seal Harbor and Bar Har-

a

bor.

Hawkes, Harold F

Smith.5

Charles E.

from

Hall, Martin Ludike
Hainca. Roy C

*

HAYNES TO
LOWER PRICES

business visitor

a

Rangor Wednesday and Thursday.
Delia Ryder returned Saturday

Gordon,

*

was

is

Mrs.

*

treasurer:

R. II.

8.8. Reammon

*
*

the routine

Frances Frye of Harrington
guest of Mrs. Pearl Coombs.

Miss

Fernald, Arthur
Garland, Fred
Goodell, Eugene H
Gould, Harold VV

OFFICERS.

»*it is for the success of this
to Purify Blood and Correct !
agaiust international vandalism
Weak, Run-Down Conditions.

Hiss n. Elizabeth

e

Collector:
John II. Brestiaban...5
Assessor for three years, in place of
*
Frank M. Moore:
Walter J. Clark, jr......5
Chief engineer of lire department:
RoyJ. Goodwin.5
First assistant:
William H. Browu.5
Second assistant:
Irving B. Saliabury.5
Inspector of buildings:
Joseph 11. Nison.5

N«c«»«ary

Sarsaparilla and Peptiron.
Begin this Spring treatment today.

in

business

| City

SPRING TREATMENT

none

Bonsey, Sidney R
Brady, Edmund E, |r
Bresnahan, James Lawrence
Bresnahan, John
Branri, Hudson
Camber, Charles R
Campbell, Charles F
Carter, Vasco
Closson, Albert E
Cunningham, Ralph E
Conary, Thurston
Danico, Desman H
Davis, Harry C
Dodge, Henry H
Dodge, William C
Drummey, Joseph M
Duffee, Andrew Hudson
Dunham, Edward
Falvy, Earle C
Fortier, Llewellyn C
Foster, Herbert R
Fullerton, Charles
Fullerton, George C
Flanagan, William Joseph

*

by tbe election of officers.
The mayor first announced the reappointment of John T Silvy as city marshal,
j Tbe following officers were tben elected
by ballot:
of

accomplished may be more interesting.
purchased the motor truck, recommcnded by experts as one of tbe best

tive power or almost
ideal treatment is

the

j

transport at ion of those few scholars to
more populous
schools, where they could
have me beuefU of bearing recitations of
the larger number of scholars of the
several grades
W'e punned to equip the Are department with needed appliances, the tlrem«o having
on every occasion demonstrated to our people that they were ever
wady to do their part.
The highway department, w'itb
itn
various brandies, we knew would require
so increased
outlay. We provided w hat,
st the time,
appeared to be sufficient, nol
of course
knowing such a rainy season
was coming to
us, which destroyed so
much good work and caused so much discouragement to those on the job.
1 could go on at
length recalling w hat
we
planned, but that’s history; what was

Sbbmisrantu.

Ashmore, Arthur H
Beal, Herbert 8

*

tjmttcnunta

WEST FRANKLIN.

*

»

t

Gordon is visiting in Sullivan.
Miss Jeanette Clark of Sullivan visited
relatives here last week.

Alley, Clarence W

*

NEWS

Sumner

Anderson, Frank W
Anderson, Ueoige T

|

ELECTION

COUNTY

1

therefore,

even
though carrying a comparative
increase in expense, nor the closing
of rural schools-nearly empty— and the

■

private or bailor of to-day may be the
general or the admiral of to-morrow.”
There may be errors in this list, or omissions.
Anyone1 knowing of such is requested to notify the mayor. The list follows:

property

HANCOCK HALL.

Interest

Tbe

KXBBCI8B

made, and which, in the initial year of its
use, d’^hnnd will 1 believe in the years to
come, with proper care and a
suitable
operator, prove tla worth.
We
built Brimmer’s
bridge at an
the appropriaexpense in excess of
tion. bui in a manner that
assures its
continuance
for
the
public servite
long after its critics have passed over
it for the last time.
We policed, day and night, public and
when needed. There
private
was a small increase in the cost, but l feel
it was overcome in the protection given.
No damage has been done. The heavy increase in travel was taken care of, so far
as 1 recall, without personal injury.
We carried on in the usual way all the
departments. While you know the expenditures in nearly every instance were
more
than anticipated, each tax-payer
also knows from his personal experience
that the purchasing power of a dollar was
much leas in 1917 than formerly.
The collector of taxes, Mr Brcanahsn, is
to lie congratulated oo the success of his
work. After all the years he has collected
under the contract system, the city has
received every dollar.
The schools have gone on satisfactorily
under the present management. During
this year there will be a change in the
make-up of our district, but, with Prof.
Patten as superintendent, and his corps of
teachers with us, there need be no fear of
a backward movement.
The poor, under the care of Mr. and
Mr*. Mitchell, have been looked after in a
quiet and friendly wav. No case reported
has been neglected. They are attending
to tbeir business as it should be.
1 want to say a word of prais? for our
splendid water system, and, on behalf of
the citlxens, publicly thank Mr. Leach,
the superintendent, and his assistants
who have worked with him in co ope ruction with our high-cla** fire department,
and together have guarded our interests
during the extreme cold winter. They
have given us the courage during many
nights to sleep in peace.
In conclusion, gentlemen, l wont you to
bear in mind that the method of living
baa changed. We ccnnot, with the same
1,
money, get results as In the past.
urge you to carefully make
your appropriations, cut whatever you
I
can without Injury, but not on labor.
advocate an increase in the daily wages of
After you
have made
i city employees.
I your schedule, guard the expenditures.
We unfortunately have no enterprise
We are
here operated ou i* large scale.
dependent upon each other. Our population is not increasing. We have seen onr
young men giving themselves freely to
the service of our country; each day they
are leaving in ones and twos and more.
|
We canMany a home is m mourning.
not all be with the boys in the training
w>
be with
in
but
can
or
France,
camps
! them back home and give them every asare
not
surauce
that
forgotten.
they
|
would follow them,
t Only for my years I
and as gladly give them tb*» oenetlt of my
! profession on the firing-line, wherever it
; might be, as in the room at home where
they first saw the light of day.
The risk of human life is greater than
He who gives his
any financial burden
life gives all. We must look after the deand
while
a
life
gone cannot be
pendents,
restored, a kind word or perhaps a little
generosity to those left behind would
make their sorrow and circumstanceacuaier
to bear. We who are left at home must
and will take on the additional burden,
I am ready.
thank you for your
Gentlemen, I
patience, and await your pleasure.

[

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPKWKITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uulon Safe Deposit A Trust Co., ot Portend, for
furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Dor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moureto Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

-tsbcrusrmrrii.

TRIM STOCK SMART

COULD NOT STOP
THE HEADACHES

Chic When Rising From Severe
Line of Tailored Coat.

Fruit Liver

Tablets)

A tailored gown or suit ts often made
marred by the neck accessory worn
with It. It is almost if not quite as Important to this type of costume that Its
wearer should choose correct and becoming neckwear as that she should
be topped by a hat whose unimpeachable smartness Is only equalled by Its

wonderful medicine, ’Fruit-a-tives*.
I have been a sufferer for many
years from Violent Headaches, and
Oould get no permanent relief.
A friend advised me to take 'Fruitn-tives’ and I did so with great

ing from the

Success ; and now I am entirely free
thanks to your
of Headaches,

amazing how

coat

There

Mr9. Mark
ft

Gray

few

eka.

MARSH.

K, ist>

Velma

Boston

who has

Gray,

for

been

at

past few weeks, is

Northeast Harbor the
home.

a

News

has

been received here of the safe

arrival of

Ensign George E. Rumill, U. 8.

N. R.

in

F.,

France.

Moffett left Wednesday for Rome,
N. Y., after spending two weeks with his
aunt, \Ii>s Vigue, at ‘*Tbe Boulders.”
March 11.
G.
Mr.

COUNTY

MABIAY1LLE.
Cl)
b <*..

Frost, who

u-.e^

aocorupanied the
here, returned
Devens.

in-

<>»

'"other Aiton

batur.v'v

Mrs. Myrtle Rankin is very ill.
will go to the Eastern
pital at Bangor tor an

She

general hosoperation as soon as
Maine

she is able to be moved.

Winslow Frost, with his wife and two
and hi# sister,
Mrs. Wright, of
bis
were

Custer,

brother

here to attend

of
the

P. Frost, who died
at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., March 4,
The funeral of Alton
held at

his

home

Wednesday

here

afternoon. The large attendance told of
the high esteem in which he was held.
His casket was draped with the flag for
which he died.
March 9.
F.

Willie Reed of the coast patrol itt visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Re^d.
Howard Hodgkins returned from Bangor

hospital

last week.

Carter,

who

sawing several hundred cords of

palp

Arthur Lounder and V. M.
are

Nicolin,

wood at

home for the week-

were

end.
Little Elisa Ball

operated upon for

was

appendicitis in the East Maine general
hospital, Bangor, last Tuesday. She is
gaining rapidly. Much sympathy is expressed for Mrs. Ball and family, as this
is the fifth child to undergo an operation for the
Mar.

same

trouble.

11.

M. R.
NORTH

HANCOCK

Miss Martha Marshall
Hancock.

home

is

from

ing her parents, Henry Butler and wife.
John A. McKay, who spent his vacation
here and

turned to Calaia

in

Portland,

re-

Saturday.

Mum Christie McKay, Sumner McKay
and Leon Stewart are at home from the
Ellsworth high school for a two weeks1
vacation.
March 11.

M.

MARLBORO.
Jame9 Butler (ell on the ice one day last
•wreelc, injuring himself quite badly.
Mr.

Osborn,

Chicago,

have

and

wife

come

to

spend

children of
the

summer

Osborn’s brother, Mr. PowelL
ARE.
March 11.

«Eith Mrs.

IS WORTH MONET
CIT TmIS
DON’T MISS THIS. Cat oat this slip, endoM with 5c and mail it to Foley & Co.,
9K- Sheffield Ave, Chicago. 111., writing
Tour name and address clearly. Yoa will
«eceive in retain a trial package coutainiug
Jfotey'i Honey and Tar Compond, for
colds and croup: Poley Kidney Pills,
pain in aides and back, rheumatism,
aud bladder ailments;
ckaehe, kidney
end Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome,
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for conpation. biliousness, headache and slugib bowels.—Moore’s Drug Store.

Smiths,

Jd

atrafrusmcnw.

MUCH RHEUMATISM
Local

Drugsist'A

Oiler Attracts

No

Cure,

No

Pay

Many Sufferers.

If there are any rheumatic sufferers in
town who have not availed themselves ol
C E. Alexander’s generous offer they
Should do so at once
He states that if Rheums, the guaranteed prescription tor rheuatnatiam, does
not gire any purchaser quick and joyful
relief he will return the purchase price
without any quibbling or rei
Rheumatism is a dangerous disease, and
Anyone who has the slightest taint of it
Should drive it from the system as soon as
possible. Read whai Rheuma did for this

tajfe.

tpfforer.

*4Kor five years 1 suffered with articular
rheumatism, having bunches on my elbows, feet and wristI took everything
1 could get, with nv relief. I saw your ad,
ghd was greatly improved before I had
oeed two bottles, and was cured before 1
had finished the third. 1 thank God for
Rheuma and that 1 am free from rheumaif anyone wishes informatism to-day.
1 think
rite the n.
from me i w
Rheums is a immete." Mrs. Lucia Ryder,
HE Gilbert sire* > Syracuse, N. Y.
Good drug'gists everywhere sell Rheuma.
A large bottle is inexpensive and sufficient
lor two weeks’ treatment.

tion

for the school

trip

for the second lime

hich will

w

The Indies’

probably

be used

auxilary.

sew mg

circle of the

church

federation, which has been accustomed to
the
give the tow n-meeting dinner for
benefit of that society, voted to turn the
matter over to
Mrs.

s

Louise

committee of the Red Cross.

Smallidge

chairman of committee

appointed

was

arrangement*,
and her efficient management assured the
on

good dinner.
enabling Mrs. Trask to take the jitney for
The Forest Hill society, which holds a
Southwest Harbor.
meeting every two weeks, is working enDr. Charles ft. Cook, formerly of this tirely tor the lied ('rose, maxing hospital
Neckwear of Great Variety.
place, bat for some years a practicing garments, etc. The federated.society ala©
physician in South Berwick, enlisletf give one meeting eac b mouth.to Red Cross
From these depend rather voluminous among the early recruits and was assigned
The
or
lace.
net
Jabots of chiffon, net
to the medical corpa in the West. He was
The regular meetings of the branch
or chiffon Is edged by two or three rows stationed for some time at Fort Ethan at ihe Neighborhood house str well atof fine silk braid.
Allen and from there was ordered to Fort tended, and the schools are doing their
Dr. Cook had
bean part tn this patriotic service. The Stetson
Again, clever little gingham waist- Slocum, N. Y.
coat chemisettes are appearing, and recommended fora captain's commission, grammar school is working (or the revery enticing they are with their fresh and on Jan. 10 was ordered to Fort Meigs, fugees. The girls are making garments
In Washington, D. C-, where be it now ad- aud the boys are earning money to buy
colors and trim tailored finish.
He dlls in tba materials.
green and white, bine and white or jutant to the chief surgeon.
rose and white checks they are open his spare time iectaring for the Y. M. C.
»lar. 5.
Spec.
down the front and either fastened A., railing occasionally on his staler, Mrs.
with pearl buttons or with pearl links. Elma Willard, whose husband is on the
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
The collar turns over a little at the food commission staff Dr. Cook’s parents,
who baa been ill some
Jobu
Hatch,
top and a narrow flat black tie fin- who have spent the winter with his wife Owe, is out again.
and a daughter, Mrs. Sewail, in
Massaishes it.
Ueorge L Boper is having extensive rechusetts, are now visiting Mrs. Willard.

Miss Hazel Butler of Green Lake is visit-

at his home

by the junior members, the

proceeds of

Mrs. Maud Trank, who has been teaching in Sorrento, was gUd to find that
owing to the enterprise of Mr. Goodwin
and others, a passage through the ice
blockade had been made, and the Ferry

be

will*

Am-ther eotertaimmnt
soon

fora week’s visit to his

steamer made the

POINT.

HANCOCK

ftt).

m

given

and Mrs.

parents, Mr. and
He was acByron Carpenter.
companied by Miss Nora Murphy, who is
the guest of his parents for the week.

funeral of Alton Frost.

was

NEWS

away
Carpenter,
Jrotn borne about three years, employed in
Connecticut an a chauffeur, arrived Friday

aons,

Waterville, also
Lowell, Mass.,

name.

however, unfortunately

who are Incapable of givMotortrucks in the war lone In France a*e generally operated at from
ing the careful attention to the details
12 to 15 miles per honr, but tbe governors are usually set to allow of a speed
of the toilet which is required by the
of 18 to 20 miles per hoar In an emergency. They are also required to operate
high-collared neck accessory,' for a
on second gear np to a normal speed of 12 miles per hour, so that In undulatstock collar of any sort must fit the
ing country the convoy Is not spread out hy vehicles slowing up on Mils. The
neck perfectly and be adjusted with
later trucks designed have a reduction of 50 to 1' an low gear In order that
the utmost care at the opening either
they will maneuver on low reverse under had road conditions without it being
frort or back. This applies equally to
It Is found In practice that even
necessary to race the engine In starting.
the high-collared blouse, the lace stock
the axles do not suffer so much from this extreme reduction as hy racing the
with the Jabot attached and the highengine and letting the clutch In as Is necessary with some older type trucks
collared chemisette.
sent from America.
The high-collared chemisettes which
The allies rushed re-enforcements to Italy to help stop the Austro-Oeroften have the semblance of a charmman advance when It was at its height, and these re-enforcements have been
ing little waistcoat are shown In a
The photograph shows on* of the first batches of
a great aid to the Italians.
variety of materials and many ingeniThe autos sre used a* transport
French autos as they arrived In Milan.
ous variations of shape and detail.
trucks.
There are a very few In color, but
white Is apparently much more modish, at least for the present.
Ivory
tions be placed upon oar record*, thst a
c >py be *» n? to the bereaved f«tu*l v sad to
satin stocks and chemisettes, while not
Thb Ellsworth American for public*In the very front rank of novelties, are
SOUTH WR8T HARBOR.
still new enough and pretty enough to
Paul Sawyer, wife and children are
be worth any woman’s consideration.
NOETdEAHT BARBOR.
There are some extremely smart spending a few weeks at the no me of hta
RED CROW ACTIVITIES.
white satin stocks either of the plain parents, Capt. and Mrs. Emmons Sawyer.
T«© boxes of supplies have recently
Moat of the school* closed for the spring
wrinkled variety or with a flaring top.
been shipped. containing 3,874 articles.
vacation Friday noon, March 8, to admit
of the bome-goer* taking the auto trip A series of entertainments baa been
to Ellsworth to connect with the train. plsnried to raise money for the working
Miss Doduck and Mim Avery will remain fund. A food sale given a short tin *# ago
netted 930. The special committee having
here through the recess.
charge of the hayseedera* ball has turned
who has been
Jesse

NEWS

has gone to

are,

many women

price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

PRETTY

least

adopting this

MRS. ALEXANDER SHAW.
50c. 8 box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of

trim, dainty stock risline of the tailored
unquestionable, and it la
many women have beten years younger since
fashion.
a

severe

collar is

come at

Splendid medicine’'.

COUNTY

nearer the Pnslness center than a
To me.
desirable residence section.
however, obscurity lends value to the
situation, as I may be free from visitThe picture proing Interruptions.
gresses favorably and I «m Intent upriease save yourself the'
on a second,
trouble of Instncflng friends to hunt
I have already hewn obliged
me out.
to refuse various evening Invitations
tendered In my “Sister UweodolenV

are

suitability.
The chic of

By AGNES G. BROWN.

Dear Owen:
I am keeping my promise by writinf?, as soon as the new studio has
It looks as though I
been installed.
might do good work here. In my glassThe only
roof room near the sky.
place nvwllnble for renting seemed this
old-time mansion now given over to
we
cheap apartments; this, because

or

112 CflBnto St., St. Jobs,
•*I feel X must tell you of the great
benefit I have received from your

HIS NEIGHBOR
U'opyrlitit. 1*17. Wastsrn Nrwspepsr L'Blom.i

High-Collared Chemisettes, Resembling
Little Waistcoats, Seen in
Many Variations.

Until ShsTried “Fruit-a-tiTes”

(or

ALLIED RE-ENFORCEMENTS ARRIVE IN
ITALY TO HOLD BACK INVADING ARMY
I

SOME HINTS FOR HOSTESSES

voters a

pair* made

auxiliary of Southwest
just sent off its twenty-first
including knitting, sewing and

The Red Cross

box,
surgical work. The sewing included two
fine quilts from the Congregational sewing circle, and ona very pretty quilt donated by Mrs. Lyman Harper and fitr inin
the
One of the pleasantest things
valid daughter Annie. With one pair of
where
people sockajcnit by Mrs. Exra Lurvey, went this
world Is a friendly house
Some
women,
love to come and linger.
very apt little poem:
It Is true, were born good hostesses,
BE8T WI8HK8.
while others find the greatest difficulty
I hope the soldier boy who gets these boss
and
In entertaining naturally
simply. Will And soro» comfort for his
toes.
Although hospitality. If not natural. Is And with every stitch 1 have knit in
Goes a wish tbat our U. 8. hoys will win
hard to cultivate, still It can be done.
old kaiser.
First of all, says a popular hostess, The tight against the poor
And trust this war will make him wiser;
the room where yon receive your guests Make bim know it is not right
must be as lovely as you can afford to To always be engaged in tight.
Long may our Stars and Stripes withstand
make It
The war against the sea and land.
comfortable
A pretty room with
And may it have a speedy end.
chairs, nice books and a cheerful fire- Send our brave boys to home and friends.
place is a heart warmer in Itself. Do Who are trying to liberate land and sea
From Germany’s burbarous cruelty.
not try to amuse your guests too much.
I’m called “Aunt Min,” most seventyPeople often have the best time when
eight,
left to their own devices; but watch A native of our Pine Tree State.
them carefully and see that they have
March 11.
Spbay.
everything that they want.
MEMORIAL
RESOLUTIONS.
Get the young people together. II
Whereas, The angel of death has again
there are two young people who, you
entered the gales of Jepbtbnh chapter and
believe, would like to talk alone, make removed our esteemed brother, John W.
this possible and they will be eternally Ree i, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
grateful.
Re*d our chapter has lost a loyal member,
See that the men have ash trays if w hose interests
were always with and for
they need (them, and that everybody Is the advancement of those who were bis
sisters and brothers.
comfortable.
Resolr+d, Tbst while we mourn our
Most important of all, be a good lisloss, our hearts full of sympathy go out to
tener.
the bereaved family, and that our charter
be draped for thirty days.
Resnlved That a copy of these resoluFirst of All, It Is Declared, Room
Where Quests Are Received Must
Be as Lovely as It Can Be Made.

Shoe-Top Length.
Shoe-top length prevails In the new
skirts, says the Dry Goods Economist
There Is no Indication that longer

skirts will meet with success.
The dressy skirts are developed In
satin, taffeta, foulard, tussah. a few
trlcotlnes, serge and jersey. White
skirts in satin, taffeta and In wash fabrics, such as cotton gaberdine, piques
and other materials of this character,
are also in evidence.
Novelty pocke'i
are the chief feature of cotton wash
skirts.
Shawl Collars.
fashion
features
the
Of
many
launched In coats and suits the shawl
uite generally
collar that was shove
ess than the
has met with greater
orfier collar and
various forms of the
the type worn high about the oeek.

on

the interior of hia bouse.

George Hatch was kicked by bia horse
Monday, aad baa since been confined to

Harbor has

the house.

place,

Belva L**eh of this

ing ber

suiter

in

New

who i«

South

visit*

Portland, ia

recovering from tbe meaalea.

E. C. Ward well, recently elected mayor
Waterville, is the son o: bvbuyieraud

of

Mary Wardwellof tbia town.
8upt. Pallidino visited this charge
Sunday,

but

d.d not hold

owing
services

Herbert Johnson
week

to the

severe

called

home last

from

Sherman, where be baa been
employed, on account of tbe illness of

daughter.
Evelyn Hutchins, Margaret Billings,
Celia Leach, Alice and Laura Gray, and
Harland Dorr returned Friday from Clark
bis wife snd

high school for two weeks’ vacation.
The ladies’ aid society held a social

Wednesday

evening at the grange

hall.

Tbe program consisted of songs, readings, dialogues and monologues. Refreshments were served.
Tbe proceeds, $22.67,
are for tbe benefit of tbe pastor.
March 11.

!

H.

Expensive Gold Fish.
The rarest and most expensive gold
fiph In the world Is the Chinese brushtall, a pair of which sell for $1,500.
Probably there Is no other living thing
of Its size and weight that is worth
so much money.

cUjtirrtiflftnmts,

In This— The

“L F

”

Age of Specialists

Honmt

Opinion Doctor G»,.
His Patient

Bedford, Ohio.—"I mg in *
condition, weak, nervous and

nn

down so I could not do my hoHs»,»~?
I had doctored for years and triM
everythin* under the son. A
told me about VinoL I asked m»
doctor about it, and he replied,
7,
certainly is the beat medicine that can
be bad today. I couldn't give Ton
any better.’ I took it, and todatl
am as well aud strong as any
won*,
could wish to be. and it wa« Vino!
that saved me."—Mrs. Frank A. Ha
key. Asrtt St., Bedford. Ohio,
We guarantee this famous cod W
and iron tonic foe all such

frimj

condition,.

Alexander’* Phtrmery, C. K. Ale
nadir
Prop., Ellsworth.

COUNTY

NEWS

D.-or Gwen:
The morning min come* in at right
angles through my glass rmf, the
WHITER HARBOR.
palming graw* apace, and meals
Dr J. 8. Phillips, D. D. 8 ha*
served front a nearby r.wtnurwnt are
•periling the week in town.
perfect. In my enjoyable Isolation I
l>r. A. E. Broad of B—yt>r ipcat
for
l*lb—savw
desert
a
onbe
Frt4»j
might
and Saturday here.
the young woman across the hall. She
Orton
who
ban
for
.Myrick..
been
be
8t
your
think,
subject
woui<i I
attend^
at BluehiO, in «t
passion for helpfulness—If you mold acbool
wlf-aacMm. Maurice Pendleton bn* been ill
reach her. Oh, these promt
of
rificing American women of outs! tonaititfa.
nrirk—
list
What will they not do for
Henr^Prasler ha* returned bom* from
duty! Though l must confess this ta fla rigor, where be had employment
the
my first actual' experience etth
during the winter.
kind.
•'Carrie,” who “wipes up our
Dr. J. 8. Bragg ai.<1 wife were at Harfloors," any* that when my neighbor’* rington 4et week, g aeala of tev. and Mn
husband went to war she gave up her E. B. Drew.
comforts Ur flat and came here to lira
Dr. and Mr*. O. JU Rurreit of Barring.
During the day she ton were mk end
with her child.
gaeete of Dr. and Mn.
has taken up an annccustorae t posi- J. 8.
Bragg.
tion In a flower shop. It seems, l>ot she
Mr. an 4 Mr*
Wra^ P.
fcuptill and
slugs right cheerily at night ns she
children, who have spent tha winter in
cooks the child’s supper. It w: m this
arrived
home
Bangor,
Friday.
same singing which attracted roy atMoving ;Mcturea for the benefit oft!*
tention to the two—that and the
child’s evident glee when her ntothcr lied Cross tiranch here were bald Monday
wv*d attended.
brings homo a currant roll. Can you awning. rH*y were
John Perrin and wife of SoMi-au have
imagine it, Gwen, unalloyed Joy-over
the fact of a currant roll? Joy In three been visiting Mr*. Fernn’s parents, Mr.
dingy rooms near the roof? Joy. after and Mrs. Altwd Merchant.
It make*' coo
bard day's work?
a
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sargent, who have
long to step oat and liny a quantity of been camp.og in the wood* lor Home
those delicacies we sated ones take week*, have returned home.
matter-of-course—and leave
as
our
Mica Mary Mayo, who baa bevn visiting
them at their door. But the presump- her parent#, Rev. and Mr*. Q. Mayo, has
The child
tion would he r'scnfed.
a
returned to

looks like a Christinas

(fhow-window

doll..

After school homo she often sits at
turn of the stair, knitting for “faWhen I almost fell over her
ther.”
one day she naively informed me that
“it was not so lonesome there as in-

a

Bangor,

bare

«5e

it

am-

ployed.
The Harrington basket-ball team »*>
to play hare Friday evening, u
scheduled, and the Sleuteo team came
instead. The game v as wen by the borne
unable

team.

The “mum" social held at Odd Fellow
ball Thursday evening, Feb. 28, was well
for comforts kindly,
attended. Following the strenuous fortyYour loving
five minute* of “mom,” a pleading enterJACK.
tainment of voaal and mattum*-utai music,
Gwen:
Dear
readings, etc., was given. About |17 *u
with
my study
I a id bavin? difficulty
realized for Use Red C-roew work.
of spring; the face of the central figAugustus Gemsh of Eaetpon came here
freshure lacks that significant sweet
relatiwm. While the
recently to visit
ness which it must have.
gueai of hia uusor, Mr*. IUmU* Joy, be wi*
Following your advice. I stopped at taken ill. Pneumonia
developed and b«
the flower shop one evening, purchas- died
Sunday morning, March 3. He wu
ing from my neighbor a rose tree, the older brother of A_ J.. and Geo. (JeaActing riab of this
which has been sent to you.
place.
again upon your suggestion, I frankly
Mar. 11.
8,
made
and
inquiry
myself
presented
father.
1‘egIVggy-MayTi
concerning
SUNSET.
to be the unusually

side."
I thank you
sent to myself.

gy-Mny happens

Charm-

connected nurae of the child.

M r*. A. T. Small

is

iii.

Harlan Gray is working for J. E. Small
ingly free from self-consciousness were
and occupying the John Small bouse.
the mother's replies.
in
well
and
waa
"Mr. May
good
Waller Eaton wae taken to the Knox
spirits; she, herself, managed very hospital tor treatment the past week.
I
was
happy.
nicely, and Peggy-May
Newa has been received of the death of
was

So to

thanked—and dismissed.

help these heave people
our

last

at oral

at the church.

was

I stippoee yon sw, as usual, busy
,elth yrnvr pot charities, Ik> not worry
shout my welfare, a* I aba'll keep you
duly Informed.
Tour affectionate hrotbt*,
JACK.

DOCTOR SAYS !
VINOUS IB
BEST TONK

pow er.

seems

beyond

Love to you, my sister.
JACK.

Dear Gwen:
The second Idea eras a bright one,
and speedily acted upon. With diplomacy and persuasion it was arranged
that Peggy-Moy should pose for my
The picture
child modei of Spring.
will be a seccess. We paint very early
in the morning, before the little mother
Is due at the flower shop. Her needles
flash in that everlasting knitting as
she sits beside us. Like a flower, herself. la the wife of that soldier In
France—and courageous always. Whut
a contrast to the fortune-favored girls
Gwen—you and L
we have known.

Very hastily,

JACK.

Prof. George South worth, who was one of
the Brat of the summer resident a here, ilia
coUage wae located at Salmon point.
Mar. &

Buns.

SEAL COVE.
Melieaa, widow of

Augustus Gordins,

died at the borne of her

Kinley, Mar.

A

son

Calvin,

at Mc-

Mre. Gordina, wilh her

husbend, spent the winter here with their
daughter, Mra. Martin Cuut. Mr. Gordina died Feb. 4. Mra. Gordina' funeral
aervieea were held at Weat Trenaont MetbW.
odiat
church
Bcv.
Thuraday,
J. Foray the officiating. Burial was in the
Heed cemetery, beat Cove.
K.
Mar. U.
All BO BA.
Mra. George Croat)y viewed in Bangor
iaat week.

Dear Owen:
Oiin Jordan and wife ace receiving conPardon me If this letter may prove;
graiulationa on the birth of a daughter,
somewhat incon^reheuslble. Perhaps
born March 4.
".Joyously Irresponsible” would better I
Herbert Croaby and wife of Clifton are
suit my case.
You accused me of negligence In spending a few weeks with Mr. Crosby1*
writing, while the sittings of my pic- p rents, Howard Croaby and wife.
MMarch 11.
ture were going on, hut if yun could
but have known the desperate state
iNlirt Can W* »r “kw*
of my mind at the time. Inwardly I One size smaller after using Allen** **0°*'
was accusing myself of falling in love But ibe antiseptic
powder for swollen,
tender, aching feet,
it make* walking *
with a married woman. And though
light, relieve*

corn*

and bunion*

«

f all

P»iD7

the object of my love bent ever ab- and give* re*t and confort. sold everywh«r**
V'-c
8anip*e
DtmU aoernt
awbafiiut*.
sorbed over her knitting, she must HtKK. Addrea* Allany
bn a. O lust an, LeR^i*
have known the stare of my heart. n. y.
—

The True

ATWOOD’S MEDICINE

Stand* oat a* a Specialty in thm Relief of Digestive Trouble*.
In fact this safe medicine—a reliable prescription—has been a specialty for
three generations—well over 60 years: a record for reliability that should count
immeasurably with you.
Buy the large bottle today at your druggist’s or general storekeeper’s. Have
it handy the next time you have a headache; when your stomach is a bit upset;
when you are bilious, constipated; or have restless sleep. Take as directed—
you will find as thousands before you have found, the surprisingly effective
properties of this truly remarkable medicine. Sample fret
The “L. F." Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
b«l

Then,
blessedly, miraculously—now
dfrirriiflcnunift
that It is all over—Peggy-ilay took the
croup, and the woman I love came
swiftly for me one evening, begging BOSi/HRE’8 GERMAN 8YKI P
me to stay with the child while she 1
Why use ordinary cough remedies,
hurried for the doctor. Then the story I when lioechec’s German
>yrup b*9
“Carrie"
had
made a nat- been used so
came out.
|
successfully for ttfty*t,r0
ural mistake—Peggy-May’s father had ; years in
alt parts of the United States for
gone to war, but it was his sister who coughs, bronchitis, colds settled in tbs
hud taken the motherless child Into
throat, especially lung troubles. It *iTe9
her unselfish care. And so—I’m the the
patient a good night's rest, free fro®
happiest man In the world, Gwen, and coughing, with easy expectoration in tbs
we want you to come and plan for our
morning, gives nature a chance to sooths
fw adding.
inflamed parts, throw off the disease
Yours, from a seventh heaven,
helping the patient to regain hifc| healthJACK.
Bold by Alexander's Pharmacy.

atfoerUBnurai*.

OOINTY
PROSPECT

NEWS
HARBOR.

Coughs-Colds

Mips Isabel Wakefield came homo from
Winter Harbor for the week-enrt.

Cramps-Chills

Robert Corbett and wife have been visiting in Winter Harbor recently.

Sprains-Strains
»nd m»ny other
,11

yield quickly

in

DeWitte Lathrop and wife
Connecticut.

are

visiting

#

Capt. George Allen,

common eilmonte
to that wonderfully

who ia

in

West

Gonldsboro for two weeks’ vacation, was
m town the last of the week.
Miss Vida K. Cleaves baa been a guest
of Mrs. James A. Hill in West Gouldsboio

nothing, heeling, peiu destroying

JOHNSON'S

the

in the

Orer 100 yenrl of splendid sneeees.
Whether needed internelly or exteroelly it is erer honenity'e greet

Edward T. Russell.

Charles Colwell, with his wife and three
children of Hancock, spent the week-end
with his parents, Capt. G. W. Colwell and
wife.

“Friend In Need”

Troops

to the

of

Old Regulars to Be Used ae
Crack Units of the United States Forces.

Hooverized refreshments.

W iTIITOWN, R. T.

»,73B 74
hmmoo
124.97N 85
4.758,118 25
SW/39 74
414.009 80
51.873 49
17.848 II

•

*ortfa*e loan#.
C8*h lo oflSc#

bank,

6818BC98.

Inter**1 ant! rent*.
All other mmU,
Oroaa asaeta,
not admitted

Qedoct Item*

$5,574,008 80
Admitted aaaets,
liabilities dec. Cl. 1917.
on paid loaaea.
Unearned premiums,

Set

All other liabilities,
**b capital.
gorpla* over all liabilities

Total liabilities and aarplaa.
C.

A

W.

F. L. MASON.

$ri,674,0G8 60
Ellsworth.

Agents,

STATU MB NT OP THB
riRK A MARINE INS.

EQCITAHLK

PROVIDSKCB, H.

©O.,

1.

assets DEC. SI, 191?.
$

Brft! MUtC.
Mortgage oan*.
Stock* and bond*.
<uh in fflce and bank.

*1.880 00
100,48$ 00
1,163,07 1*
159,496 0*
09,089 OS
14.3*4 81
187 93

AgenU’balance*.

latcrcat *nd rent*,
Ail other iimU,

91,£7,313 99

Gross M*eU.
Deduct item* not admitted,
Admitted

a

met*.

19.288

19

U.S48.04A

eo

LIABILITIES DEO. 31, 1917.
Net unpaid 1 mm,
Caearned premium*.
All other liabilities,

9

107,830 79
433,909 98
38373 70
MXi.080 00
480.891 73

capital,
harpla* over ail liabilities.
Cuh

Total liabilities and anrplus,
a W * P L. MASON, Agent*,

$<,848,043

64

Ellaworth-

Germania Fire Inaurance Company,
authorised «• *Mam* the corporate naan*
••NATIONAL I.IHKKTY INMKANCK OO.
OP A If KKII'A,"
on March 1, 1918.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1917.
Real

estate.
Mortgage loin*.

9

w.moo

768,** 00
8,833,8*7 50
RMM VI
9*V,*51 43
87,183 73
5.444 74

Stock* aad bonds,
t-»»o in cdRcr and bank.
Agent •’ 'miancee,
I .te<e*t and r» ota,
AllotLcr s%rts.

met

for the

war

relief

Longer

$8,989.9)9

Transcript.

Admitted

$8,894,867 57

Owe't look well.eat well, or feel well with
Keep tbe blood pare with
Bendock Blood Bittern. Eat simply, take
eie-rcise. keep clean, and good health la
pretty sure to follow. #l.S6a bottle.—Advt.

.19
4H.0A1 83

a»«eta,

impure blood.

LIABILITIES DEC. It, 1917.
N*t an • d lo**«a.
Vnennet! premium*,
Alio tr abilities..
Ca*k
,i ».
8urp a* »«r a 1 liabilities.

$ (27.196 75
4J98 .'383 10
43.631 36
1*00,000 00
3,668.835 86

Total l<*ui :iit« and anrplua.
$8S9*367 37
C. W A F. L. MASON, Af**r»'A. 1W I* worth.
OLO

women

um*« aaeeta.
not admitted.

Deduct item*

COLONY IN*tKA><
BOTTOM.

r.

COM PAN*

cltmn'isnntms.

TRY THEM
The next time you suffer with
headache, indigestion, biliousness or loss of appetite, try—

SUM.

ASSETS DEC. «1. BtfT.

loans,

Sto'kt tad bon 1*,
lull »n offl
*nci bank,
AffBU* balances,
BiUb receivable.
am renla.
All Ihrr »>»«•(«,
p

BtKHAflii

Injar'*t

n
Dtdaci
lu

Gross aaaets.
Dot admitted.

n,»

Admitted

92.*19,550

asaet*.

PHIS

»

LIABILITIES DEC. II. 1917.

NHsapald

lotus.
"earned premiums,
A.I oj her
Uaotlliiea,
capital,
barplu, ore, all liabilities.

9267,50114

liabilities and surplus.
9rJ.3U8.500
HDMOND J WALSH. Local Ageut.
General Iniursnce Offer,
Ellsworth.

Ur««l Sol* of Jbf Medic in* in tl>* World.
Sold «T*y*hoe. jo bo»**. 10c.. -25c.

JUflal Sonera.

Total

JO

Me._

STATIC or NAINK.
Pbobat* Cockt.
Hancock ssNotick oi> As*j*ointi*bnts of Exbcotorh, AoMIMSTKATOKH. GUASDIANS OF A DOLTS AN Si
CONHKUVATOKS.

INstk—Such notices In estate* on
Mount Desert Islau > will be published
bere*ft~r in the Bar Harbor Timrt; in
NOTICK or POKECLOKl’KIt.
estates in Deer Isle and Stonisgtou,
in the Deer Isle Mea»enyer; in all other
lVr ^ *^HKA8, Curtis Uodgklai, of the tors
estate* tn Thk Ellsworth Amkkican.]
of Hancock, county of Hancock and
notice is hereby given under the
by his mortgage deed dated
provisions of chapter 133 of the public laws
Ar day November. 1800, and recorded of the
State of Maine of 1917. that the following
lla,>c°ck County, Maine, registry of
named persons have been appointed execuu*f ,*• b**ok its, p*g* 480, conveyed to Stephen tors,
administrators, guardians of adults and
Hmsllidge, late of Mouut Desert, in aaid
conservators, respectively, in the hereinafter
of Hancock, deceased, the
following named estates
Ascribed real estate:
A certain lot or
Harriet K. Morton, late of Blaehill. in said
parcel of land situated in
Hancock aforesaid and
hrnest M. Kimball, of
bounded and de- county, deceased
scribed as follows, to wit:
Chicago, Illinois, appointed executor of the
eegioning on the highway road on John last will and testament and codicil of said de~T**y • line; thence following the .road eaat- ceased: date of qualification February 12, a. d.
*r*y thirty and one-half rods: thence at right 19i3.
Not being a resident of the State of
southerly eight rods to a stake ana Maine, he has appointed Forrest B. 8now of
thence at right angle westerly nlaeBluehill, in the county ol Hancock and State
*7®° rods to a stake and stone; thence at of Maine, as his agent iu said State of Maine,
right angle southerly to line of land owned as the law directs.
John Kelly aforeaaid; thence on said
in
Stephen R. Crosby, late of Bucksport, of
**”y’a line westerly eleven and one-half
said county, deceased.
Ralph L. Crosby
thence northerly to the road aforesaid,
Boston, commonwealth of Massachusetts.
four and one-half acres, more or
appointed administrator of the estate of said
6,
And whereas the condition of said mort- deceased; date of qualification Feoruary
of the State
gage has oeen broken, now, therefore, I, Au- a. d. 1918. Not being a resident
O. F. Fellows of
of
he
has
Maine,
appointed
A. Smith, adminiatratriz of the estate
Bangor, in the county of Penobscot and State
Stephen Hmallidge, late of said Monnt of
Maine, as his agent in aaid Htate of Maine,
deceased, by reason of the breach of as the law directs.
thereof, claim a foreclosure of
„f.cooaiti°n
••‘d
John W. Kane, late of Bluehill. in said
mortgage and give this notice for that
Edith D. Kane of said
Porpoee.
county, deceased.
Bluehill, appointed administratrix of the esA u oust a A. Smith.
tate of said deceased; date of qualification
Administratrix of the estate
February 8, 1918.
of 8tephen Hmallidge, deceased,
Ira Shaw, late of Goaldsboro, in said
ffetod at sat. Desert, Me.. February 1C. IBIS, county, deceased. Ella K. Njman of said
Uouldsboro, appointed administratrix of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
NOTICK or FORECLOSURE.
February 12,1918.
Prank Conary of Orland. HanJoseph W. Woodard, a person of unsound
oock county, State of Maine, oonmind
of Penobscot, In ssid county. Albert
to me. the undersigned, certain real
jeyea
«Ute situated in said Orland, Hancock P Leach of aaid Penobscot, appointed guardian
said Joseph W. Wooaard; date of
of
«ounty and State of Maine, Deoemoer 7. 1909,
12. 1918.
*®rther described in Hancock County qualification February
at
Dated
of
Blleworih, in said countr, this
M«istry
deeds, book 4S4, page 419; and
the conditions of as id mortgage are
went)-seventh day of February, a. d. 191*.
\ c,*iin • lortcloaore of the above- Class E. Mullan. Acting Register of Probate.
ascribed property.
Ksbmt O. Osoood.
Dl,
1AUPKK NOTICE.
Ellsworth, Me.. Feb. 29, 1918.

IUpiI liana*.

Jr**®’»e,
!uJre

1>UBLIC

^ont>

^•MUaining
^ssid

WHEREAS

S2

The mail-order house is advertising
for your business.
io do about itf

What

are

you going

Dear-:

This Is the first time I
have had—or have taken—for letter
work Thursday afternoon, in spite of the
writing In some days. I wrote home,
Now that the supply from
snow storm.
and will devote the rest of the minutes
headquarters has been cut short, they
between now and bedtime to a longhave to depend upon their own resources.
letter to you. I only Just reThey are making handkerchiefs, spreads, delayed
turned to my company after being
etc. One which the ladies of Birch Haraway for a month—In a blamed sight
bor made (or the society here is a wool
colder place. I had a long and woncrazy patchwork, and each square held
the autograph of the lady who made It. ! derful trip, the details of which I can’t,
! of
Let It be mencourse, recount.
Rice and Crane were names so often used
tioned, however, that among other
that one lady remarked that before it
reached France “the Cranes
would have i things I did was sleep In a real steam1
heated room, with sheets, five electric
devoured all the Rioe.” The quilt was so
lights, all going at once, and a bathnicely made and the idea so novel, that
room.
I was a next-door neighbor of
it deserves imitation.
Hank Wales, of the I. N. S„ who, I disMarch U.
C.
covered. worked In Sacramento, taking
MKMORIAL BKBOLUTION8.
the Job I left when I went to Panama.
U’ktrea*, Tbe hand of the Supreme He knows you, and I mentioned that I
Creator has been laid upon Scboodic lodge,
Knights of Pythian, and taken from our did, but didn't go Into any details. M.v
midat an esteemed
member, Brother
trip, my one night of luxury and my
George Hickman, therefore be it
reversion to the life of the army have
That i» the death of our
Heaolved,
brought a realisation of one thing,
brother, .Scboodic lodge has lost a valued
member, but God's ways are not our ways,
though:
and we bow humbly to His will, knowing
To pervert the title and main strain
that our brother has only crossed tbe
of the latest Broadwuy and first-line
river a
little while before us. Ere long
we too shall be called to join the innumertrench hit, the fun la over, over here.
able host.
From now on It’s business.
/buofrsd, That we extend our heartfelt
France, to the American soldier,
Sympathy to the bereaved family.
never again will be what It has been.
fteaoited. That our charter be draped
in mourning thirty days, a copy of these
This thought began to formulate itself
resolution* be spread upon our records, a
In the rnlndB of the lucky Americans
copy sent to tbe members of the family,
and a copy sent to Thh
who came over here In the late sumEllsworth
American for publication.
mer of 1917. about the time the snow
began to fall und the fog to come In
COREA.
from the coast. Now It has crystallzed.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
The grave, whole-souled, sincere sixStewart March 9.
months' welcome of France Is over. It
was a welcome not so much regal as it
Schools will open again Monday, after
being cloned two weeks on account of lack was genuine—not oae such as Is
of fuel.
simken at a banquet when the mayor
Miss Anna
Paul, who has been em- turns the hypothetical keys of the
ployed at the East Maine general hospital city over, but of the man who opens
his home and his all and says, not In
at Bangor, is visiting her brother Willwords, but In deeds, “You are one with
iam.
us; what we have Is yours.” And forMarch 11.
8.
tunate were the Americans who were
The army
present at this welcome.
Not the Best Way.
that comes this year will be welcomed,
One way to be up with the lark t*
but not as we were.
to keep the lark up all night.—Boston
No
a
Seven

ASSETS DSC. tl, 1917.
B«*l eatate.

Efficiency.

Soldier Writes of Work and Experiences With Army et the Front—

Halcyon assembly of Pythian Sisters
a party Friday night to the young
people. There were games and music and

AG HI CULTURAL INSURANCE CO.

Collateral Joan*.
Stock* tnd dodo#,
*nd

Training

Highest Point

KNOW NO FEAR OF FRITZ

gave

Insurance Statements.

in France Are

past week.

Byron Moore, Arthur Stront, Rupert
Rlance, Irving Moore and others went to
Bar Harbor Saturday with Capt. A1 Welch

ewer” Unlmamt

0, $. SOLDIERS
CONFIDENT THEY
CAN WHIP BOCHE

I I A VINO contracted with the City of EllsI 1 worth to support and care for those who
isy need assistance during five years beginingJao 1. 1915. and are legal residents of
lllsworth. I forbid all persons trusting them
n my account, as there is plenty of room and
ccommodatlons to care for them at the Oily
Arthur B. Mitch all.
arm house-

Novelty.

Not that France has Intentionally
moderated her tone. There hus been
a merely natural relaxation, of course,
and the "soldat Ameriealtee" now Is
accepted more as a matter of course
than as a novelty. But the big factors
are thnt the Untied States Is getting
Into the war—and It la winter. There
Is less liberty now than there was—
no
all-night passes, and frupieutly
Sunday '« brofcwu by inspection assl
•drills. There is no military permission to visit nearby cities except <on
business. Visiting of the cafes is permitted only between noon and 2 p. n.
and 6 p. m. and 8:30 for officers >and
enlisted men. Winter has broughtlung
nights and oold days. Its Red Cross
sweaters and the 17 pairs of socks
from home, and. Incidentally, the keenest appreciation of three fruits e'f civilization which “back home" ass such
common-places that tbelr existence
creates no more thought than the Ilea
on Hector's back.
These are light, heat and weter.
War, and Its concomitant economies,
In evolution
cause a step backward
and human progress—superficially, at
least—and luxuries vanish, one by one,
■while what, the American of today subconsciously considers as necessities
An aeon or so ago water
are stinted.
aud artificial heat and light might have
been considered a luxury, or a dissipation
now

HDUn
a fnmace In the basenumber of germs.
But we're all alive,
ment. and If we only had Just the rat- and that was two months ago.
tle on the end of that snake’s tall
I reBut enough of this gassing.
hanging on a eord In room No. 12 there solved to be brief In my letters, and
would tie four jubilant soldiers in that here I’ve brimmed over onto die third
Reserve
for mother*
“petit ehnmbre.”
page. It has been cold where I am.
hood is of two-fold
When the United States took over but the last few days have been like
the Grand Hotel du France It got It Bpringtime. Where I was last was up
women before
and
unfurnished, of course. It Immediately In the snow belt, where It gets on the and after
take
refurnished it with two double-decker ground and stays there, the only hopebunks of the latest type—nothing more. ful word the natives can give being
We sleep two In a corner, and I have that “It goes off the ground In April.”
one of the lowers. We have discovered,
Without going Into details, though, I
by the way, a virtue In this arrange- learned one hopeful thing. While away
ment. The beds are sturdy, but can be I had an opportunity of talking with a
Jarred by a jiggling of the body, and ! lot of Americans who have been In
In the event that your bedmate, above the trenches.
They were from difor below, is addicted to snoring (and
ferent groups of troops and had been
It
pure cod liver oil
you would be surprised how many
“In” at different times. And they all
for rich blood and contains
soldiers are) you can always stop him were confident that the Americans can
by “rocking the cradle” until he turns whip the Germans at every stage of the lime and soda with medicinal
This Is very handy. It saves game. This isn’t the boast of a few.
over.
all
looking All over the room for a shoe but the consensus of the calm opinion
ents for
the
when you get up In the morning.
of about 40, I guess, that I talked to.
nervous system and
There are four of us In this room.
It was very enjouruglng, coming from
The most optimistic of the succeeding men who have had a mouthful of the abundant nourishment
landlords of this hostelry must have front Most of the fellows were from
k It is fiee from alcohol.
h> d trouble In recommending It to the the old American regular army—from
Insist on the
four generations of transients who the units over here, which are the only
h
*
The Norwegian cod Ilw oil fen
have abided here and gone. But all ones still Intact I believe. They are
Scott's Enrafaion is now refined in on
the soldiers do not fare so. We are being trained to the highest point of
own American laboratories whicll
lucky! A relative of a soldier “billeted military efficiency possible, and, they
makes it pure and palatable.
*
out" was looking for him recently. The say, are to be used as the crack units
Scott fitBowne, Bloomfield, NJ. 17-H
In
were
headquarters of the company
of the United States forces, corresponda former private dwelling house.
ing with the famous “shock” units of
“Take a look upstairs," said a broth- the German and other armies. I guess
er soldier. “If you don’t find him there
the same Is true of the Ilainbow divilook out In the carriage house and in sion of the National Guard, which got
8TON1NGTON.
the barn loft. If he’s not there he’ll such a send-off In the States.
Dr. Tewsbury, dentist, is spending a few
be In the chicken house.”
Regulars Fare Worse.
days at bis home in Camden.
Our room doesn’t afford even that
The
old
regular army fellows ; An enrolling station for those who derelic of the castle and pride of the
the
seemed to have fared worse than
sire to enter the merchant marine has been
bungulow, a fireplace. But our next- rest of us. They came over early In
opened here. Philip W. Small of Small's
door neighbor's docs, and we are of- the
game, most of them straight from
is recruiting officer; Raymond
ficially assigned to hang out around the border with only a few days In pharmacy
Clarke, M. D., examiner.
his grute. That solves the heat prob- the
East, and went into training ImThe three-masted schooner Wm. Bisbee*
lem, and also the bathing question.
They were quartered up which has been ice-bound for weeks at the
mediately.
In
limited
are
facilities
Bathing
where the war has left an obvious
was
France—at least that. In all of France, mark and taken most of the superfi- wharf of the Rodgers Granite Co.
towed out to sea yesterday, loaded with
for example, there is probably not one claltles.
They've been going hard ever cut stone for Annapolis.
of those boors who bothers you about
since, learning everything of the latest
The steamer Vinal Haven of the Vinal
statistics on his dally matutinal Inunweapons, maneuvers, signals and miliHaven «5fc Rockland Steamboat Co. docked
I do not know the favorite
dation.
British
the
that
science
French,
tary
MonSaturday night pastime of the people, : Und Americans had to teach them. at the Eastern Steamship Co’s, wharf
the first time for weeks. All hope
day,
either, but I can say that If there Is a
bunch
soundest
the
They’re probably
and will drift to
modern bathtub In this particular town of
And that the ice has cleared
men, physically, in the world.
sea, for Stonington has been without regthe Americans have not yet found It.
Is
This
yet they’re greatly neglected.
ular boat service for a long time.
So we merely heat a kerosene canful because
they come from the United
of water—at our neighbor’s fireplace— : States In
The quarry of the Rodgers Granite Co.
general and no place In parand take a “bird bath.” As there are ticular.
Most of the regiments here has been shut down for three weeks on
eight men who must perform this ablu- \ come from a distant locality, and the account of shortage of coal, but Superincomtlon about one fireplace, and a good |1
folks back home organize welfare so- tendent McGuire reports that the
and
soldier takes a bath twice a week, and cieties and send ’em tobacco and
pany has a barge load at Rockland,
there are only seven nights In the j
that work will be resumed within a few
! sweaters, but the regulars don’t get in
week, this grate Is a busy place.
days.
I on this.
Drinking water Is obtained only after
I had a few letters from the coast
At a well-aUended HpubUcan ca’^tw*
The
American
difficulties sometimes.
and probably will get more when the 'Tuesday evening itt the office ot P. Tdoctors are taking no one's word about
Christmas mall, which Is still coming Clarke, Fred
Torrey and Eben W,
the supply but their own, and we are
Eaton were elected delegates, Charles C,
In, catches up.
allowed to partake only after samples
TUI la Guerre Is Finis,
Thurlow and Vernon E. Small alternately
huve been tested. Frequently, when In
ROSS.
to attend the republican State conveuiion
a town, the municipal supply Is avoided
The following*
P. S.—The army censor who O-K'd at Portland, March 28.
and the supply Is brought In In trucks
the above letter added In his own town
tee web named: Fred A. Tor-'
from distant points. But I am not so
Vernon L. Small, secretary %
handwriting the following wall:
, rey,‘Chairman;
skeptical of water as I was.
"P. S.—Above statements regarding, Efcen W. Eaton, C. C. Thurlow, BeubeW
Our last station was near a hospital.
the regular forces being more or less
Couains, Charles W. Webb, Frank H.
In front of this hospital always hung a
! forgotten are true, too true. I, ton, • Trundy, James W. Clarke, T. F. Barbour,
big canvas bag full of Invitingly cool am from the regular service and 1 J. A. Gott, J. H.
.^Sweetser, and P. T.
1
water.
I cannot speak for the whole
to know we were overlooked Clarke.
happen
company, but my squad I know used !
Nihii^
Mar. 8.
I
only too well.*
ulways to drink thereof. We had kept
It up for something near a month when
NORTH FRANKUN.
SPIRIT OF
one
day a doctor In tortoiseshell SHOWS
'Willie Springer was a week-end guea*
sola
and
a
white
glasses
apron espied
of his cousin, Stanley Cousins.
dier partaking at the bag. He became Letter From French Girl to Red Cross
J, T. Clark received word last week of
Worker
Vision
Gives
«T
the
vociferously
appreImmediately very
the death of his brother at a hospital in
/
War.
,
hensive and expostulatory.
Bangor.
“For the great jumped-up Holy
Mrs. Jennie Piper and two children have
Chicago.—A letter twin a sixteenMoses, man,” said he, *Vfc>n't drink that.
That's where we keep all the sampies yeareld French girl t'a Dr. John Fin- returned from East brook, where they visof contaminated water from this yurt
ley of this city, who Is active in Red ited her mother, .Mrs Cora Kingman.
Cross work, contains a vision of the
of France.”
Miss Letilia Wiliams has returned if fan
Find Disease Genoa.
meaning of the great, war. In part, she ‘Winter Harbor, v%here she has been with
In the Iasi 17 days we’ve Sound says:
| her brother Chester, who is ill of mumps.
"It -was almost a rLver, almost a
germs of 13 deadly diseases right In
Arthur Tracey, who waB here from
calle<l
the
that container. There are nine million brook,
Tser, and the birds j Waterville a few days last week, returned
1|
could
over
It
with
one sweep of
bacteria to the square Inch In that—
fly
Saturday. His father accompanied him
enorgh germs In that bag to kill the their -wings. And on the two banka for a visit.
|
there
were
mlllioms
oV men, eye to eye, ]
wbdle German army. 1 should ray that
Misses Marie and Ruby Cousins, who
my squad consumed several cubic feet Hut the distance which separated them have
spent their vacation with their
was
thn*
th e stars In the sty;
greater
of 'that water, and I don't know enough
j parents, have returned to Elle worth,
about mathematics to compute the it was the distanc® which separates
where they are employed.
from right and jusMoe.
Mar. U.
T.
"The ocean Is so vast that the sea
PROTEGE OF MRS. MARSHALL gulls do not dure to cross It.
Daring
SOUND.
seven days and S'fven nights the
great
School closed Friday, after a successful
steamships of A mertca, going at full term
taught by Mrs. G. A. Wiggin.
speed, drive through the deep waters
Reuben Brown cut his foot quite badly
before the ltghthiouses of France come,
Into view; hut from one side to the; •one day last week, while chopping wood.
Miss Eunice H. Tinker of the Sound and
other hearts are toothing.”
Merle W. Brown of Dixmont were married*
at Plymouth, March 2. Their friends
%akHORSE MEAT

plumbing and

Young Mothers
strength

importance

thoughtful

maternity

CCOTTC

JemulsionJ
supplies

glycerine,

genum*.'
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IS IN DEMAND

Shops

by our developing ancestors. But
they are normally In the class of

things

w

must

have.

There is, of

no

born street, and Canal street, and Market street.; that they are mixing soft
coal with hard to conserve, but at Oie
same time give the fiat dweller a warm
radiator to get up by. And then we
figure that the scintillating, on-uml-eff
cigarette sign, at the corner of Broadway and Sixth avenue, fkir instance,
would supply enough light tor a whole
division ; that Just one of those restless
snakes pursuing each other around the
edges of that sign wonld lllmnlnttie
the whole of this Grand Hotel <ta
France, In which we now are billeted,
and be a distinct betterment on oar
present two-candle power factual)

lighting plant.
Every Town Has One.
I am divulging no “outstanding
physical characteristics which might
betray locality” when I mention the
Grand Hotel du France.
They are
Maxim's restaurants In
the United States
Every town has
one, and they generally are august,
aged hostelrles, living, like the Mississlppl river steamboats, on their reputation. This one Is a comparative Juvenile. It Is only one hundred aud one
years old, according to a comer stone
But at
we discovered the other day.
that It hasn’t got electric wiring aud
as

common

as

Recently Established In
■Yoik Continue to Increase
Their Business.

toward them on the *art -of the beef
meat Shops has been overcome.
PrevalMmg- prices will show why the popularity at the meat is Increasing and
why tlie aversion «f some persons Is

being

overcome:

Steak, .ratind, porterfacuse or sirWta, jer lb. 12%c
Potramst, per lb..
10 c
Fhtafc, per lb.... 7 <.
M* artew, per 1b....
0 c
Song bone, per n>. 4 e

r.uluguu,

i
Clarence L Morrison, mow Morrison
Marshall, protege at Mrs. Thomas K.
Marshall, wife of the vice president,
has developed from m tiny, undergnown
Infant to a bouncing seventeen-monthsold boy. Mrs. Marshall found him la a
Washington diet kitchen infirmary and
asked the mother to loan him to her
for rare In her own home. He was one
of twins, and the mother la caring for
the other.
The Marshalls have not
adopted this one, but they have an
Indefinite “loan” of him. Part of hia
rejuvenation was due to a few weeks
In Michigan and Arizona where his
foster parents went for a vacation.

Tier

tend best wishes.

New

i*>rk.—The horse meat ulcps
rectmtly established here continue to
leereasie-thelr bustoesa The antlpetiy

alarming scarcity of any of
these things. Merely a conservation.
Over here we hear that the lights
are going out on Broadway, and Dear-

course,

important ingredistrengthening
furnishing

lb. 12^c

“GRANDMA” GETS REPLY
TO NOTE IN SWEATER
Lonaoanlng, Md.—Among the
sweater* sent recently by Lonaconlng mneD to the Red Cross
for shipment to the expeditionary army was one knitted by
"Grandma” Bradley, ninety-two,
In which she Inserted a note In
one of the sleeves asking the soldler who received It to write her
a letter.
She has Just received
a reply from France. The sweater was received by a
Lonaconlng
boy, a lad whom she had known
when he was a child.

!

j

!

Miss

Myrtle Tinker, Alice Tinker and
from

Harvard Tinker returned
Monday
North Hancock, where they

visited.theie

sister, Mrs. Natalie Fleming.
Mar. 11.

y.

GQTT'S ISLAND,
Mrs. Grace Gross is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Staples arrived
home Tuesday, from
Katadin Iron Works
where Mr. Staples has
had

enjoyment

we”t‘Harbor*
Harbor, SthPle“

b°me ,r°W
where she has
been at/d^ding high school, and Miss Ruth #
Ruth trom
"

west

Ellsworth.
Quite an iceberg grounded

on (he bar
It measured 92
leet in
was twelve
leet high
at one end and
eight leet at the other.
*r' U‘
Mrs. Chips. Jr
e

this week.

circumference,

and

lamoine.
George Merchant of Mt. Deaert
Ferre jB
employed at Darra. mill. He i. stonninf

*
With hia siater, Mra.
Stanley Gordon.
A brush bee
planned by M.nael
Young
was enjoyed
by tour Ellsworth boys and
two
town

boys

on

Saturday.
dinner and supper were
by Mr
More brush would have
been
for ao much snow.
M»r- 11- «

*££5

YonZ

burnlri

IT SHRK IlOkS
TUI

R

WORK

Mi:rheabDr^a^eua.thir„e?b"d,orW^1'eSt.
h'ti. Cun

serious sickness. Mrs W
W. 10th 81., Uttie Rock Art
little boy had a
att/,.t
honestly believe he would have
not been lor
Foley's
and
dotes relieved him. I Honey
would
it at any

seveJe

but
*

“*£*
*nto

Tho,ro,t>«>. SM»
“MT
djedB£ ft’s 1
Ta!
*.?**
lot Z Lou 1,0
°*

price."-Moore'; DroJ

8«X

I

Man in
the Service

Molly’s

How to Make Oatmeal Bread
Healthful to Eat—Saves the Wheat
1 cup cooked oatmeal

1 cap flour
meal
1 teaspoon salt

\\ cups com

or

2 tablespoon* shortening
cups milk
No eggs

1\

Royal Baking Powder
2 tablespoons sugar
S teaspoons

Sift together flour, com meal, salt, baking powder and sugar.
Add oatmeal, melted shortening and milk. Bake in gTeased
shallow pan in moderate oven 40 to 45 minutes.

and

easily

This wholesome bread is

made with the aid of

quickly

ROYAL BAKING POWDER
If used three times

of white bread

place

week in

a

22 million families in the United States, it
than 900,000 barrels of flour a month.

would

by the

save more

Oar new Red, White and Blue booklet. "Best War Time Recipes”,
containing many other recipes for making delicious and wholesome
wheat saving foods, mailed free—address

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO, Dept H, 135 William St, New York

leaving for home in the wee email
hours, they were served a lunch, with hot
coffee. Nothing was left undone by Coin nobia chapter to give its guests a great
time, which they fully appreciated.
March 11.

.NEW h

CO J \rT\r

SA RGENT V1LLE.
Miss Rose Henderson has returned from
a

visit with her

parents at South Bluehili.
Horace B. Eaton was in Ellsworth and

Portland last week
and

Capt.

8 EDO WICK.

business.

on

J. Eaton of Camden recently visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Eaton.
E.

Benjamin C. Sargent

Mrs.

spent Sunday with Mrs. Sargent's parents

Gray

Miss Tillie
home

Blodgett

Seth

returned to her

has

of West

Brooksville has

postoffice.
Capt. Llewellyn Sargent

id

the

of

PorismouMi,
by the
death of his father, Capt. Jasper N. Sargent.
N. H.,

called here last week

was

Hinckley

Rufus W.

Roy

Allen of .North

has sold his

Preparations
tertainment

March II.
OJBITV ABY.

birthday, Jau. 6, and w ho had
been gradually failing since that time,
died March 7.
He was the last of a family
of eleven children, nearly all of w hom
be
lived to
The other# were
very old.
Benjamin C., Wyer G., John O., Sarah JM
William B., Lucius
B.^Thomas C., Albion,
Mary M. and George M. Their father,
Benjamin Sargent, came from Gloucester,
ninetieth

the three-masted schooner Clara
He retired from

the

Fletcher.

thirty-live

sea

years
ago, and built a grocery store near bis
home, and remained in that business
until

a year ago.
He married Abigail

Bysrd

of

Sargent-

ville, his death occurring on the 68th
anniversary of their marriage. They had
four sons, Capt. Llewellyn of Portsmouth,

Benjamin

of

Sargeutvitle,

Charles

of

Bozeman, Moot., and Fred J., who has
lived with bis parents. He is survived
by his wife, who is eighty-nine years old,
and for whom much sympathy is felt, in
her great bereavement, also his four eons,
seven
grandchildren and four great*
grandchildren.
DEER
Mrs.
an

Deimont Torrey is at home after
trip with her husband in his

vessel.

Friday evening of last week the play,
“American Flag” was given here by pupils
of the Brooksville high school. The parts
were all well taken, and the musical
part
of the program was fine.
Town meeting day, March 4, the senior
class of the high school served a dinner at
noon, and gave a play in the evening.
The proceeds from both, over |130, will be
used for graduation expenses.

forty-six

chapter
tained
and

a

members

of Harbor

chapter, O. E. 8., drove

Wednesday

reach last
of

Sedgwick.

across

to visit

They

the

Columbia

were

enter-

banquet followed by music
farce, “The Country School.” Beat

even-

for the benefit of the

home,
It
;

w

Ked

auxiliary ia doing

and

of

some

them

a

daylight.

delightful gathering.
Mar. U.
was a

HANCOCK.

WEST

Mrs. Sherman McFarland is
Miss

ELOC.

Cynthia Noble

quite

ot Calais is

ill.

visiting

McFarland.

Miss Marie

Young

of

Ellsworth spent the

week-end with Mrs. Hollis Derarnonda.
Arthur Graves :eturned

from Bar Har-

Friday.
Grace Bridges, Gertrude McFarland and
Hovey McLaughlin are home from Ellsworth high school for two weeks.
Friends of James Dodge learned with
bor

regret of the serious accident that happened to him Saturday evening, when he
fell from

tion,

w

an

engine at Washington Junc-

here he has

employment.
M. M.

Mar. 11.

M.

BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Miss Rubie Choate

of North Brooklin is

Conary.

Lynwood Leighton and family will
to Long Island to work for the

move

Allens.
Mrs.

daughter Mary
sister, Mrs. Eugene Candage,

Dora Stover and

visited her

recently.
CRUMBS.

March 11.

mckinley.
Dr. Archibald L. Dix of Germantown,
Pa., has been appointed house physician
at Germantown hospital.
Miss Mira Vernll Dix of Germantown,
Pa., and her sister, Mrs. John Lucas, are
spending several weeks at Wenonah, N. Y.
March 11.

SPEC.

Get All the War and Other News
First in the Bangor Daily News
81 00 FOR THREE MONTHS
The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers,
first 3 months for $1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon
and sending us, enclosing $1.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the
first 3 months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and
Central Maine, first to reach the morumg field, full Associated Press
reports. All towns in Eastern, Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regular Correspondents.
After the first 3 months the
paper is sold at 50 cents a month.

FILL THIS OUT
Please seud the

NAMF.

it

for

started

bile others waited until

with Mrs. Ha me

About

Thursday

en-

ISLE.

extended

View

visitors,"

Mrs. Rose

—

given

an

Wednesday of last week fifty members
of Harbor View chapter, O. E. 8., came
across the Reach from Deer Isle, to visit
Columbia chapter. A banquet was served
at 7 p. m.
A fine entertainment tollowed,
after which the company repaired to
Masonic hall for the work of the evening.
After work a light lunch was served the

who reached bis

Mass., and married Susan Cole of Brooklm.
Capt. Jasper Sargent followed the sea
for many years, his last command being

be

made for

splendid work here. Last Tuesday
shipped the first consignment ot work.

SIM.

Capt. Jasper .Sargent,

being

The Ked Cross

Cross.

Sedgwick.

are

to

ing, March 14,

to

oxen

the

Edward Johnson of Stonington was in
town Wednesday, called here by the illness of his mother, Mrs. Sophronia Johnson.
He was accompanied by bis daughter, Mrs. Williams.

been the

guest of friends in town.
Mis8 Gertrude Hooper is clerking

by

contest

sophomore and freshman classes of the
high school was held in the church Saturday evening.

West Sedgwick.

at

spelling

The annual

at Harborside.

Bangor Daily

News for three months to

...

ADDRESS.1.
ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND $1.00 FOR SAME.

By JANE OSBOHN

“I didn’t know os you had o man
In the service," commented Mrs. Ivan
from her citidel behind the coffee urn
at the head of the long bourtling-house
table. She nodded in the direction of
the newest and quietest of the young
women who tenanted her rooms ami
partook of the bounty of her plate and
then looked up to Mrs. Dean with the
suspicion of a blush «>n her face.
“Didn't youT- she said und then the
other boarders whose noses were not
buried in their morning papers looked
baclT at Mrs. Dean to see how she
would take Miss Pringle's calm re-

joinder.
“1 happened to see the sendee flag
flying in your window—that was all,"
she sniffed. “I always go in to inspect
after Maggy said it was something
new.
Well, thinks I. Miss Pringle has
been keeping ho brothers in the serv-
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ice, Miss Pringle, and we hadn't yet
any soldier beaus around here
evenings, or any other beaus for that
matter—so I says to myself Miss Prltfgie is a sly one—she’s got her Sammy
ut the front like the rest of them."
Miss I'rlngle'8 color deepened and
she studied the brown and buff of her
pancakes with even more scrutiny.
Some of the boarders who hud been
BKOOKL1N.
deep In their papers felt the oppression of the silence that followed and
Austin Staples cat his foot quite hadlv
looked up. so that almost all eyes were
one day last weeK.
Miss Pringle- But she made no est hoarding-house gossip.
on
Elmer Leach and wife have gone to AdTes. the tall young man was going—
comment And after breakfast in more
dison to viait Mrs. Leach’s father, H. S.
than one group of dispersing hoarders he had his commission In the engiKane.
neers' division, or something of thr
the question uppermost was “Did you
Will Gray of Nu.-keag is ill of measles, j
sort.
He bad known that he would
see poor Miss Pringle?"
“Poor
I
gfrl
His mother, who b.i» been ill of the same
she has a young man at the get it all along aud had never said
suppose
disease, is better.
anything about It—and now he was
front—she's never mentioned him and
Miss Lina Cunningham, who has been
I’ve never seen a picture—I didn't practically gone. It really was too
bad—Mrs. Dean told some of thr
employed at Hamual Ward well’s at Na*- think she
hai^my beans—but yon nev- pretty gtrla—that they had not known
keag, is at home again.
er know’. Stillwater runs deep."
Such
before. He was not such a bad-looklng
Misses Ad^ Herrick and Etta Bridges
were the other comments.
He would
spent the week-end at Bluehiil, the guests
As Miss Pringle passed, still a little young man. only very quiet.
not be back for dinner—he would perof Miss Florence Hinckley.
embarrassed, from the dlniift room a
come hack for bis things after
Mrs. Ida Burns, a ho has been visiting
tail, lonely looking young man stood haps
dinner and that wouhi tie the last of
her daughter, Mrs. Bala Grant, at St illback to hold the door open for her.
him.
water, returned home last week.
She had seen him several times before.
Molly was devising n scheme wherej Wilmont and Wallace Kane and Robert He was one of the new boarders—had
by she might make sure of seeing the
Dodge have gone to Long Island, where a back hall bedroom somewhere In the
The excuse she made to
man.
higher regions of the house. Appa- j young
j they are employed by Allen A Son.
herself was that she wanted to know
rentiy he had no claims to stellar conThe “old-timer” ball held at Odd Felwhat he was doing with the green
sideration from Mrs. Dean. She had j
lows hall Tuesday evening was well atwool. She left her door ajar into the
never introduced him to any of thb
tended. The orchestra of six pieces was
j hall and when she saw-him passing
composed entirely of home talent. A very pretty girls of the house and she nev- to his room to get his
things she
never asked him to have more sirup
er,
was
time
Clam
atew
pleasant
enjoyed.
j called him. He came Into her room—
on his pancakes.
He had heard Mrs.
was served.
The proceeds will be used
told her he had come back specially to
Dean's prying remark to Miss Pringle,
for the benefit of the Red Cross.
see her as he could have sent a mesfor
as she passed him to leave the room j
Lookout chapter, O. E. 8., held its regusenger for his things. "I wanted to
he
looked
into
her
for
a seceyes
Just
lar meeting Friday evening. The entertell you about the wool," he said. “1
ond.
tainment committee presented a St. Patknow you won’t laugh at me.
I’m a
he
“Don’t
let
her
said.
worry yon,”
rick’s program.
Past Matron Belle C.
queer sort of fellow—I never knew
That
was
hut
Miss
felt
Pringle
all;
Bridges presented the chapter with a serany girls. I guess they don't see m ich
that In that anthill of a house she had
vice flag w ith one star which is for Capt.
In me.
And the other men were all
at
least
one
friend.
And
Molly Pringle
Roswell Eaton, of the coast patrol.
having their girls knit sweaters for
needed a friend—she needed to know
March 11.
Uke Femme.
them with a stripe of the color of the
thnt someone believed in her—for as
sweater they
made for themselves
a matter of fact she knew herself to
FROM SOMEWHERE IN FRANCK.
the edge, and—well. It was foolalong
be a fraud. The service flag was mere
Lieut. Mahlon T. Hill, who lias been
ish of me—but I wanted a sweater
ly a flag that fluttered outside her like that. I didn’t
with the American forces in France since
wunt the fellows
window beeayse other girls she knew
September, in a letter-Tb bia mother, Mrs. j
to know I didn’t know any girl that
had similar flags fluttering from their
L, Idella Hill, writes under date of Febru- I
would make one. So'I knitted one for
windows. She hadn’t meant to cheat
a*> 14:
myself and when 1 came to the edge
Finished up my special work last week, j but when the niun with the little flags I made
up my mind 1 wanted to wear
and left Saturday and started out to fimi
on the street corner called out every
j
the color you were going to wear."
my way back to tbe company. They bad
evening as the girls from the store
muvad during my aoscnce, and were some
’’Why didn't you let me knit the
were passing:
“Got a man at the
distance away and nearer tbe front. It
sweater for you
begged Molly, alfront? Ituy a flag to show you’ve got
took me from Saturday to Tuesday after
most In tears.
noon to get up here, but that does not
a man at the front." other girls stop“Well, you see. you had your Samsignify such a lot, for tbe trains travel ped and bought flags, some with one
slowly and make a .1 rest many stops.
my." He pointed toward the little
Tbe country was very pretty, and we ! star, some with two, some with three,
•
service Hug.
passed through some very nice-looking : and hurried away seemingly much hap“I think that that flag Is for you,"
tow ns,
sto; ped in several quite large pier for the small purchase. Molly
she said. “I got one because the other
places aud bad a chance to look around had no man
at the front or anywhere
and see quite a good deal of them.
girls did—I wanted to huve a man at
When 1 finally found tbe company Tues- ! else, for that matter, but still she
day afternoon, I found them living in tbe bought her little flag and let It wave the front, too.”
And the next day when Molly told
ground aud back to regular cave-dwellers’ i from her
boarding-house window. Then the
methods of living. Tbe place is not so j
girls she was engaged to the young
she started to work knitting mufflers
bad as it would seem at first sight; there
is plenty of room and it is dry and elecand sleeveless sweaters and wristlets engineer Mrs. Dean said she had
known it all
and before long
tric-lighted. To be sure, there are some for the general Ited CYoss
supply; and. she told her along
large rats which live here, too, but so far
boarders that she mude
as
she
her
worked
needles
far
into the
they have not bothered me any, and I am
the match.
quite satisfied to have them here if they night, she pretended that they were all
will only be decent.
going for her soldier—for the Sammy
We are fairly close to Fritz’s lines and
Tobolsk, a Trade Center.
for whom the flag In the window vvus
can hear his hymns of hate whenever be
At one time Tobolsk nus the capital
thinks it safe for him to do a little
waving. Then she bought some soft
ttraefing. it is a reasonably quiet sector, green wool and started knitting a of western Siberia, and an Important
and there is not much to fear yet. 1 am
sweater for herself.
After knitting an station for the detention of political
quite satisfied, however, with the activity,
It Is fortunately situated,
hour for her Sammy she would knit prisoners.
and have no real desire for more.
The country ail aronud here is very desfifteen minutes for herself—thnt was near the Junction of two Important rivolate, the villages destroyed, trees cut
what the other girls did—the other ers, one of them the Tobol from which
down and the grouud all torn up by shell
it takes It# name. Not far uway lie
fire and digging that has taken place at J girls In the store who had real Sumthe ruins of an even older city, which
times not long distant. The more one
mles.
sees of this business and the more one
dominated the region before the RusSometimes
took
her
soft green sians
Molly
hears of the atrocities of the Huns, the
conquered It. Tobolsk Itself was
greater one’s hate for them becomes. Tbe
knitting into the boarding-house sit- founded
by the Cossacks and built
reality of the thing ia just dawning on ting room—when she was waiting for
some of us, and as time goes on we shall
largely by the labor of political prisdinner
was
on
that
not really quite
get more of it, hut I hope we shall all come
oners and prisoners of war.
It has a
through safely. I ai*i trustiug that IJod time. She hesitated about taking down single
cathedral, Inclosed within a high
will see fit to help our cause and bring
the soldier knitting for fear another
towered
this awful war to a successful conclusion.
wall, built in-lmitation of the
Inquiring remark might come from Kremlin In Moscow by Swedish
Do not worry, for I am not in any imprisMrs. Dean. The girls had watched her
mediate danger aud shall not be for some
oners
of w§r. The ambitious idea of
1
time.
knit and had told her she was a rapid
imitating the thousand churches of the
worker, and once she had wound a Kremlin In far ofT Siberia
never got
WEST TREMONT.
skein of worsted on the back of a chair
farther than this first cathedral. The
COMMUNICATION
and another time the tall, forlorn
rest of Tobolsk Is a typical little SiTo the Editor of The American:
young man, who had once held the door berian city, with a so-called palace
and
open for her, seemed to rise up from wide
Will you kindly permit me, through the
grass grown streets bordered by
columns of your paper, to explain a matter a shadowy part of the room and offered low wooden houses. There are a few
to hold the yarn for her. He had held
which is quite generally misconstrued by
shops and banks of more ambitious
to the last end ot the wool and as It
the voters of the to*n of TremonL In
structure, for Tobolsk is the center of
crawled
his
as
through
hand,
our annual town
Molly quite a trade.
report,under the account
“State aid to dependents of men in the wound the ball to completion, he lookand
It
with
ed
at
stroked
It
his
or
other
naval service of the United
military
Philippine* Need Tractors,
»
States,” is a charge of f48 paid Elisa C. hand.
Long-continued ravages of rinderpest
KumilJ. Now she is my
"It’s a Tery pretty color.” he said, have greatly reduced the
mother, and has
number of
lived with roe continually since first of last and then, having accomplished hlB usecarabao In the Philippines, writes a
and
November,
may it be God’s will that
fulness. he settled back Into the shad- correspondent. The continued
expanshe live with my fimily many years to
ow of the room.
sion of agriculture In the Islands,'
and
without
come,
any feeling of deOnce after that the young man ap- therefore, will create a good demand
pendency whatever.
proached her apparently with some em- for a light farm tractor to be sold at
As a matter of fact, Nettie J. Rumiil
barrassment and asked her why she a reasonable price. Purchases of
heavy
for
the
and
received it. lor
applied
aid,
did not do her knitting In the living tractors which sell at high prices will
neither
of
my mother,
us, knew anything
room any more.
He explained the be limited to a few of the larger haciabout the matter until it came out in the
question by saying that he had hoped endas, but the market for light tractors
town report, and would not have
accepted to help her wind another skein some- for small planters and
co-operative
if it had been passed to us on a platter.
time. Bat after that Molly did her groups will be general. No such tracLoken W. Rumill.*
I knitting in her own room.
tor so far Introduced Into the Islands
March 11,1918.
One evening a half hour after din- las been satisfactory.
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FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR
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iCepyright, l»17, by the McClur* Newspaper Syndicate.)
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tier time Moll}- w*a alooe l« b"r w«**
*•>
I Kitting up on her little nxrti
and Iml by nlybu kn-tttng. Th«* waa
ii tap at tba dour and MoMy W wMbIng to put down her Irnlltin* —It waa
the fifteen mlnutea during which aha
1
knitted mi hrr own nwentar—rwltad «•»
Tfcn hoar
"Ooaaa In." wit hoot rising
opened and the tall ywat aasa who
hud wound her wool Mood tli»f*.
“Won't you war hi" unld Molly,
rising nuil motioning to llw our etut.r
In hor mitt little room
The young man Brat laid that hr
couldn't and thru did come la and
after five mlnutea of enilwirn- >d
searching for a cue to hta .»o*t. Bn
ally came abruptly to the polat. He
wauted to get from her a ilnie of the
soft green wool. Just enough to make
three or font rewa on a maa'a alee relees sweater. He told her he had tro-l
to Bud some stray pieces when she
was knitting downstairs but hn l t» n
unsuccessful.
Molly wound off n geo- n os tw
J from a fresh skein, gave It to him and
».
As he r>
asked no questions.
go he glanced toward the service Bag
that she had polled Into her room for
the night. He walked over to It and
lingered the ling.
“Is It a brother!" he naked apparently with acme difficulty.
“N-O-O," (Bid Molly, blushing guiltily,
‘That la, I Have no brothers."
Molly
was prompted to add, "Pm not blush
Ing for the reason yon think I am,"
hut of course she didn't.
It was not till after the nelgbts-r
bonrder had left her room that she began to wonder why be had asked for
the length of green wool and her
curiosity Increased so that, as the time
passed, she determined to ask him.
Still when she met him at breakfast
It was not entirely easy. Then when
she came home for dinner and paused
In the sitting room she heard the lat-
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crntly, injuring Hsfsslt sen ssly
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Mrs. Frank Pay ol IMai<
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bar parents. Mr. and Mrs. t. S. Hernia
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Mr. and| Mrs. Fred Lovell, »■
Buckaport lbs past fen w< -iras.

been in

hare returned here for tbs

1

season

Koy Allen and H. A. Maples, aar
purchased long Island, ntu soon r
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lumbering opsratloDs Ibarv. A fra sk
already at nork. A tswrdin* b ms
will soon be erected.
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for I wo

wr.

Earl Coat on, w bo baa been etnj
Washburn, ia with bia family lor

'■

If•

days.
Mrs.
line

L8. Clement and daughter Via

are

waning ber mother at

^

*

*l 1«

rnont.
Mr*.
Walter Sprague of lur
spent the week-end with her a*ate
L. S. Clement.
Seal Harbor A. A.
from the Kadio
Harbor last

won

the rubber

r
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Mra

g

boy a of Otter Creek at I

*r

week.

Miaa Marjorie Maskell, who
employed in Boston, la visit inf

baa teen
ber

•«*

Mrs. Charles Turnbull.
Frederick Macomber, Jr.* who i* ■
tending Ellsworth high 4-hoot, is ap»
ing bia vacation with hie father.
i*
March U.
BAY81DE.
School closed Friday for two weeks.
E. B. Tinker and la w re nee Carrot *[Sunday with Mr. Tinker’s family.
H. Murch, after two wee as
parents *here, bas.returned t
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with
Old

bia

Town.

Harry Duffy
few

days
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ith his aiater, Mra. Irving t
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Dugout Pit U Popular.
The dugout pit or potato storage
cellar Is probably more widely used
than any other type of storage space.
Fitted with water-tight roof It la especially popular In the ceutral portions of the United States. In the arid
and setnl-arld sections a tyt** with sod
dirt roof Is In most general use. As
rule, the excavation for the cheaper
structures of the dugout pit or cellsr
type when erected on level or nearly
or
a

level land does not exceed three feet.
The soil removed from such an excavation. particularly If the dugout la of
any considerable size, is ample tor
banking the side ted end walla and
also for the roof.
The cost of construction may be greatly modified, aecording to the character of the location.

j

Preserving Flowers.
A method of preserving the uatoral colors of flowers consists In dusting salicylic add on the plants as thsy
Ue In the press and removing It with
a brush when the flowers are quit*
dry. Red colors In particular are w«B
preserved by this agent. Another method of applying the same preservatlva
Is to use a solution of one part of
salicylic In fourteen of alcohol by
of blotting paper or cottonwool soaked In It and placed above and
below the flowers. Powdered bornclc
acid yields nearly as good results.
means

